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AB S TRAC T
The Nitrogen Washout System measures nitrogen elimination on a breath
basis from the body tissues of a subject breathing pure oxygen. The
system serves as a prototype for a Space Shuttle Life Sciences
experiment and in the Environmental Physiology Laboratory. Typically, a
subject washes out body nitrogen for three hours while breathing oxygen
from a mask enclosed in a positive pressure-oxygen tent. A nitrogen
washout requires one test operator and the test subject.
A DEC LSI-11/02 computer is used to (1) control and calibrate the mass
s,)ectroneter and Skylab spironeter, (2) gather and store experimental
data (3) and provide limited real time analysis and more extensive
post-experiment analysis. Five programs are used to gather and store
the experimental data and perform all the real time control and
analysis.
The Personal Data Input Program collects the data on a subject's
physical characteristics and body measurements as entered by the test
operator. The body composition and body nitrogen content are calculated
by the program for one or more processes: (1) Water Immersion, (2)
Skinfold Process I, (3) Skinfold Process II and (4) Nutrition Journal
Form ula. Body composition and body nitrogen content are also calculated
from the subject's known per cent body fat, if available. The program
produces a subject characteristics profile on the printing terminal and
stores the same information in a data file.
The Decompression Data Program collects data from a decompression
experience experiment, then computes the final tissue nitrogen and the
decompression ratio at the time of final decompression. The data is
written to a data file suitable for analysis. It types a short report
on final tissue nitrogen partial pressure and decompression ratio at
time of final decompression for specified tissue saturation half times.
The Nitrogen Washout Program controls the gas valving system for° the
mass spectrometer, calibrates the mass spectrometer acid spironeter, and
records all the subject and test data entered by the test operator. It
samples the spironeter and the gas channels from the mass spectro:llater,
calculates inspired/expired  air gas concentrations arid breath volumes,
then writes the data to a floppy disk for storage. It also produces a
typed report of the nitrogen washout parameters along with one minute
sLmimaries as the washout proceeds.
The Nitrogen Data Program reads the i nforriati on from the nitrogen
washout and produces a typed report of one of four available reports to
a printing terminal. The Update Program takes a previously collected,
unformatted data file generated by the old nitrogen washout program and
rewrites it to a formatted data file for use with N2DA TA report writing
program or for transfer to the VAX.
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1.0 PROGRAM DESIGN AND CONS EPTS
1.1 PERSONAL DATA INPUT PROGRAM
1.1.1 PURPOSE
The PDINPT program is designed to collect descriptive information on the
subject's physical characteristics and data from one or more of three skin
measurement processes for deter,kning body composition. This data is then
used to compute nitrogen content infomation by the water immersion
process, by each of the two skinfold processes used, by a nutrition
journal fonnul a and by a known per-cent body fat from the personal
characteristics data.
1.1.2 INPUT FILES AND DATA
The data is entered by the test operator in response to computer prompts.
Refer to section 2.1 INPUT DATA AND FORMATS.
1.1.3 OUTPUT FILES AND REPORTS
The program stores the data in a file on a floppy disk in device DY1: and
produces a typed report on the printing terminal. Refer to section 3.1
PROGRAM OUTPUT, REPORTS AND DATA.
1.1.4 CALCULATIONS
1. Body Composition by Water Immersion
a. Average under water weight from (1 < N < 10) (kg)
b. Water Weight = Average under water weight - under water chair
weight (kg)
Nude Weight - hater Weight
c. Body volume - -------------------------- - Residual Vol (L)
Water Density
Nude Weight,
d. Body Density = -----------
Body Volume
4.95
e. % Body Fat = (------- - 4.50) X 100
Density
1
2. body Composition by Ski nfol d Process I
a. Biceps skinfold thickness average fruin three trii1s (mm)
b. Triceps skinfold thickness average from three trials (mm)
c. Subscapul ar skinfold thickness average from three trials (mm)
d. Suprail iac skinfold thickness average from three trials (mm)
e. S x Log of the sun of biceps average, Triceps average,
Subscapular average, and Suprailiac average
f. body Density
i. If Male = 1.1610 - (.0632 x S)
ii. If Female = 1.1581 - (.0720 x S)
4.95
g. % body Fat = (------- - 4.50) x 100
)ensi ty
3. Body Composition by Skinfold Process II
a. Midclavicular skinfold thickness average from three trials
( min)
b. Umbilicus skinfold thickness average from three tr.xls (mm)
c. Anterior mid thigh skinfold thickness average from three
trials (mm)





Umbilicus average, and Anterior mid thigh average (mm)
e. body Density
-4
i. If Male = 1.10938 - (8.267 x 10 ) x S +
(1.6 x 10 ) x (S) - (2.574 x 10 ) x Age
-3
ii. If Female = 1.105339 - (1.1964 x 10 ) x S +
-6	 2	 -4
(3.8 x 10 ) x (S) - (1.069 x 10 ) x Age
4.95
f. % Body Fat = (------- - 4.5U) x 100
Densi ty
2
4. Formula estimation of Body Characteristics from American Journal
of Clinical Nutrition
a. Vo ► uroe = 1.015 x Nude Weight - 4.937 (L)
Nude Weight
b, Density = -----------
Vol we
2,454.38
c. % Body Fat = 52.67 - -------
Weight
d. % body Fat Free Mass = 100 - " Body Fat
1811.33
e. % Total Body Water - 34.93 + -------
Weight
5. Estimated Total Nitrogen Content of Body Before Nitrogen Washout
a. Fat Weight a % Body Fat x Nude Weight ( kg)
b. Fat Free Mass - Nude Weight - Fat Weight ( kg)
c. Essential Lean Body Water Mass = Fat Free Mass x .72 (kg)
Fat Weight ( kg)
d. Vol ume of Total Fat Tissue = ------------------------ (L)
.90 kg/Liter at 37 deg C
e. Volume of Essential Lean Body Water -
Essential Lean Body Water Mass (kg)
----------------------------------- (L)
.9933 kg/Liter at 37 deg C
f. Quanti ty of N2 i n Total Fat Ti ssue = Fat Vol ume x .067 (L)
g. Quantity of N2 in Essential Lean Body Water =
A .
Lean Body Water Volume x .013 (L)
h. Total Body N2 = Fat N2 + Lean Body Water N2 (L)
Total Body N2





471.2 DECOMPRESSION DATA PROGRAM
1.2.1 PURPOSE
The DECDAT program records the data from a decompression experience in the
ch&iber and types a report on the final tissue partial pressure of
nitrogen in psi for each of three types of body tissue and the
decompression ratio for each type of tissue at the time of final
decompression. Tissues of half saturation time 180 minutes, 240 minutes
and 360 minutes are used.
1.2.2 INPUT FILES AND DATA
The test operator enters the data on the subject's identification, the
nitrogen partial pressure and duration of washout for each phase of a
n i trogen washout, the experimental conditions during the chamber run, and
the subject's symptoms during decompression in the hypobaric chamber.
Refer to section 2.2 INPUT DATA AND FORMATS
1.2.3 OUTPUT FILES AND REPORTS
The computer calculates the final tissue partial pressure of nitrogen in
PSI for each of three types of body tissue and the decompression ratio for
ea^:' *-,vpe of tissue at the time of final decompression. The program
prrd;;;;Y s a swimary report on the printing terminal , containing stibject
z s: yriti fication, the partial pressure of nitrogen in each of the three
types of tissue and the decompression ratio for each of the three types of
tissue. It also produces a data file on a fl oppy disk which contains all
the data entered by the test operator and the coniputed inforwation in the
summary on partial pressure of nitrogen in the three types of tissue and
the decompression ratic for each of the three types of tissue. Refer to
section 3.2 PROGRAM OUTPUT, REPORTS AND DA TA
1.2.4 CALCULA TIONS
1. Computation of the Fi nal
Nitrogen after an Exposure
FP = Po + [(Pa - Po)
FP: Final Tissue Ni troc;en
the end of a washout phase
Tissue Partial Pressure in psi of
of t Minutes
-kt
(1 - e	 )]
Pressure for a specific tissue type at
Po: The original or beginning N2 partial pressure (equivalent to





Pd: The N2 partial pressure in the breathi ng medi um during the
washout phase.




t 1/2: Tissue half saturation time in minutes
0.693: Logarithym to the base e of 2
2. Equation for the Computation of the Decanpression Ratio
Final Tissue N2 Pressure (psi)
Decompression Ratio = --------------------------------
Ambient (or Suit) Pressure (psi)
1.3 NI TROGEN WASHOUT PROGRAM
1.3.1 PURPOSE
The 112WASH program is the main program for running the nitrogen washout
experiment.	 A read only data file named DA 1CON.VAL is located on the
system floppy and contains the initial calibration values used by the
N2WASH program. The program prints the data constants and allows the test
operator to make changes if necessary. It collects data on the subject' s
identification and the experimental conditions. The coiiputer calibrates
the spectroneter and spi ro meter and col 1 ects the test data as the
experiment i-,sins.
1.3.2 INPUT FILES AND DATA
The program prompts the test operator to enter data on the subject's
identification and the experimental conditions. It collects the test data
as the experiment runs. Refer to section 2..,3 INPUT DATA AND FORMATS.
1.3.3 OUTPUT FILES AND REPORTS
During the washout, test data and one minute summaries are produced on the
printing termi nal .
	
The test data is also being stored cin a fl oppy disk
along with the data that was entered by the test operator. 	 Dummy zeroes
mark the end of data input into the storage file. If a printing terminal
is used, the hard copy provides a prel imi nary report on the nitrogen
washout. A final report is obtained by using the N2DA TA Progra.i. Refer
to section 3.3 PROGRAM OUTPUT, REPORTS AND DATA.
5n ,n .
oYz; c^uui	 , 4 ` i ..,, n Fuf^
OF P001`1 QUALITY
1.3.4 CALCULATIONS
1. Calculate Slopes and Intercepts for Hi and Lo range N2 and for 02
and CO2.
CALCNT is the digital count equivalent to the voltage recorded.
CALPC T i s the concentration of a gas in a medium.
G4SSLP is the slope calculated for a gas.
GSNICP is the intercept calculated for a gas.
Nitrogen-Hi Range
CALPC T N2 in Air - CALPC T N2 in Gas Prix
GASSLP = ---------------------------------------
CALCNT N2 in Air - CALCNT N2 in Gas ttix
GS N lC P = C AL PC T N2 in Gas Mix -
(GASSLP Hi N2 * CALCNT N2 in Gas Mix)
Ni trogen-Lo Range
C AL PC T N2 in Gas Mix - C AL PC T N2 in 100% 02
GASSLP= --------------------------------- 	 ------
CALCNT N2 in Gas Mix - C ALC iJ T N2 in 100% 02
GSNICP = CALPC T N2 in 100% 02 -
(GASSLP Lo N2 * CALCNT N2 in 100% 02)
Oxygen
CALK T 02 i n 100% 02 - CALK T 02 1 n Gas Mix
GASSLP= ------------------------------------------
CALCNT 02 in 100% 02 - CALCNT 02 in Gas Mix
GS N IC P = CALPC  T 02 in Gas Mix -
(GASSLP 02 * CALCNT 02 in Gas Mix)
Carbon Dioxide
CALPC T CO2 i n Gas Mix - CALPC T CO2 i n 100% 02
GASSLP= ---------------------------------------------
CALK T C'02 in Gas Mix - CALPC T CO2 in 100% 02
GSNTCP = CALPC T CO2 i n 100% 02 -
(GASSLP CO2 * CALCNT CO2 in 100% 02)
6
2. Calculate Slope and Intercept
One liter was measured at
counts.
for Calibrating the Spiraneter.
one volt and one volt 0auals 410.5
Hi Cal Cnt - Lo Cal Cnt + 410.5
Ni Vol une - Lo Vol une
Slope_ ---------- ,.------------
Ni Cal CNT - Lo Cal Cnt





Intercept = Lo Vol une - (Slope x Lo Cal Cnt)
3. Calculating the Average Digital Computer Count
The computer samples the gas channels 25/sec and reads the
digital count equating to the analog voltage. At tine end of a
breath (deterini ned by no increase in voltage in the spi roneter)
the counts are sunmed and divided by the nunber of samples
occuri ng in the breath. The average digital count is computed
for the spi roneter and is used to compute the volume of a breath.
An average diyi tal cuun t is also computed for each gas channel
and is used to determine the concentration of a gas.
4. Volume of (heath in Liters
y = mx + b, where x is the average digital computer count
corresponding to average voltage in spirometer during breath.
5. Gas Concentrations in Expired Breath
Y = nix + b, where x is the avera jo digital computer count
corresponding to average voltage in qas channel during breath.
b. N2 Vol une of Breath = N2 Concentration * Vol une of Greath
7. N2. Volume for the Minute = Sum of N2 volumes for the minute
8. Total N2 Vol une = Sum of NL vol times
7
is
1.4 NITROGEN DATA PROGRA14
1.4.1 PURPOSE
The N2DA TA Program uses a data file fran the N2WASH program to type a
formatted report of the Nitrogen Washout Expeirment.
1.4.2 INPUT FILES AND DATA
The input data for N2DA TA is stored on a fl oppy disk in a data fi 1 e
created by the N2WASH program. Refer to section 2.4 INPUT DATA AND
FORMA TS
1.4.3 OUTPUT FILES AND REPORTS
There are four types of reports produced by the N2DA lA program.
r,
(1) A short report types the data on
experimental condi tons with a summary
average nitrogen volume per breath, averal,
breath, average nitrogen concentration
dioxide concentration per breath, total
nL,t5er of breaths.
subject identification and
of the average breath volume,
le oxygen concentration per
per breath, average carbon
nitrogen eApi red and total
(2) A full report types the data on subject identification and
experimental conditions with a breath by breath account of breath
number, elapsed time in seconds, breath volume, nitrogen volume per
breath, oxygen concentration per breath, nitrogen concentration per
breath and caroon dioxide concentration per breath. It also types a
summary of the average breath volume, average nitrogen vol une per
breath, average oxygen concentration per breath, average nitrogen
concentration per breath, average carbon dioxide concentration per
Iireath, total nitrogen expired and total number of breaths.
(3) A One Minute Interval report types 'Zhe data on subject
identification and experimental conditions with elapsed time in minutes
and one minute readings of CO2 .il/inin, 02 ml/min, N2 ml/min, N2 ml/kg of
body-mass/min, N2 Out (Torr)/minute, cunmulative N2 washed out,
cummulative ;; of 142 estimate washed out, and the metabolic rate for the
min(ite as CO2 * 1362.4. It also types a summary of the average breath
volume, average nitrogen volUnle por breath, average oxygen concentration
per breath, average nitrouan concentration per breath, averagecarbon




4) A Five Minute In terval report types the	 data	 on	 subject
tier ti ticati i ii and experimental conditions with five minute readings of
02	 ml/five-minute	 interval ,	 02	 wl/five- ainute	 interval,	 N2
ml/five-minaate interval, N2 ml/kg of body-mass/five minute interval, N2
Out (Tarr )/minute, cumnul ative N2 washed out, cwm;iul ative
	
of N2
estimate washed out, and the metabolic rate for five minutes gas CO2
1362.4. It also typos it summary of the average breath vol ume, average
nitrogen voluae per breath, average oxygen concentration per breath,
average nitrogen concentration pr^r breath, average carbon dioxide
concentration per breath, total nitrogen expired and total number of
breaths. Refer to section 3.4 PROGRAM OUTPUT, REPORTS AND DATA
1.4.4 CALCULATIONS
?. CO2 and 02 Volume/Breath in Liters x Breath Volume
CO2 Vol une 02 Concentration x Breath Vol woe
02 Vol ume W 02 C oncentrati on * Breath Vol we
2. The N2, 02, and CO2 Vol we in 10 for Interval
N2 - Sum of N2 x 1000
02 = Sum of 02 x 1000
CO2 = Sum of CO2 x 1000
3. The 1 Minute Average N2 Concentration
Sum of N2 Concentration Readings
Number of Readings
4. The. 1 Mi r rte N2 rnl/ ky of Body Weight
N2 Vol une in ml
Body Weight in kg
S.
	
The CUInIaUI atiVe N2 Eliminated by 1 Minute Intervals
Sum of N2 Eliminated in Previous Intervals
6. The ,u of Estimated Body N2 Content El ioi nated by 1 Mi nute
Intervals
(Cummul ative N2 / 1000)
(----------------------------) x 100
Estimated N2 Content of Body
9
The Metabolic Rate (BTU/hr) during the 1 Minute In
= Liters of CO2 El i°ni hated per Minute x 136'
The 5 Minute Average N2 Concentration
Sum of N2 Concentration Readings
--------------------------------
Nunber of Readings
the 5 Minute N2 ml/ kg of Body Weight
N2 Volume in ril
Body Weight in kg
The Cummul ative N2 Eliminated by 5 Minute Intervals
= Sum of N2 Eliminated in Previous Intervals
The is of Estimated Body N2 Content Eliminated by 5 Minute
Intervals
(Cummulative N2 (ml) / 1000)
(----------------------------) x 100
Estimated N2 Content of Body
12. The Metabolic Rate ( BTU/hr) during the 5 Minute Interval
Average Liters of CO2 Eliminated per Minute x 1362.4
13. Average of Breath Volumes
14. Average of N2 Volume of Breath
15. Average N2 Concentratior per Breath
13. Average 02 Concentration per, Breath









The UPDATE prograim was designed for limited  use. It reads the unformatted
data stored on a floppy disk file from an earlier versium nitrogen washout
program and writes it to another fi 1 e so that it is formatted. It al so
records blanks or zeroes for the header infonmation data which was not
included in the early nitrogen washouts. The updated ddtc► floppy di ek
file fomat is then identical to the ones being produced by the current
version of the nitrogen washout program.
1.5.2 INPUT FILES AND DATA
The input for UPDATE is the unformatted data stored on a floppy disk file
from an earlier version of the nitrogen washout program. Refer to 2.5
INPUT DATA FORMATS.
1.5.3 OUTPUT FILES AND REPORTS
UPDATE creates a fomatted file on a floppy disk which is identical to the
fu mat of the files being produced by the current version of the nitrogen
washout program. Refer to section 3.5 PfiOGRAM OUTPUT REPORTS AI'M DP%rm
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2.0	 INPUT DATA AND FORMATS
2.1	 PERSONAL DATA INPUT PROGRAM




SUBJECT ID CODE (XXX-XX-XXX
DATE OF DA TA
C OLLEC TION (MM/DD/YY )












WATER TEMP (XX.XX) deg C 0.0-99.99
WATER DENSITY (X..XXX) kg/L 0.0-9.999
RESIDUAL VOLUME (XX.XX) L 0.0-99.99
UNDER WATER




(Let N represent the number of the trial and let N increase
from 1 to the number of trials.)
UNDER WATER
WEIGi T N
	 (XX.XX)	 kg	 0.0-99.99
MEASUREMENT DATE	 (MM/DD/YY )
12
i
SKI NFOLU PRUC ESS I
BODY SIDE USED (A) (R/L)
NUMBER OF TRIALS (X) 1-3
(Let N represent the number of the trial	 and let N increase
from 1 to the nunber of trials.)
BICEPS N (XX.XX) 111111 0.0-99.99
TRIO EPS N (XX. XX) min 0.0-99.99
SUBSCAPULAR N (XXX.X) nun 0.0-250.0




BODY SIDE USED (A) (R/L)
NUMBER OF TRIALS (X ) 1-3
(Let N represent the number of the trial and let N increase
from 1 to the niunber of trials.)
MIDCLAVICULAR N
	 (XXX.X)	 mm	 0.0-2.50.0
U14BILICUS N












2.2 DECOMPRESSION DATA PROGRAM
The following table lists the variables which the test operator
asked to enter.
INPUT VARIABLES FORMAT UNITS RANGE
FILENAME (FILENAME .EXT, e.g.,	 SMITH.DEC)
SUBJECT IUCOOE (XXX-XX-XXXX)
TEST NUMBER (XX) (1-99)
TEST DA TE (MM-DD-YY )
INITIAL PARTIAL
PRESSURE OF NITROGEN (XX.XX) PSI (4.0-20.99)
NUMBER OF
WASHOUT PHASES (XX) (1-10)
(Let N represent the number of the washout phase and let N increase
frm 1 to the number of washouthales so that these next two
i tans are entered for each phase
PARTIAL PRESSURE
OF NITROGEN IN
WASHOUT PHASE N (XX.XX) PSI (0.0-12.99)
DURATION OF
WASHOUT PHASE N (XXXX) MIN (0-1440)
FINAL PRESSURE (XX.XX) PSIA (0.0-10.99)
TEMP ERAIURE (XX) deg C (0-40)
TIME OF FINAL
DECOMPRESSION (HH:MM) nrs:min 0-24:0-59
TIME OF





OF BUBBLES (HH:MM) nrs:min 0-24:0-59
TIME OF REMISSION







0-24:0-5Jhr ,q nd r^
hrs :mi n U-24:0-69
PRESSURE AT REMISSIO N
OF BUBBLES (XX. X )
BENDS PRESENT? (YON)
LWATION OF MENDS ( Text)






2.3 NITROGEN WASHOUT PROGRAM
The following tdbl e lists  the variables which the test operator will be
asked to enter,
,.
INPUT VARIA3LES FORMAT UNITS
FILENAME (FILENAME.EXT, e.g.,	 SMITH.N2W)
DA TE (MM/DD/YY )
NAME (Up	 TO 30 CHAR)
SUBJEC T IDCODE (xxx-xx-xxxx)
SUBJEC T AGE (xx) yrs
EXTERNAL TEMP (xx.xx) deg C
EXTERNAL GRAVI TY (1/0)
SUBJEC T IMMERSED (Y/N)
BODY POSI TIUN CODE (xx)
AMBIENT PRESSURE. (xxx.xx) mm Hg
DRUG CODE (xx)
EXERCISE CODE (xx)
BREATHING MIXTURE CODE (xx)
BODY HYDRATION CODE (xx)
AMBIENT CS CODE (XX)
STARTING TIME (HH :MM) hrs :m1 n
SPECIAL CONDITION CODE (XX)















2.4 NITROGEN DATA PROGRAM
The input data for N20A TA
from a nitrogen washout.
file in which the data is
"Do you want a full
produced.
is the formatted data stored on a floppy disk
The test operator supplies the name of the data
stored and answers yes or no to the question,
repo rt?" If the answer is "no" a short report is
2.5 UPDATE PROGRAM
The input data for the UPDATE program is the unformatted data stored on a
floppy disk from an early nitrogen washout. The test operator enters the
name of the data file where the unformatted data is stored and the name of
the Mee where he would 1 i ke the newly formatted data to be .stored. The
program puts zeros or blanks in the new data file for the new variables
created in the modified nitrogen washout program.
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3.0 PROGRAM OUTPUT, REPORTS AND DATA
3.1 PERSONAL DATA INPUT PROGRAM
The Yol l owi ng table lists al l the variaUl es which are output in the hard











p BODY FAT	 (XX.X)
NUDE WEIGHT	 (XXX.X)	 kg
C:,TE OF BIRTH	 (DD/MON/YY)
BODY COMPOSITION OUTPUT BY WATER IMMERSION
NUDE WEIGHT (XXX.XX) kg
WATER TEMP (XX.AX) deg C
RESIDUAL VOLUME (XX.XX) L
WATER DENSITY (X. XXX) kg/L
UNDER WATER
CHAIR WEIGHT (XX.XX) kg
AVERAGE UNDER
WATER WEIGHT (XX.XX) kg
(Let N represent the number of the trial	 and let N increase
from 1 to the number of trials.)
TRIAL N UNDER
WATER WEIGHT (XX.XX) kg
WATER WEIGHT (XX.XX) kg
BODY VOLUME (XX.XX) L
BODY DENSITY (XX.XX) kg/L
t BODY FAT (XX.XX)
1.8
J
BODY COMPOSITION OUTPUT BY SKINFOLD PROCESS I
BODY SIDE USED (RI(H T/LEF T)
DA TE (DO/MON/YY )
(Let N represent the number of the trial and let N increase
from 1 to the number of trials.)
TRIAL N BICEPS (XX.XX) mm
TRIAL N TRIC EPS (XX.XX) nan
TRIAL N SOBSC APO LAR (XX.XX) mm
TRIAL N SUPRAILIAC (XX.XX) mm
AVERAGE BICEPS (XX, XX) mm
AVERAGE TRIC EPS (XX.XX) min
AVERAGE SUBSCAPUTAR (XX.XX) min
AVERAGE SUPRAILIAC (XX.XX) MI. n
BODY DENSITY (X.XXX) kg/L
% BODY FAT (XX.XX)
BODY COMPOSITION OUTPUT BY SKINFOLD PROCESS II
BODY SIDE USED	 (RIWT/LEFT)
DA TE	 (DD/MON/YY )
(Let N represent the number of the trial and let N increase
from 1 to the number of trials.)
TRIAL N MIDCLAVICULAR	 (XX.XX)	 mm
















BODY COMPOSITION OUTPUT BY NUTRITION JOURNAL FORMULA
BODY VOLUME	 (XXX.XX)	 L
BODY DENSITY	 (XX.XXX)	 kg/L
% BODY FAT	 (XX.XX)
% FAT FREE MASS	 (XX.XX)
% TOTAL BODY WATER	 (XX.XX)
NITROGEN CONTENT OUTPUT FOR EACH OF THE 5 METHOOS
(1) DESCRIPTIVE DATA - KNOWN I BODY FAT
% BODY FAT (XX.XX)
FAT WE?GTT (XX.XX) kg
FAT FREE MASS (XX.XX) kg
LEAN BODY WATER MASS (XX.XX) kg
FAT VOLUME (XX.XX) L
LEAN BODY WATER VOLUME (XX.XX) L














































LEAN BODY WATER MASS
FAT VOLUME





N I TROGE N/K G
BODY WEIGHT



















LEAN BODY WATER MASS
FAT VOLUME

















(5) NUTRITION JOURNAL FORMULA
;G BODY FAT	 (XX.XX)
FAT WEIGHT	 (XX.XX)	 kg
FAT FREE MASS	 (XX.XX)	 kg
LEAN BODY WATER MASS	 (XX.XX)	 kg
FAT VOLIIIIE	 (XX.XX)	 L


















3.2 DECOMPRESSION DATA PROGRAM
The DECOAT Output consists of the hard copy from the printing terminal of
all the input variable; as they are entered by the test operator and the
sunnrary generated by the canputer of the final tissue nitrogen partial
pressure and deempre;-ision ratio at time of final deco+npression for each
of the three types of tissues. Tissues of half saturation time 180
Minut`s, 240 minutes and 360 minutes will be used. The following table
lists  the varidbl es calculated by the camputer which make up the summary.
OUTPUT VARIABLE	 FORMAT
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
NITROGEN IN 180 TISSUE (XX.X)
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
NITROGEN IN 240 TISSUE (XX.X)
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
NITROGEN IN 360 TISSUE (XX.X)
DECOMPRESSION RATIO
FOR 180 TISSUE	 (XX.X)
DECOMPRESSION PATIO
FOR 240 TISSUE	 (XX.X)
DECOMPRESSION RATIO
FUR 360 TISSUE	 (XX.X) DECDAT also writes a fomatted data file
containing	 the	 variables on subject identification, washout data,
experimental conditions and the data on the chamber run.
RELORD 1
I TEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
IDCODE 11A1 1
TEST NUMBER I2 12
TEST DA TE 8A1 14
NUMBER OF PHASES 12 22
INITAL PARTIAL
PRESSURE OF N2 F5.2 24






TIME OF RELOMPRESSIUN 5A1 41
EXERCISE LEVEL Al 46
BUBBLES MEASURED? Al 47
BUBBLES PRESENT? Al 48
RECORD 2
I TlM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
(Let N represent the number of the washout phase and let N increase from 1
to
the number of phases so that partial	 pressure is entered for each phase.)
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
N2 DURING PHASE N F5.2 1
RECORD 3
I TEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
(Let N represent the number of the washout phase and let N increase from 1
to
the number of phases so that duration of phase is entered for each phase.)
i
DURATION OF PHASE N 14 1
RECORD 4
ITEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
BUBBLES GRADE 1
ONSET TIME 5A1 1
BUBBLES GRADE 2
ONSET TIME 5A1 6
3UBBLES GRADE 3
ONSET TIME 5A1 11
BUBBLES GRADE 4
ONSET TIME 5A1 16
RECORD 5
ITEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
BUBBLES GRADE 1
REMISSION TIME 5A1 1
BUBBLES GRADE 2 3









































































I TEM FO RMA T
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
NITROGEN IN 1$0 TISSUE F5.2
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
NITROGEN IN 240 TISSUE F5.2
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
NITROGEN IN 360	 TISSUE F5.2
DECOMPRESSION RATIO
FOR 180 TISSUE F4.2
DECOMPRESSION RATIO
FOR 240 TISSUE F4.2
DECOMPRESSION RATIO
















3.3 NITROGEN WASHOUT PROGRAM
THE NITROGEN WASHOUT program output consists of a data File and the data
which was output to the printing tenninal during the run.
The data File contains all of the input variables on subject
identification and experimental conditions plus the values collected in
the run. For each breath there is
Record 1
I TEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
NAME 30A1 1
DA TE 8A1 31
I DC OD E 11A1 39
A GE 12 50
EXTERNAL




BODY POSI TIUN CODE I2 61
AMBIENT PRESSURE F7.2 63
DRUGS CODE I2 70
EXERCISE CODE 12 72
BREATHING MIXTURE CODE I2 74
BODY HYDRATION CODE I2 76
AMBIENT GAS CODE I2 78
STARTING TIME 5A1 80




I TEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
COMMENT 8UA1 1
RECORD 3
I TEM FORMAT STARTINU COLUMN
COMMENT 80A1 1
RELORD 4
ITEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
COMMENT 8OA1 1
RECORD 5
ITEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
COMMENT 8OA1 1
RECORD 6 thru N, where N is the number of breaths
I TEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
BREATH NUMBER I4 1
ELAPSED	 TIME F10.1 5
BREATH VOLUME F10.5 15
NITROGEN VOLUME
IN BREATH F10.5 25
CWCENTRATION OF
02 IN BREATH F10.5 35
CWC ENTRATION OF
N2	 I14 BREATH F10.5 45
CWC ENTRATION OF
CO2 IN BREATH F10.5 55





Tie output to the printing terminal consists of
subject identification and experimental condi
parameters for each breath.
X. Breath number
2. Elapsed time in seconds
3. Breath volume in liters
4. Nitrogen volume per breath in liters
S. Concentration of nitrogen in breath
At the end of every minute then: is a summary of
eliminated for the minute and total nitrogen elin
3.4 NITROGEN DATA PROGRAM
The N20A TA Program produces a hard copy report on the printing terminal of
the data fr an a nitrogen washout.
The output for a short report is:
1. Subject identification
2. Experimental conditions
3. Average breath vol Lne
4. Average nitrogen volume per breath
5. Average oxygen concentration per breath
6. Average nitrogen concentration per breath
7. Average carbon dioxide concentration per breath
8. Total nitrogen expi red
9. Total number of breaths
A full report requires about 20 minutes. The output for a full report is





4. Nitrogen volume in breath
5. Oxygen concentration in breath
6. Nitrogen concentration in breath
7. Carbon dioxide concentration in breath
B. Average breath volume
9. Average nitrogen volume per breath
10. Average oxygen concentration per breath
11. Average nitrogen concentration per breath
12. AVERAGE carbon dioxide concentration per breath
13. Total nitrogen eliminated
14. Total number of breaths
The output for a one minute report is the subject's %dentification,
experimental conditions and the one minute interval parameters for:
1. Elapsed time in minutes
2. Nitrogen volune eliminated during the minute
3. Oxygen volume eliminated during the minute
4. Carbon dioxide volune eliminated during the minute
S. Nitrogen volume per kilogram of body weight during the interval
6. Average nitrogen concentration during the interval
7. Cummul ative ni trogL% n volume eliminated
8. Per-cent of estimated nitrogen content eliminated
9. Metabolic rate during the interval
10. Average breath volune
11. Averagenitrogen volune per breath
12. Average oxygen concentration per breath
13. Average nitrogen concentration per breath
14. Average carbon dioxide concentration per breath
15. Total nitrogen eliminated
30	 {
`n-	 ti
16. Total number of breaths
The output for a five minute report is the subject's identification,
experimental conditions and the one minute interval parameters for:
1. Elapsed time in minutes
2. Nitrogen volume eliminated during the five minute interval
3. Oxygc, , volume eliminated during the five minute interval
4. Carbon dioxide volume eliminated during the five minute interval
5. Nitrogen volume per kilogram of body weight during the interval
6. Average nitrogen concentration during the interval
7. Cummul ative nitrogen vol une eliminated
8. Per-cent of estimated nitrogen content eliminated
9. Metabolic rate during the interval
10. Average breath volume
11. Average nitrogen volume per breath
12. Average oxygen concentration per breath
13. Average nitrogen concentration per breath
14. Average carbon dioxide concentration per breath
15. Total nitrogen eliminated




The output of the UPDATE program is a formatted data file identical to the
data files generated by the modified nitrogen washout program and suitable
for use with the N2DATA report writing program or for transfer to the VAX.
The updated data file is stored on a floppy disk. The data file contains
zeros and blanks for all of the new input variables on subject
identification and experimental conditions.
Record 1
ITEM	 FORMAT	 STARTING COLUMN
NAME	 30A1	 1
DA TE	 8A1	 31







GRAVITY	 I1	 69	 a
IMMERSION?	 Al	 60
BODY POSITION CODE	 I2	 61
AMBIENT PRESSURE 	 F7.2	 63	 a
DRUGS CODE	 I2	 70
EXERCISE CODE
	 I2	 72
BREATHING MIXTURE CODE	 I2	 74
BODY HYDRATION CODE 	 I2	 76
AMBIENT GAS CODE	 12	 78
STARTING TIME	 5A1	 80





ITEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
COMMENT 80A1 1
RE1;ORO	 3
ITEM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
C OMMENT 80AI 1
R W ORO it
I TLM FORMAT° STARTING COLUMN
COMMENT 6OA 1 1
R El; O RI) 	 5
I TLM FORMAT STARTING COLUMN
C Oir1MEsN T BOA1 I,
The data file contai ns a record for each breath of the followi ng
variables collected in the rww^
RWORD b
ITEM	 FORMA r	 STARTING COLUMN









IN d R EnA Q	 Flo. 	 25
COWENTRATION OF
01 IN WNWW	 F10.5	 35
COIF ENTRA TION ON
NA IN URHATN
	 Flo.5	 45
CON,  ENTRA TION OF
CO2 IN BRUAW
	 Flo.S	 55








4.1 PERSONAL DATA INPUT PROGRAM
34
0 o ovz Q^
35
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,r For Prompt PromptVariables idclavicular For Forr Umbili Mthigh
No	
kinfold Read Read Read




Prompt Count= Count= Count=
Fo r Count+l Count+l Count+1
Body Side
Yes	 "o unt	 No	 Yes	 Count o	 Yes	 ou^ntRead
Body Side Meds 2 Meas 2 Me as 2
No
Prompt
For # of Prompt





°---^-°-- Process 2 Date
E
38
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Process 1	 process 1
	
Yes .Body Comp





Process	 Yes	 Body Comp
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Rend Bends G1 For
Remission 1`i me R
Prompt




CF 	 Bends G2
7^































Prompt	 d Bends G2r Bends G3	 Remissian PresRemission
Time
FPrompt














r r^,l RF\ p •• (^	 1+q-^
^^^tl.^F 5r ^ ^	 y	 aJ u'.uf
4.3 NITROGEN WASHOUT PROGRAM
Enter
N2 WASH
READ IN DATA CONSTANTS
OPEN ........ .....UNIT - 2, Tye = 'Old', NAME - 'SY;DATCON.VAL'
READ ........ .....CALPCT (I.J.), ICLRAT, BRGAT, VCOR





















200	 300 z	 ^400	 500	 ^00
49










C) ^ol TYPE HEADER
en cz ACCEPT VALUE
CALPCT	 (1,J)=VALUE
rl 1 n N T ^ N t I r^^
TYPE ICLRAT
ACCEPT TANS
I Y S I'll'
	











T YPE  HEADER
A
 Ep












A	 Ambi ent Gas	 fo r
Code	 r4 Comments
i'	 Prompt
for	 —re ad Ambient	 Read J1











Mix Code	 Cond.	 Code
f
Prompt for












SELECT MASS SPEC PORT &
(IDRVOT, IVLUMD (J))
	
OPEN A VALVE FOR VENTING
TYPE INSTR'S
PAUSE 'N2 0 = 10'
	 SELECT MASS SPEC N2 RANGE
305
	 I = 9	 START CAL. SEQUENCE
CALL IPOKE (IDRVOT, IVLUMD (J))
	
OPEN A VALVE





















M I o INT - IPEEK (IADRUF)
	
i	 GASSUM (I) a


















CALL POKE (IDRVOT, IVLUMD (J)
T = SECONDS (0,0)
OT = SECONDS(T)
OF I l g o y .	 u^ ti
ZERO INTEGRATOR
READ A D CHANNEL
ADD TO INTEGRATOR













FLUSH FOR 10 SEC'S
SUM(1 )=
IADCGC(1))




















(1) = [CALPCT(1,1) — CALPCT(1,3)]/CCALCNT(1,1) - CALCNT(1,3)](2) =	 11 ,	
(2,2)	
11	 2,3)	 (2,2)	 (2,3)
(3) =	 11	
(3,3)	
It	 ( 3 , 2 )	 (3,3)	 ^^	 (3,2)(4) =	 11	 (1,3)	 01	 (1 ,2)	 (1,4))
	
It	 (1 ,2)
GSNTCP(1) = CALPCT(1,3) - [GASSLP(2) * CALCNT(1,3)]
(2) "	 ( 2 , 3 )	 (2)	 "(2,3)(3) n	
(3,2)	
n	 (3)	 n	 (3s,2)
(4) It	 ( 1



















PRINT 'END OF PHASE'













CALL IPOKE (IADCSR, IADCGC (4)	 READ A-D
INT = IPECK (IADBUF)	 ADD TO ACCUMULATOR
FLOSUM = FLOSUM * FLOAT (INT)
FLOZER = FLOSUM/1000.7	 AVERAGE RESULTS
FLOCAL =	





GET SLOPE AND INTERCEPT
FLB = -FLOZEk
TYPE FLOCAL, FLOZER, 	 PRINT RESULTS
LM, FLB









CALL INTSET ("104,4,ID,SAMPLE) 	 ATTACH SUBROUTINEICLCNT = 10000/ICLRAT	 SAMPLE TO INTERRUPTCALL IPOKE ("172542, ICKNT)
IDRIFT
	
2.0NVOT = 0.01MIN = 1
ICON - 0	 BRTST = FLOZER * BRGAT	 CALCULATE BUFFER COUNTIFLO = 0	 VOLUME = 0.0 	 FOR PROGRAM CLOCKIBTH = 0	 VOL1 = BRTSTN2VLM - 0.0
	
VOL2 = 0.0LWAT = J. 	 1 CHECK = 0LATCH = .t.
TINT = 1.0/FLOAT (ICDRAT) 	 INITIALIZE SOME COUNTER'SDELAY = FLOAT (ICLRAT)	 AND LATCHES*1.1IDLM = IFIX (DELAY) CALCULATE INTEPRATING
ESEC FACTOR = SECONDS (0.0)TOCK = TSEC 	 CALCULATE M.S. TRANSPORTLAG ( =1 .1 SEC'S) COUNTERS
b
CALL IPOKE (''172540 "0113)'	 INITIALIZ[; TIME TAG'SAND EXPERIMENT CLOCK




INT - IPEEK ("167774)
	 CHECK MASS SPEC. N2 RANGE
LATCH = "1777777f TNT
.FALSE.




















CHECK NEED TO PURGE
SPIROMETER




NTSUM = NTSUM + PCT N2(J)
OTSUM = OTSUM + PCT 02(J)











GET BREATH VOLUME CALCULATE
N2 VOLUME ADD MINUTE W'
VOLUME AND SUM TOTAL N2
VOLUME
WRITE DATA TO DISCS TYPE
OUT SELECTED DATA TO TERMINAL
BRVOL = VOLUME
BRN2V = BRVOL + N2TID
N2VLM = N2VLM + BRN2V
N2TOT = N2TOT + BRN2V
5^1	
WRITE (2) 1BTH, ELPST, BRVOL, 9RN2V,
02TID, N2TIO, i:Ci' ID
TYPE 16TH, ELPST,BRVOL, BRN2V, N2TID
ICON = 0	 BRN2V = 0.0
1FLO = 0	 BRCOV = 0.0
1CHECK = 0	 NTSUM = 0.0
VOL2 = 0.0 DTSUM = 0.0
BRVOL = 0.0 COSUM = 0.0
1DRIFT = 2.0 LWAT = .FALSE.













STOP CLOCK SHUT VALVES ETC.
PREPARE 'END OF DATA TAG'
It
WRITE 'END OF DATA' TAG TO














AND TEST FOR END OF
BREATH




OF Pooh ;j C^^ 1G^°u'^
SAMPLE	 INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
CALL IPOKE IADCSRIADCGC 1
	
SAMPLE N2 DRIFT OF

























CALL IPOKE (1ADCSR, IADCGC(4))
KFLOW = KFLDW + 1PEEK(IADBUF)
CALL IPOKE	 VOL1 = FLDAT (KFLOW)/15.0
(1DRVOT,D)	 TEST = VOL1 - VOL 2
LBTH	 (VOLT.G.E.BRTST).AND.TEST.GT.1.0)
500
CALL IPOKE (1DRVOT, IFLLT)
LBTH = .TRUE.
IFLO = IFLO + 1
VOLUME = (VOLI+FLB) * FLM





IS DELAY COUNTER TRANSPORT
LAG TIME
r!
ALL DATA IS GATHERED: SET










ORIGV';t L S'^ C*' ^^
OF POOR r., ' 'LI77
ICON = ICON + 1
CALL IPOKE (IADCSR, IDACGC (1))
INT, = IPEEK (IADBUF)
PCTN2 (ICON) _ (GASSLP (NRNG) +
(INT-IDRIFT) + GSN + CP (NRNG))/100
CALL IPOKE (IADCSR, IADCGC (2))
INT = IPEEK (IADBUF)
PCT02 (ICON) _ (GASSLP (2) + INT +
GSNTCP (2))/100
CALL IPOKE (IODESR, IADCGC (3))
INT = IPEEK (IADBUF)




READ MASS SPE AND CALCULATE GAS






OF pooC11 QJ'k aR d y,









































4.5 UPDATE PROGRAM	 Cl,w,^^^r:
^r ^
-^ r^yGr 1^^}9^..t r°Y
E
^4y4^jAh he'^^i
OP POOR ^^i + .G ^"^
5.0 PROGRAM LISTINGS





C	 * TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED
C	 * LIFE SCIEN: ES DIVISION






C* PROGRAM	 NAME :.......................PDINPT
C	 * DESIGNER/ANALYST: ................... CRAIG E.
	 LITTON
C* PROGRAMMER: ......................... PENNY
	
BUEKER









C	 * COMPUTER	 SYSTEM: .................... LSI-11

















C	 * LINKING SEQUEW E:
C














Vf1^^^.11v4 <^ ^ ^ r










C	 AGE SUBJECT'S AGE
C	 AVGBIC AVERAGE OF BICEPS MEASUREMENTS
C	 AVGMCL AVERAGE OF MIDCLAVICULAR MEASUREMENTS
C	 AVGMTH AVERAGE OF MID THIGH MEASUREMENTS
C	 AVGSUB AVERAGE OF SUBSCAPULAR MEASUREMENTS
C	 AVGSUP AVERAGE OF SUPRAILIAC MEASUREMENTS
C	 AVGTRI AVERAGE OF TRICEPS MEASUREMENTS
C	 AVGSMB AVERAGE OF UMBILICUS MEASUREMENTS
C	 AVSUMI SUM OF AVERAGES OF BICEPS,
C TRICEPS, SUBSCAPULAR AND SUPRAILIAC
C	 AVSUM2 SUM OF AVERAGES OF
C MIDCLAVICULAR, UMBILICUS AND MIDTHIGH
C	 AVU WW T AVERAGE OF UNDERWATER WEIGHT TRIALS
C	 BDP1 BODY DENSITY IN SKINFOLD PROCESS I
C	 BDP2 BODY DENSITY IN SKINFOLD PROCESS II
C	 BDWI BODY DENSITY IN WATER IMMERSION PROCESS
C	 BFKNOW % BODY FAT IF KNOWN
C	 BFPC T TEMPORARY FOR % BODY FAT
C	 BSID1 BODY SIDE USED IN SKINFOLD PROCESS I
C	 BSID2 BODY SIDE USED IN SKINFOLD PROCESS II
C	 BVOLWI BODY VOLUME IN WATER IMMERSION PRCC ESS
C	 DEN BODY DENSITY IN NUTRITION JOURNAL FORMULA
C	 HEIGHT SUBJECT'S HEIGHT
C	 J INDEX VARIABLE
C	 K INDEX VARIABLE
C	 KSPI DO SKINFOLD PROCESS I?
C	 KSP2 DO SKINFOLD PROC ESS II?
C	 KWI DO WATER IMMERSION PROCESS?
C	 Y.1 INTERMED IATE VALUE
C	 K2 INTERMEDIATE VALUE
C	 M INDEX VARIABLE
C	 MEAS1 NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS MADE IN PROCESS I
C	 MEAS2 NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS MADE IN PR OCESS I I
C	 N INDEX VARIABLE
C	 % NUMBER OF CHARACTERS
C	 NF NUMBER OF CHARACTERS
C	 NUDEWT SUBJECT'S WEIGHT
C	 PCBFPI % BODY FAT IN SKINFOLD PROCESS I
C	 PCBFP2 `a BODY FAT IN SKINFOLD PROCESS II
C	 PCBFWI 'y, BODY FAT IN 14ATER IMMERSION PROCESS
C	 PC
 BODY FAT IN NUTRTION JOURNAL FORI4ULA
C	 PCFFM FAT FREE MASS IN NUTRITION JOURNAL FORMULA
C	 PC 1BW TOTAL BODY WATER , NUTRITION JOURNAL FORMULA
C	 RESVOL RESIDUAL VOLUME OF AIR IN LUNGS
C	 SEX SUBJECT'S SEX
C	 S1 LOG OF AVSUMI
C	 S2 SQUARE OF AVSUM2
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C TEMP TEMPORARY FOR SEX
C TEMPI TEMPORARY FOR 8SID1
C TEMP2 TEMPORARY FOR BSIO2
C TRIAL NUM3ER OF UNDER WATER WEIGHT TRIALS
C UWCHWT UNDER WATER CHAIR WEIGHT
C VOL BODY VOLUME IN NUTRITION JOURNAL FORMULA
C WATERD WATER DENSITY
C WA TER T WATER TEMPERATURE




EC ARBIC EP(3) BICEPS 	 MEASUREMENT
C BIRTHD(6) DATE OF BIRTH
C FA TW T(4) FAT WE I Oi T
C FFMASS(4) FAT FREE MASS
C FILENM(11) SUBJEC T'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
C LBWM(4) LEAN BODY WATER MASS
C MEAD T(6) DATE OF WATER IMMERSION PROCESS
C MIDCLA(3) MIDGLAVICULAR SKINFOLD MEASUREMENT
C MTHIGH(3) MID THIGH SKINFOLD MEASUREMENT
C NITDEN(4) NITROGENAG OF BODY WEIGHT
C NITT=AT(4) NITROGEN IN TOTAL FAT TISSUE
C NITLBW(4) NITROGEN IN LEAN BODY WATER
C PR10 T(6) DATE OF SKINFOLD PROCESS I
C PR2D T(6 ) DATE OF SKINFOLD PROCESS II
C SUBSCA(3) SUBSCAPULAR SKINFOLD MEASUREMENT
C SUPRAI(3) SUPRAILIAC SKINFOLD MEASUREMENT
C 1BNIT(4) TOTAL BODY NITROGEN
C TRIC EP (3 TRICEPS SKINFOLD MEASUREMENT
C UMBILI(3) UMBILICUS SKINFOLD MEASUREMENT
C UWWT(10) UNDER WATER WEIGHT
C VOLFA T(4) VOLUME OF FAT




C NITROGEN WASHOUT PERSONAL DATA INPU T
 PROGRAM
C
0002 LOGICAL*1 IDCODE(11),	 BIRTHD(8),	 SEX, DATE(8),
1 KWI,	 MEASDT(8), KSP1, PR1DT(8),
2 BSID2, KSP2,	 PR20T(8), FILENM(31),
3 BSID1
C
0003 INTEGER*2 TRIAL, MEAS1, MEAS2, YORN, AGE
C
0004 REAL*4 HEIGHT, BFKNOW, NUDEWT,
1 WATERT,	 WATERD,	 RESVOL, MONTH,
2 UWCHWT, UWWT(10), 	 BICEP(3),
3 TRICEP(3),	 SUBSCA(3),	 SUPRAI(3),
4 MIDCLA(3), UMdILI(3), 	 MTHIGH(3),
5 FATWT(5),	 FFMASS(5), LBWM(5),
6 VOLFAT(5),	 VOLLBW(5),	 NITI+AT(5),




0005 REAL*8	 TEMP,	 TEMP1, TEMP2
C




C GET DATA FILENAME
E C
0007 101 WRI TE(7,902)
0008 READ(59800,	 END=101)	 NF,	 (FILENM(J),J=1,NF)
0009 . IF (NF.LE.U)	 GO	 TO 101
0011 FILENM (NF+1)=0
0012 OPEN(UNIT=1, NAME--;FILENM,	 TYPE = 'NEW', ACCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' ,
1	 FORM=' FORMATTED' , 	 ERR-80, DI SP = ' KEEP' ,
2	 CARRIAGECONTROL- 'FORTRAN' )
0013 REWIND 1
G	 0014 GO TO 90
0015 80 WRITE(7,936)	 (FILENM(J), J=1,NF)
0016 GO TO 101C




0 019 H E I GH T=O .
0020 NUDEWT=O.
0021 BFKNOW=O.
0022 DO 91 J=1,11
0023 91 IDCODE(J)-'	 '	
10024 DO 93 J=1,8
0025 93 BIRTHU(J )='
0026 DO 94 J=1,8	 a




READ (5,901,	 END=102)	 Nv,(IDCODE(J),J=1,1,)
0030 IF(NC . NE.11)	 GO	 TO 102
0032 110 WRI TE(7,924)
0033 READ (5,802,	 END=110)	 NC,(DATE(J),J=1,C
0034 IF(t. . NE.8)
	
GO	 TO 110




0038 IF (NC . NE. 8) 	 GO	 TO 103
0040 104 WRI TE(7,935)
0041 READ(5,*,	 END=104) AGE
0042 105 WRI TE(7,9U5)	 +;
0043 READ(5,803,	 END=105) SEX
0044 IF	 (SEX.NE. ` M°.AND.SEX.NE.'F') 	 GO	 TO	 105
0046 IF( SEX. EQ.' p1')	 TEMP = ' MALE	 '
0048 IF(SEX.EQ.'F`)	 TEMP='FEMALE'
0050 106 WRI TE(7,906)
0051 READ(5,*,	 END=106) HEIGHT
0052 202 WRI TE(1,910)
0053 READ(5,*,	 END=202) 14UDEWT
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IF ( TRIAL. LT.1.OR. TRIAL. GT .10) GO TO 207
DO 220 N=1, TRIAL










6 IC EP (N) =0 .
TRIG EP (N) =0 .
SUBSCA(N)=0.
330 SU PRA I(N)=0.
UO 340 J=1,8
340 PR1D T(J)=' '
SKI NFOLD PRM ESS I
0101	 301 WRI TE(7,918)
0102	 KSPI=YORN(0)
0103	 IF (KSPI) 40U, 301, 302






















































0105 READ(5,803,	 END=302)	 BSID1
0106 IF( 8SIUl. NE.' R' .AND. BSID1. NE.' I ') GO TO 302
0106 IF(BSID1. EQ.' R')
	
TEMP1=' RI G-I T'
0110 IF(BSIUl.EQ.'L')	 TEMPI='LEFT
0112 303 WRITE(7,920)
0113 READ(5,*, ENU=303) MEASI
0114 IF	 (MEAS1. LT.1. OR. MEAS1. G ,r. 3)	 GO TO 303
0116 DO 305 N=1,MEAS1
0117 304 WRITE(7,921)N
0118 READ(5,*,	 END =304)	 BICEP(N)
0119 305 CONTINUE
0120 DO 307 N=I,MEAS1
0121 306 WRITE(7,923)N
0122 READ(5,*,	 ENU =306)	 TRICEP(N)
0123 307 CONTINUE
0124 DO 309 N=I,MEAS1
0125 308 WRITE(7,925)N
0126 READ(5,'P,	 END=308)	 SUBSCA(N)
0127 309 CONTINUE
0128 DO 320 N=1,MEAS1
0129 310 WRITE(7,927)N
0130 READ(5,*,	 END=310)	 SUPRAI(N)
0131 320 CONTINUE
0132 321 WRITE(7,917)
0133 READ(5,802,	 END =321)	 NC,(PR1DT(J),J=1,N:.)




0139 DO 430 N=1,3
0140 MIDC LA (N) =0 .
0141 UMBILI(N)=0.
0142 430 MTHIGH(N)=0.
0143 DO 440 J=1,8
0144 440 PR2D T(J )_'
C
C SKI NFOLD PROCESS II
C
0145 401 WRITE(7,928)( 146 KSP2=YORN(0)
0147 IF (KSP2)	 500, 401, 402
0148 402 WRITE(7,919)
0149 READ(5,803,	 END=402)	 BSIO2
0150 IF(BSIU2.NE.'R'.AND..6SID2.NE.'L') GO TO 402




0158 IF	 ( MEAS2. L T.1.OR. MEAS2. GT. 3) GO TO 403
0160 DO 405 N=1,MEAS2
0161 404 WRITE(7,930)N
0162 READ(5,*,	 END=404)	 MIDCLA(N)
0163 405 CONTINUE




0166 READ(5,*,	 ENO-406) UMBILI(N)
0167 407 C0N'riNUE
0168 DO 409 N=1,MEAS2
0169 408 WRITE(7,934)N
0170 READ(5,*,	 END=408) MTHIGH(N)
0171 409 CONTINUE
0172 410 WRITE(7,917)
0173 READ(5,802,	 END=410)	 NC,(PR2DT(J),J=1,1&)






C BODY COMPOSITION BY WATER IMMERSION
C
0177 AVUWWT=O.




0182 IF	 (KWI) 600,600,501
0183 501 DO 510 N=1, TRIAL




0186 WATRWT=AVUWWT - UWi;HWT
0187 BVOLWI=((NUDEWT - WATRWT)/WATERD) -RESVOL
0188 BDWI=NUDEW T/BVOLWI
0189 PCBFWI=((4.95/BDWI) - 4.50)*100
C
C
C BODY COMPOSITION BY SKINFOLD PROCESS 1
0190
^








0198 rF (KSP1)	 700,700,601
0199 601 DO 603 N=1,MEAS1
0200 603 AVGBIC=AVGBIC + BIC EP(N)
0201 AVGBIC=AVGBIC/MEASI
0202 DO 605 N=1,MEAS1
0203 605 AVGTRI =AVGTRI + TRIC EP(N)
0204 AVGTRI=AVGTRI/MEAS1
0205 DO 607 N=1,MEAS1
0296 607 AVGSUB =AVGSUB + SUBX A(N)
E	 0207 AVGSUB-AVGSUB/MEASI,
0208 DO 609 N=1,MEAS1








0215 IF	 (SEX.EQ.'F')	 BDP1=1.1581-.0720*S1
0217 PC BFP1=((4.95/BDP1)-4.50)*100
C









0225 IF (KSP2) 1000,1000,701
0226 701 DO 703 N=1,MEAS2
0227 703 AVGMCL=AVGIYEL+MIDCLA(N)
0228 AVGMCL=AVGMCL/MEAS2
0229 DO 705 N=1,MEAS2
0230 705 AVGUMB=AVGUMB+UMBILI(N)
0231 AVGUMB=AVGUMB/MEAS2





0237 IF	 (SEX.EQ.'M')	 BDP2=1.10938-((8.267E-4)*AVSUM2)+((1.6E-6)*S2)-
1	 ((2.574E-4)*AGE)




C FORMULA ESTIMATION OF BODY CHARACTERISTICS FROM





0245 PC FFM=O .







C NITROGEN CONTENT CALCULATIONS
C















	 GO	 TO 1900
0265 IF(N. EQ.2.AND.PCBFWI. EQ.O.)	 GO	 TO 1900
0267 IF(N.EQ.3.AND.PCBFP1.EQ.O.) 	 GO	 TO 1900
0269 IF(N.EQ.4.AND.PCBFP2.EQ.0.)	 GO TO 1900
0271 IF(N. EQ. 5.AND. PC F. EQ.O.) 	 GO	 TO 190U
0273 IF(N. EQ.1)	 BFPC T=BFKNOW
0275 IF( N. EQ.2)	 BFPC T=PC BFWI
0277 IF(N. EQ.3)	 BFPC T=PC BFP1
0279 IF(N.EQ.4)	 BFPC T=PCBFP2




























0303 IF(BFKNOW.NE.0) GO	 TO 1920
0305 WRITE(7,943)HEIGHT
0306 CALL LINE(2)
0307 GO TO 1925
0308 1920 14RITE(7,944) HEIGHT,BFKNOW
0309 CALL LINE(2)
0310 CALL SWAPD T(BIR THU, MONTH)




C WATER IMMERSION DATA
C
0313 1930	 IF	 (KWI)	 1931,	 1931,	 1932
0314 1931	 WRITE(7,971)
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0315	 CALL LINE(5)
U 316
	 GO TO 194 5
0317
















0326	 IF(KZ.LE.TRIAL) WRITE(7,947) K1,UWWT(K1),K2,UWWT(K2)
0328










C	 SKI NFOLD PROCESS I DATA
C
0335	 IF (KSP1) 1946, 1946, 1947





0339	 GO TO 1955
0340	 1947 CALL ESTIM(14+(2*MEAS1))
0341	 CALL SWAPDT(PRIDT,MONTH)




	 DO 1950 J = 1 MEAS1
0345	 WRITFk7,951; J, BICEP(J), TRICEP(J), SUBSCA(J),
I SUPRAI (J )
0346	 1950 CALL LINE(2)




WRI TE(7,953) BDP1, PCBFPI
0350	 CALL LINE(2)
C
C	 SKI NFOLD PROCESS II DATA
C
0351
	 1955 IF (KSP2) 1956, 1956, 1957
0352




0355	 GO TO 1965
0356
	 1957 CALL ES TIM(14+(MEAS2*2) )
0357
	
CALL SWAPD T(PR2D T, MONTH)
0358








0361	 WRITE(7,955) J, MIDCLA(J), UMBILI(J), MTHIGH(J)
0362	 1960 CALL LINE(2)
0363 WRITE(7,966) RVGMCL, AVGUMB, AVGMTH
0364 CALL LINE(2)
U365 WRI TE(7,953) BDP2, PCBFP2
0366 CALL LINEW
C
C NUTRITION JOURNAL FORMULA DATA
C
0367 1965 CALL ES TIM(10 )
0368 WRITE(7,960) VOL, DEN, PCF, PCFFM, PC TBW
0369 CALL LINE(10)
C
C NITROGEN CONTENT DATA
C
0370 1970 CALL ES TIM(32 )
0371 WRI TE(7,961)
0372 CALL LINE(7)
0373 WRI TE(7,957) BFKNOW, PCBFWI, PCBFPI, PCBFP2, PCF
0374 CALL LINE(2)
0375 WRITE(7,962) (FATWT(K), K=1,5)
0376 CALL LINE(2)
0377 WRITE(7,963) (FFMASS(K), K=1,5)
0378 CALL LINE(2)
0379 WRITE(7,964) (LBWM(K), K=1,5)
038O CALL LINE(3)
0381 WRITE(7,965) (VOLFA T(K), K=1,5)
0382 CALL LINE(2)
U383 WRITE(7,966) (VOLLBW(K), K=1,5)
0384 CALL LINE(3)
0365 WRITE(7,967) (NITFAT(K),	 K=1,5)
0386 CALL LINE(2)
0387 WRITE(7,968) (NITLBW(K),	 K=1,5)
0388 CALL LINE(3)
0389 WRITE(7,969) (T8NIT(K),	 K=1,5)
039U CALL LINE(3)
0391 WRITE(7,970) (NITDEN(K), K=1,5)
0392 CALL LINE(3)
C
C STORE DATA ON DATA FILE
C
0393	 WRI TE(1,981) IDCODE, DATE, AGE, SEX, BIRTHD,
1 HEIGHT, BFKNOW, NUDEWT
0394
	
WRITE(1,985) NUDEWT, RESVOL, BVOLWI, BDWI, PCBFWI
0395	 WRITE(1,983) BDP1, PCBFPI
0396	 WRITE(1,983) BDP2, PC8FP2
0397	 WRITE(1,982) VOL, DEN, PCF, PCFFM, PC TBW
0398	 DO 2000 M=1,5
0399	 WRI TE(1, 984) FA TW T(M) , FFMASS(M) , LB WM(M) , VOLFA T(M) ,




O403	 901 FORMA T(///10X,' N I TROGEN WASHOUT PERSONAL DATA INPUT PROGRAM' ///)




A1	 AOX,'DEVIC E:FILENAME. TYPE = 	 ',$)
903 0405 FORMAT(/ /1X,' IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF
1	 'THE SUBJEC T(XXX-XX-XXXX) : ,' t$)
0406 924 FORMATUIX, DATE (MM-DO-YY)	 .	 ,$)
0407 904 FORMA T(/1X,'DATE OF BIRTH 	 (MM-DD-YY):	 ',$)
0408 905 FORMAT(/1X,' SEX	 (M/F) :	
,$0409 906 FORMAT(/1X,'HEIGHT IN CM: 	 ',$)
0410 907 FORMAT(//1X,' IS % BODY FAT EXPLIC I TLY KNOWN (Y/N)? 	 ' ,$)
0411 908 FORMAT(/1X,' ENTER % BODY FAT: 	 ' ,$)
0412 909 FORMAT(//1X,' IS BODY COMPOSITION TO BE MEASURED BY WATER
1	 'IMMERSION	 (Y/N)?	 ',$)
0413 910 FORMA T(/1X,'NUDE WEIGHT IN KG: 	 ',$)
0414 911 FORMAT(/3X,'WATER TE14PEMlURE IN CENTIGRADE: 	 ',$)
0415 912 FORMAT(/3X,'WATER DENSITY	 IN KG/L:	 ',$)
0416 913 FORMAT(/3X,' RESIDUAL VOLUME IN L:
0417 914 FOR14AT(/3X,' WEIGH T OF UNDERWATER CHAIR IN KG: 	 ' ,$)
0418 915 FORMAT(/3X,' ENTER THE NU14BER OF 	 TRIALS FOR UNDERWATER
1	 'WEIGHT:	 ',$)
0419 916 FORMAT(/5X,' TRIAL	 ' ,I2,'	 UNDERWATER WEIGHT IN KG: 	 ' ,$)
0420 917 FORMAT(/3X,'DATE OF MEASUREMENTS (MM-DD-YY): 	 ',$)
0421 918 FORMAT(//1X,' IS BODY COMPOSITION TO BE MEASURED BY
1	 'SKINFOLD PROCESS	 I	 (Y/N)?	 ',$)
0422 919 FORMAT(/3X,'BODY SIDE USED 	 (R/L)?
0423 920 FORMAT(/3X,' ENTER THE NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS RECORDED:
0424 921 FORMAT(/5X,' MEASUREMENT,I1,' 	 BIC EPS	 IN MM:
0425 923 FORMAT(/5X,' MEASUREMENT ' ,I1, 	 TRIC EPS	 IN MM:
0426 925 FORMA T(/5X,'MEASUREMENT,I1,' 	 SUBSCAPULAR IN MM:
0427 927 FORMAT(/5X,-MEASUREMENT ' ,I1,' 	 SUPRAILIAC	 IN Mrl:
0428 928 FORMAT(//1X,' IS BODY COMPOSITION TO BE MEA9, 1 1flED BY
1	 ' SKINFOLD PROCESS 	 II	 (Y/N)?	 ',$)
0429 930 FORMAT(/5X,'MEASUREMENT ',I1,' 	 MIDCLAVICULAR IN MM:	 ',$)
0430 932 FORMAT(/5X,'MEASUREMENT ' ,I1,' 	 UMBILICUS	 TN M14:	 ' ,$)
0431 934 FORMA T(/5X,'MEASUREMENT ',I1,' 	 ANTERIOR MID-THIGH	 IN MM:	 ',$)
0432 999 FORMA TUX))
0433 935 FORMAT(/1X,'AGE	 IN YEARS:	 ',$)
0434 936 FORMAT(/1X,' ERROR IN ENTERING FILENAME, 	 FILENAME =	' , 30A1)
0435 937 FORMAT(/1X,'ALIGN PAPER TO TOP OF PAGE AND HIT CARRIAGE
1	 ' RETURN' /)
0436 940 FORMAT(/20X 'PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS PROFILE'/)
0437 941 FORMAT(/2X, i SUBJECT', Tll,IlAl,T36,'DATA FILE',T52,30A1)
0438 942 FORMA T(/2X,'DATE',Tll,3A1,A3,3A1,T36,A8,T52, 'AGE ',4X,I2)
0439 944 FORMAT(/2X,'HEIGH T', Tll,F6.1,' 	 CM',T36,'% BODY	 FAT', T61, F5.1,'	 %')
0440 943 FORMAT(/2X,'HEIGHT',Tll,F6.1,' 	 CM' ,T36,'% BODY	 FAT',
1	 T49	 'UNKNOWN' )
0441 938 FORMAT(/2X,' NUDE'
1	 /2X,' WEIGHT',TlO,F7.1,'	 KG',T36,'DATE OF BIRTH' J52,
2	 3A1,A3,3A1)
0442 945 FORMA T(//T23,' BODY COMPOSITION EVALUATIONS'
1	 ///1X,2'2('-' ),'	 WATER	 IMMERSION PROC ESS	 ' ,22('-' ),
2	 //2X,' NUDE WEIGH T' , T26,F7.2,'	 KG' , T40,' WATER	 TEMPERATURE' J57,
3	 F6.2,'	 G',
4	 / /2X,' RESIDUAL VOLUME' , T26,F7.2,'	 L' , T40,' WATER DENSITY' J57,
5	 F6.2,'	 KG/L',





0443	 946 FORMA T(/10X,'UNDERWATER WEIGHT (KG)' ,T41,
1 'AVERAGE UNDERWATER WEIGHT -',F7.2,' KG',




0445	 948 FORi4A T(/2X,' WATER WEIGiT' , T16,F7.2,' KG' , T40,' BODY VOLUME',
1	 T53,F7.2,' L' )
2 //2X,' BODY DENSITY' , Tlb,F8.3,' KG/L' , T4U,'% BODY FAT'
3 T53,F7.2,' %')
0446	 950 FORMA T( ///1X,22 (' -') ,' SKI NFOLD PROCESS I ' ,22 (' -') ,
1 //2X,' BODY SIDE USED' ,2X,A5, T48,'DA TE' ,2X,
2 3A1,A3,3A1
3 //2X,' TRIAL' J21 ,' MEASUREMENTS IN MM' ,





0448	 952 FOR14A T(/2X,' MEAN', T11,F5.2, T26,F5.2, T41,F5.2, T56 F5.2)
0449	 953 FORMAT(/2X,' BODY DENSITY' T17,F7.3,' KG/L' , T48,
1 '% BODY FAT',T60 F7.2,' %')
0450	 954 FORMA T(///1 X,22 (' - s ) ,' SKI NFOLD PROCESS 11 ' ,22 (' -') ,
1 //2X,' BODY SIDE USED' ,2X,A5, T48, 1 DA TE' ,2X,3Al,A3,3Al,
2 //2X,' TRIAL' J21 ,' MEASUREMENTS IN MM' ,
3 //T7,' MIDCLAVICULAR' T24,'UMBILICUS' J37,
4 'ANTERIOR MID-THILW )
0451	 955 FORMAT(/ TS, I1,T11,F5.2,T26,F5.2,T41,F5.2)
0452
	 956 FORMA T(/2X, # MEAN' ,Tll,F5.2,T26,M2,T41,F5.Z)
0453	 957 FORMAT(/2X,'% BODY FAT', T26-,F7.2,T38,F7.2,
1 T49,F7.2,T6U,F7.2 T72 F7.2)
0454
	 960 FORMAT(///1X,22('-'i,` NUTRITION JOURNAL FORMULA
1	 22(--,),
2 //2X,' BODY VOLUME' , T23,F7.2,' L' , T44,' BODY DENSITY',
3 T6U,F8.3,' KG/L' ,
4 //2X,'% BODY FAT',T23,F7.2,' %',T44,'% FAT FREE MASS',
5 T6U,F7.2,' %' ,
6 //2X,'% TOTAL BODY WA TER' ra3,F7.2,' ` ' )
0455	 961 FORMAT(///1X,22('-' ),' NITROGEN CONTENT DATA ' ,32('-' ),
1 // T28,' KNOWN' , 739,' WA TER' , T48,' SKI NFOLD' , T59,' SKI NFOLD' , T71,
2 'NUTRITION',
3 /T25,'% BODY FAT' , T37,' IMMERSION' , T48,' PRO], ESS I'
4 T59,' PROC ESS I I' , T72,' JOURNAL' )
0456	 962 FORMAT(/2X,' FA T WEIGi T (KG)' , T26,F7.2, T38,F7.2, T49,F7.2, T6U,F7.2,
1 172,F7.2)
0457
	 963 FORMAT(/2X,' FAT FREE MASS (KG)' , T2b,F7.2, T38,F7.2, T49,F7.2, T60,
1 F7.2, T72,F7.2)
0458	 964 FORMA T(/2X,' LEAN BODY',
1 /2X,'VATER MASS (KG)',T26,F7.2,T38,F7.2,T49,F7.2,TGU,
2 F7.2, T72 F7.2)
0459	 965 FORMAT(/2X,'VOLUME OF FAT (L)',T26,F7.2,T38,F7.'2,T49,F7.2,T6U,
1 F7.2 T72 F7.2)
0460	 966 FORMA Tj /2X,' VOLUME LEAN'
1 /2X,'BODY WATER (L)',TZ6,F7.2,T36,F7.2,T49,F7.2,T60,
2 F7.2, T72 F7.2)
U4n1	 967 FORHAT(/2X,'NITROGEN IN FAT (L)',T26,F8.3,T38,F8.3,T49,F8.3,T60,
1 F8.3,T74,F8.3)
0462	 968 FORt4AT(/"ZX,' NITROGEN IN' ,




2	 F8.3	 T72 F8.3)
0463 969 FORMATNX,' TOTAL BODY'
1	 /2X,'NITROGEN (L)',T26,F8.3,T38,F8.3,T49,F8.3,T60,
2	 F8.3, 172,F8.3)
0464 970 FORMAT(/2X,' NI TROGEN/KG' ,
1	 /2X,' 8ODY WEIGi T (L)' , T26,F9.4, T38,F9.4, T4 ,9,F9.4, T6U,F9.4,
2	 T72,F9.4)
0465 971 FORMA T(// T23,' BODY COMPOSITION EVALUATIONS' ,
1 //1X,22('-' ),' WATER IMMERSION PROCESS NOT DONE' ,22('-' ))
0466 972 FORMA T(%1X,2'2(' -' ) ,'	 SKI NFOLD PROCESS I NOT DONE	 ' ,22(' - -
0467 973 FORMAT(///1X,22('-' ),'	 SKINFOLD PROCESS	 II	 NOT DONE	 ' ,22('-
U468 981 FORMAT(11A1,8A1,I2,A1,8A1,F6.1,F5.1,F7.2)
0469 982 FORMAT(F7.2,F7.3,F7.2,F7.2,F7.2)
























^Off' POOR QUALI t I
C
C
FORTRAN IV	 Storage Map for Pro rain Unit PDINPT
Local Variables, .PSEC T QUA TA, Size	 001326	 363. words)
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
AGE	 I*2
	
001040	 AVGBIC R*4	 OU1172	 AVGMCL R*4	 OU1232
AVGMTH R*4 001242	 AVGSUB R*4 001202	 AVGSUP R*4 001206
AVGTRI R*4	 OU1176	 AVGSMB R*4	 OU1236	 AVSUMI 11*4	 001212
AVSUM2 R*4
	
OU1246	 AVUWWI R*4	 001146	 BDP1	 R*4	 001226
8DP2	 R*4	 001256	 BDWI	 R*4	 001162	 BFKNOW R*4	 001046
BFPC T R*4	 0011U2	 BSID1 L*1	 001031	 BSID2 L*1	 001027
BVOLWI R*4
	
001156	 DEN	 R*4	 001272	 HEIGHT R*4	 001042
1	 I*2	 OU1140	 K	 I*2	 001316	 KSP1	 L*1	 001026
KSP2	 Lw1	 001030	 KWI	 L*1	 001025	 K1	 1*2	 001312
K2	 I*2	 OU1314	 M	 I*2	 001320	 MEASI I*2	 001034
MEAS2 1*2	 001036	 MONTH R*4	 001072	 N	 I*2	 001144
NO	 1*2	 001142	 NF	 I*2	 001136	 NUDEWT R*4
	
OO1Ub2
PCBFPI R*4	 001222	 PCBFP2 R*4	 001262	 PCBFWI R*4	 001166
PC F	 R*4	 001276	 PC FFM R*4	 001302	 PC TB W R*4	 001306
RESVOL R*4
	
0Q1Ub6	 SEX	 L*1	 001024	 S1	 R*4	 U01216
S2	 R*4	 001152	 TEMP
	
R*8	 001105	 TEMP1 R*8	 001116
TEMP2 R*8	 001126	 TRIAL I*2	 001032	 UIJCHWT R*4	 001076
VOL	 R*4	 001266	 WA TERD R*4
	
001062
	 WA TER T R*4
	
001056
14A TRW T R*4	 001152
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name	 Type	 Section Offset ------Size----- Dimensions
BIG EP R*4
	
$DA TA	 000172 000014 (	 6.) (3)
6IRTHD L*1
	
$DA TA	 000013 000010 (	 4.) (8)
DA TE	 L*1	 $0A TA	 000023 000010 ( 	 4.) (8)
FA TW T K*4	 $UA TA	 000315 0OUO24 (	 10.1 (5)
FFMASS R*4	 $DATA	 ODU342 OODU24 C	 10.) (5)
r I'LENM L*1	 $DA TA	 0000b3 000037 (	 16.) (31)
I DC UDE L*1	 $DA TA	 UUUUUU UU0013 (	 6.) (11)
84 i
oC.16.1,'
L8WM R*4 $DA TA 000366 000024 ( 10. ) (5)
MEASO T L*l $DA TA UUUU33 ODU010 ( 4.) (8)
141 U LA R*4 $DA TA 000252 000014 ( 6.) (3)
M TH I GH R*4 $DA TA 000302 ODU014 ( 6.) (3)
N I MEN R*4 $DA TA 000556 000024 ( 10.) (5)
N I TF A T R*4 $DA TA OU0462 000024 ( 10.) (5)
N I TLB W R*4 $DA TA 000506 000024 ( 10.) (5)
PR1D T L*l $DA TA 000043 000OlU ( 4.) (8)
P R20 T L*l $DA TA 000053 000010 ( 4.) (8)
SUBSCA P*4 $DA TA 000222 0OU014 ( 6.) (3)
SUPRAI R*4 $DATA 000236 ODU014 ( 6.) (3)
TBNI T R*4 $DA TA 000532 000024 ( 10.) (5)
TRIC EP R*4 $DA TA 000206 000014 ( 6.) (3)
U MB I L I R*4 $DA TA 000266 000014 ( 6.) (3)
U WWT R*4 $DA TA 000122 000050 ( 20.) (10)
VOLFA T R*4 $DA TA 000412 000024 ( 10.) (5)
VOLLBW R*4 $DA TA 000436 000024 ( 10.) (5)
FORTRAN IV Storage Map for Program Unit PDINPT
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions:
Name Type Name Type	 Name Type Name Type	 Name	 Type






0001 INTEGER FUW TION YORN*2(K)
ODU2 LOGICAL*1 X
UOU3 8U1 FORMAT(A1)
UOU4 1OU REAU(5,8U1, EN0 =200 X
0005 YO RN=O
OOU6 IF	 (X. EQ. IHN.OR. X. EQ. IHN) YORN=-1
0008 IF	 (X. EQ.IHY.OR.X.EQ.IHY) YORN=1
0010 IF (YORN.EQ.0) GO	 TO 200
0013 200 WRITR(7,901)
0014 901 FORMAT('	 PLEASE ANSWER Y OR N' )




FORTRAN IV	 Storage Map for Program Unit YORN
Local Variables, .PSECT $DATA, Size = 000005	 3. words)
Name	 Type Offset 	Name	 Type Offset 	Name	 3ype	 Offset












FORTRAN IV	 Storage Map for Prog ram Unit LINE
Local Variables, .PSEC T $OA TA, Size = 000002 (
	
1. words)
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
N	 I*2 @ 000000
COMMON Block / LC OU N T/ , Size = 000002 (	 1. words)














0003	 IF (N+LC . LT.51) RETURN
0005	 ND=51-LC










FORTRAN IV	 Storage Map for Program Unit ESTIM
Local Variables, .PSMT $DATA, Size = 000U06 ( 	 3. words)
44
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
I	 I*2	 000004	 N	 I*2 @ 000UU0	 ND	 I*2	 000002
COMMON Block / LC OU N T/ , Size = 000002 ( 	 1. words)
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
LC	 I*L	 000000
88








































MO N TH = ' J U N'
MONTH = ' J U L'
MONTH='AUG'
MONTH='SEP'
MO N TW OC T'
MONTH='NOV'
MON TWO EC'
/y;R^' ^T A VAR P
FORTRAN IV	 Storage Map for Program Unit SWAPD T
Local Variables, .PSEC T $DATA, Size = 000004 (	 2. words)
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
MONTH R*4 @ 000002
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name	 Type	 Section Offset ------Size----- Dimensions
X	 L*1	 @ $DATA	 000000 000010 (	 4.) (8)
89
	 L-2







C *	 TECHNOLOGY IWORPORATED
C *	 LIFE SCIEN^ ES DIVISION





C *	 PROGRAM NAME: ....................... DECDA T
C *	 DESIGNER/ANALYS T: ................... CRAIG  E. LITTON
C * 	 PROGRAMMER: ......................... PE14NY BUSKER






C *	 COMPUTER SYSTEM: .................... LSI-11







C *	 COMPILING SEQUENCE:
C







C *	 LINKING SEQUEDC E:
C













^^^•' ^ ^^ y ^4w ^;^I^^1^,8'I"Y
CCCCCCCCCCcccccccccccCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
0001	 PROGRAM UECUA T
TABLE OF VARIABLES
VARIABLE USE
BBG10T ONSET TIME OF GRADE 1 BUBBLES
BUG20T ONSET TIME OF GRADE 2 BUBBLES
BBG30T ONSET 1IME OF GRADE 3 BUBBLES
BOG40T ONSET TIME OF GRADE 4 BUBBLES
BUGIRP PRESSURE AT REMISSION OF GRADE 1 BUBBLES
BBG2RP PRESSURE ATREMISSION OF GRADE 2 BUBBLES
BBG3RP PRESSURE A i' REMISSION OF GRADE 3 BUBBLES
BUG4RP PRESSURE AT REMISSION OF GRADE 4 BUBBLES
BBGIRT TIME OF REMISSION OF GRADE 1 BUBBLES
BBG2RT TIME OF REMISSION OF GRADE 2 BUBBLES
BBG3RT TIME OF REMISSION OF GRADE 3 BUBBLES
B8G4RT TIME OF REMISSION OF GRADE 4 BUBBLES
BNG10T ONSET TIME OF GRADE 1 BENDS
BNG2UT ONSET TIME OF GRADE 2 BENDS
BNG30T ONSET TIME OF GRADE 3 BENDS
BNG40T ONSET TIME OF GRADE 4 BENDS
BNGIRP PRESSURE AT REMISSION OF GRADE 1 BENDS
BNG2RP PRESSURE AT REMISSION OF GRADE 2 BENDS
BNG3RP PRESSURE A T REMISSION OF GRADE. 3 BENDS
BNG4RP PRESSURE AT REMI ISION OF GRADE 4 BENDS
HNGIRT TIME OF REMISSION OF GRADE 1 BEPS'lDS
UNG2RT TIME OF REP+IISSION OF GRADE 2 BEDS
BNG3RT TIME OF REMISSION OF GRADE 3 BENDS
BNG4RT TIME OF RENISSION OF GRADE 4 BENDS
BNULc LOCATION OF BENDS
UNDPRS ARE BENDS PRESENT (Y/N)?
BUBMS WERE BUBBLES MEASURED	 (Y/N)?
BUBPRS WERE BUBBLES PRESENT (Y/N)?
DR180 DECOMPRESSION RATIO AT 160 MIN
DR24U DECOMPRESSION RATIO AT 24U MIN
DR360 DECOMPRESSION RATIO AT 360 MIN
OURPH DURATION OF PHASE I
EXERLV EXERCISE LEVEL
FP FINAL PRESSURE
IDCODE SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION CODE
IPN2 INITIAL PRESSURE OF N2
NPH NUMBER OF PHASES
PN2PH PRESSURE OF N2 DURING WASHOUT PHASE I
PPT180 TISSUE N2 (PSI) AT FINAL DECOMPRESSION ISO MIN
PPT240 TISSUE N2 (PSI) AT FINAL DECOP +. RESSION 240 MIN
PPTJbU TISSUE N2 (PSI) AT FINAL DECOMPRESSION 360 MIN
TEMP TEMPERA NRE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE
TES 1D T TEST DA TE
TES TNO TEST NUMBER
TIMFO TIME OF FINAL DECOMPRESSION
TIMR TIME OF RECOMPRESSION
























































OF F O,'A' y t^u r' Y
C
0UU2	 LOGICAL*l IUCODE(lly, TESI0T(8), TIMM(5), TIMR(5), EXERLV,
1	 BBG10 T(5), B^3G20 T( 5) : 0BG3L T(5) , BUBMS, BUBPRS,
2	 BBGIRT(5), BBG2RT(5), BBG3RT(5), 56G4RT(5),
3	 BNGIOT(5), BNG20T(5), BNG30T(5), BNG40T(5),
4	 BNGIRT(5), BNG2RT(5), BNG3RT(5), BNG4RT(5),
5	 BNDPRS, BNDLC(15), BBG40T(5), FILENM(31)
C
OUO3	 INTEGER*2 TESTNO, TEMP, DURPH(10), YORN, NPH
C
0004 REAL*4	 IPN2, PN2PH(1J), FP, MONTH,
1	 BBGIRP, BBf42RP, BBG3RP, BBG4RP,
2	 BNGIRP, BNG2RP, BNG3RP, BNG4RP,
5	 PPT16U,PPT24U,PPT360,
5	 DR160, DR24U, DR360
C
C









OOU7 READ(5,805,	 ENU=bU)	 NF,	 (FILENM(J),J=1,NF)
0008 IF (NF.LE.U) GO	 TO 50
0010 FILENM (NF*1)=O
UU11 OPEN(UNI T=1,	 NAME= FILENM,	 TYPE = ' NEW' , ACC ESS=' SEQUENTIAL' ,
1	 FORM = 'FORMATTED' , ERR=80, DISWKEEP' ,
2	 CARRIAGECONTROL='FORTRAN' )
0012 REWIND 1
0013 GO TO 102
0014 80 WRI TE(7,905)	 (FILENM(J) , J = 1 ,NF)




0017 READ(5,8UU,ENU=102)	 N3,	 (IDCODE(J),J=1,N.;)
0018 IF(% .NE.11) GO	 TO 1U2
0020 103 WRITE(7,9U3)
0021 READ (5,*,END=103)	 TESTNO
0022 104 WRITE(7,904)
0023 READ (5,801,	 END=104)	 W,
	
(TESTUT(J ),J = 1,W )




0026 DO 112 1=1,10









0033 DO 111	 I=1,NPH
0034 108 WRI TL(7,9U7)
0035 REAO(5,*,END=108) PN2PN(I)
OU36 11U WRI TW,908)





0039 READ (5,*,ENO=116)	 FP
0040 118 WRI TE(7,913)
0041 READ(5,*,END=118)	 TEMP
U042 120 WRI TE(1,914)
OU43 READ (5,802 END=120)	 W	 (TIMFD(J),J-1,rL
0044 IF(W .NE.5i GO TO 120
0046 122 WRI TE(7,916)
0047 READ (5,802
	 ENO=122)	 T,	 (TIMR(J) ,J=1,N3 )

























0071 IF	 (UUBiviS)	 166,	 126,	 128
0072 128 WRI TE(7,919)
U073 BUUPRS=YORN(0)
0074 IF	 (BUBPRS)	 160,	 128,	 130
0075 1,10 WRI TE(7,920)
0076 132 WRITE(7,921)
0077 READ (5,802, END=132)	 Nv ,	 (BBGIU T(J) ,J=l	 W,
0078 IFM . LE. U) GO TO 132
0080 134 WRI TE(7,922)
0081 R:AD(5,8U2,END=134) 	 W, (BBG20T(J),J=1,NC)
0082 IF (N:.. LE. 0)	 GO	 TO 134
0084 136 WRITE(7,923)
O005 READ(5,802,END=136)	 Nu,	 (BBG30T(J),J-1,tC)
93
OF POZJ a Q'k:u, AA' Y




READ(5802 END =138) W,
IFM HE.O^ GO TU 138
(BBG40T(J),J-1,f,)
U092 140 WRI TE(7,920)
0093 142 WRITE(7,925)
OU94 READ (5,802,END=142) 	 NC, (BBGIRT(J),J=1,W,)
U095 IF (NC . LE.0) GO	 TO 142
0097 144 WRITE(7,926)
!	 0098 READ(5,802,ENU=144) W, (BBURT(J),J=1,1c)
0099 IF(NC.LE.U) GO	 TO 144
'	 0101 146 WRI TE(7,927)
0102 READ(5,802,END=146) 	 NU, (BBG3RT(J),J=1,1,)
0103 IF(NC.LE.U)	 GO	 TO 146
0105 148 WRITE(7,928)
0106 READ(5,E102,END=143) 	 NC, (BBG4RT(J),J=1,1,)
0107 IMC.LLO) GO TO 148
0109 150 WRI TE(7,92U)
0110 152 WRI TE(7,929)
0111 READ(5,*,END=152) 	 BBGIRP
0112 154 WRI TE(7,930)
0113 READ (5,*,END=154) BBG2RP
0114 15b WRI TEU 931)
0115 READ (5,*,END=156)	 03G3RP
0116 158 WRI Tr(7,932)
0117 READ (5,*,ENU=158)	 BBG4RP
0118 16U BNDPRS=O
0119 DO 162 J=1,15
0120 162 BNDLC (J) = '	 '
0121 DO l65 J =1 5
0122 BNG10 T(J )=
0123 BNG20 T(J W
0124 BNG30 T(J )_'
0125 BNG40 T(J )_'
0126 BNG111T(J )_'
0127 BNG2RT(J )_'
0128 BNG3R T(J W





0134 161 WRI TE(7,933)
0135 BNDPRS=YORN(U)
013b IF	 (BNDPRS)	 194, 161,	 163
0137 163 WRITE(7,935)
0138 READ (5,804,ENU=163) 	 MC,(BNDLC(J),J =1,N3 )
0139 IF(IC.LE.0)	 GO	 TO 163
0141 164 WRITE(7,934)
0142 166 WRI TE(7,921)
0143 READ (5,802,END=166) W, (BNG10T(J),J=1,t&)
0144 Ir (W .LE.0) GO	 TO 166E	 0146 163 WRI TL(7,922)
0147 READ (5,802,END=168) 	 NC, (BNG20T(J),J=1,NM)





0150 17U WRI TE(7,923)
r	 0151 READ (6,802, END =170) NV, (BNG3OT(J),J=1,C
0152 IF(NC.LE.0) GO	 TO 17U
0154 172 WRI TE(7,924)




0159 17. WRI TE(7,925)
0160 READ(6,802 ENO=176)	 IC,	 (BNGIRT(J),J=1,1C)
0161 IF (NC . l,E. U i GO	 TO	 176




0165 IF(N3.LE.0) GO	 TO 176
0167 180 WRI TE(7,927)
0168 READ(5,802 ENO=180) W, (BNG3RT(J),J=1X)
0169 IF(NC.LE.O; GO	 TO 180






^0173 IF (N;, . LE. 0	 GO	 TO 182
0175 184 WRI TE(7,934)
0176 186 WRI TE(7 ,929 )




0181 READ (5,*,END=190)	 BNG3RP
0182 192 WRI TE(7,93Z)




0185 CALL	 DECRAT (IPN2,	 NPH,
1	 PN2PH, DURPH,	 FP,















0190 202 WRITE(7,941)PPT180, PPT240, PPT360
0191 204 WRI TE(7,942)DR180, DR240, DR360
C
C STORE DATA ON FILE
C
0192 WRITE(1,981)	 IDCOUE,	 TESTNO,	 TESTDT,	 NPH,	 IPN2,
1	 FP,	 TEMP,	 TIMED,	 TIMR,	 EXERLV, BUBMS, BUBPRS
0193 WRITE(1,986)	 (PN2PH(J), J=1,NPH)
0194 WRITE(1,987)	 (DJRPH(J), J=1,NPH)
95
0195 WRITE(1,982) BBG10T, B8020 T, BBG30T, BBG40T
0196 WRI TE(1,982)
	 BBGIRT,
	 6BG2RT,	 t,BG3RT,	 BBG4RT	 OF	 ?	 .y 	 91 L.)
0197 WRITE(1,983) BBGIRP, BUG2RP, B ►,30RP, BBG4RP
0198 WRITE.(1,984)
	 BNDPRS,	 BNDLC
0199 WRITE(1,982) 8NG10T, BNG20T, BNG30T, BNG40T
U20U WRI TER 1 982) BNGIRT, BNG2RT, BNG3RT, BNG4RT
02UI WRITE(1,983) BNGIRP, BNG2RP, BNG3RP, BNG4RP
02U2 WRITE(1,985) PPT18U, PPT240, PPT36U, DR1$0, DR24U, DR360
O2U3 CLUSE(UNIT-I,DISP='SAVE' )
0204 CALL EXIT
U205 900 FORMA T(///IUX,'DECOMPRESSION EXPERIEtC E DATA PROGRAM' /)
0206 901 FORMA T(10X,'FILENAME ON WHICH TO STORE DATA
1	 /IOX,'DEVIC E:FILENAME. TYPE=
	 ',$)
0207 9U2 FORMA T(/IX,'SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (XXX-XX-XXXX):
	 ',$)
0208 903 FORMA T(/1X,'TEST NUMBER (XX):
	 ',$)
U209 904 FORMAT(/1X,' TEST DATE (MM-DD-YY):
	 ' ,$)









	 PHASE I	 PSI)	 (XX.XX):	 ',$)
0213 9U8 FORMA T(AX,'DURATIONOF WASHOUT, PHASE I
	 (MIN)	 (XXXX):	 ",$)
0214 911 FORI IIAT(/IX,'HOW MANY PHASES
	 (XX):	 ',$)
0215 912 FORMAT(/1X,'FINAL PRESSURE (PSIA)
	 (XX.XX):
	 '	 $)
0216 913 FORMAT(/IX,' TEMPERATURE IN CENTIGRADE (XX);
	 ^,$)
0217 914 FORMAT(/IX,' TIME OF FINAL DECOMPRESSION (HH:14M) :
	 ' ,$)
0218 915 FORMAT(/1X,' TIME OF	 REI;OMPRESSION (HH:MM):
	 `,$)
0219 916 FORMAT(/1_X;' EXERCISE LEVEL ' ,
1	 /16X,' LOW	 400- 8UU BTU/HR', 
2	 /16X,' MED	 8UU-1600 BTU/HR' ,
3	 /16X,'HIGi 1600 BTU/HR AND ABOVE',
4	 /46X, 	 ENTER (L/M/H) :
	 ' ,$)
0220 918 FORMAT(/1X,' WERE BUBBLES MEASURED
	 (Y/N)?
0221 919 FORMAT(/IX,' WERE BUBBLES PRESENT (YAP
0222 920 FORMAT( /6X,' GRADE OF BUBBLES :
	 ENTER 0 FOR NOT OBSERVED
	 ' )
0223 921 FORMA T(/1X,'TIME OF ONSET GRADE 1
	 (HH:MM):
	 ',$)
0224 922 FORMAT(/1X,' TIME OF ONSET GRADE 2 (HH:MM) :
0225 923 FORMAT(/1X,' TIME OF ONSET GRADE 3 (HH:MM) :
	 ' ,$)
0226 924 FORMAT(/1X,' TIME OF ONSET GRADE 4
	 (HH:MM) :	 ' : $)
0227 925 FORMAT(/IX,'TIME OF
	 REMISSION GRADE 1
	 (HH:14M):	 ',$)
0228 926 FORMAT(/IX,' TIME OF	 REMISSION GRADE 2
	 (HH:MM) :	 ' ,$)
0229 927 FORMAT(/1X,' TIME OF
	 REMISSION GRADE 3
	 (HH:141-1) :	 `,$)
0230 928 FORMAT(/1X,' TIME OF	 REMISSION GRADE 4
	 (HH:MM) :	 ' ,$)
0231 929 FORMA T(/1X,'PRESSURE AT RDIISSION GRADE 1
	 (PSIA)	 (XX.XX):	 ',$)
0232 930 FORMATUIX,'PRESSURE AT R-MISSION GRADE 2 (PSIA)
	 (XX.XX):	 ',$)
0233 931 FORMAT(/1X,'PRESSURE AT REMISSION GRADE 3
	 (PSIA)	 (XX.XX):	 ',)
0234 932 FORMAT(/1X,'PRESSURE AT REMISSION GRADE 4
	 (PSIA)
	 (XX.XX):
0235 934 FORMAT(//6X ,'GRADE OF BENDS	 :	 ENTER U FOR NOT OBSERVED, ' )
0236 933 FORMAT(/1X,' WERE BENDS PRESENT (Y/N)?
	 ' ,$)
0237 935 FORMA T(/IX,'BENDS LOCATION
	 (TEXT):
	 ',$)
0238 937 FORMAT(/IX,'ALIGN PAPER TO TOP OF PAGE
1	 'AND HIT CARRIAGE RETURN' )
0239 940 FORMAT(//5X,'DECOMPRESSION DATA OUTPUT',
1	 //1X,'SUBJECT #',Tl2,IlAI,T26,lDATE',T3'2,
2	 3A1,A3,3A1)
0240 941 FORMAT(/1X,' NI TROGEN PRESSURE AT TIME OF FINAL DECOMPRESSION' ,
1	 //lUX,' FOR 18J MIN
	 TISSUE	 :	 ' r"6.2,'	 PSI' ,
96
POOR qu^qPn ly
2	 //lUX,'FOR 24U MIN TISSUE : ',F6.2,'	 PSI'
3	 //IUX,' FOR 360 MIN TISSUE : ' ,F6.2,'	 PSI';
0241 942 FURMAT(/1X,'DECOMPRESSION RATIO AT TIME OF FINAL
I
	
//lUX,' FOR 160 MIN TISSUE : ' ,F6.2,
2	 //lUX,'FOR 24U MIW TISSUE : ',F6.2,
3	 //lOX,'FOR 360 MIN TISSUE : ',F6.2)
0242 981 FURMAT(llAlo12,8A1,I2,2FS.2,I2,2(5A1)o3(Al))
0243 982 FO RMA T(4 (5A 1) )
0244 963 FORMA TO (F4.1) )
0245 984 FORMAT(A1,15A1)
0246 985 FORMAT(3(F5.2),3(F4.2))
0247 986 FORMA T(lUF5.2 )
U248 967 FOR14AT(l0I4)
0249 600 FORMAT(Q,11A1)
0260 801 FORMA T(Q , 8A 1)









































Name Type Offset Name Type Offset
HBGIRP R*4 UUU512 BUG2RP R*4 UUU516
BBG4RP R*4 UU0526 UNOPRS V`,, 000467
BNGZRP R*4 U00536 8NG3RP R*4 000642
BUB MS L*1 000465 BUBPRS L*1 000466
Name Type Section Offset ------ Size----- Dimensions
BBGIO T 1_*1 BOA TA 000035 000005 ( 3.) (5)
8BG1R T L*1 $OA TA 000054 000OU5 ( 3.) (5)
BBG20 T L*I $DA TA UODU41 000OU5 ( 3.) (5)
BBUR T L*1 $DA TA 000061 0OU005 ( 3.) (6)
BBG30 T L*I $DA TA 000047 UUUU05 ( 3.) (5)
B8G3R T L*I $OA TA UOU06b UUUUU5 ( 3.) (5)
BBG40 T L*1 $DA TA 000167 000005 ( 3.) (5)
88G4RT L*I $UA TA 000U73 UUOOU5 ( 3.) (5)
UNDLC L*1 $DA TA UUU150 OUOU17	 ( 6.) (15)
B NG10 T L*1 $OA IA 000100 000005 ( 3.) (5)
GNGIRT L*1 $DATA 000124 000005 ( 3.) (5)
8 NG20 T L*1 $DA TA 0OU105 OOODU5 ( 3.) (5)
6NG2R T L*1 $DA TA 000131 000005 ( 3.) (5)
BNG30 T L*I $UA TA 000112 000OU5 ( 3.) (5)
BNG3R T L*1 $DA TA 000136 000005 ( 3.) (5)
5 NG40 T L*1 $DA TA 000117 OODUU5 C 3.) (5)
BNG4RT L*1 $DA TA 000143 UUUU05 ( 3.) (5)
D URPH I*2 $DA TA 000234 00OU24 ( 10.1 (10)
FILEN14 L*1 $DATA 000174 000037 ( 16.) (31)
IUC ODE L*I $DA TA ODUOOU UOOU13 ( 6.) (11)
PNZPH R*4 $DA TA 000260 OU0050 ( 20.) (10)
TES 1D T L*I $DA TA UUOU13 000010 ( 4.) (8)
TIMFD L*1 $DA TA ODUO23 000005 ( 3.) (5)
TIMR L*1 $DA TA 000030 000OU5 ( 3.) (5)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions:
Name	 Type	 Name	 Type	 Name	 Type	 Name	 Type	 Name	 Type
98
D EC RA T R*4
	 EXI T






SUBROUTINE DECRAT (IPN2, NPH, PN2, DUR,
1	 FP, PPT18U, PPT24U, PPT36U, 011130, DR240, DR36U)
TABLE OF VARIAULES
VARIABLE USE
DR18U DECOMIPRESSION RATIO AT 180 MIN
DR240 DECOMPRESSION RATIO AT 240 MIN
DR360 DECOMPRESSION FATIO AT 360 MIN
OUR DURATION OF WASHOUT PHASE
FP FINAL PRESSURE
IPN2 INITIAL PRESSURE Ov= N2
KT18U VALVE OF EXPONENT IN CALCULATION
KT240 VALUE OF EXPONENT IN CALCULATIOPI
KT360 VALUE OF EXPONENT IN CALCULATION
NPH NUMBER OF PHASES
PN2 PRESSURE OF N2 DURING WASHOUT PHASE
PP TEMPORAY FOR NEW INITIAL PRESSURE
PPT180 PRESSURE OF N2 A T 18U MIN
PPT240 PRESSURE OF N2 AT 24U MIN
PPT36U PRESSURE OF N2 AT 360 MIN
INTEGER*2 DURUO), NPH
REAL*4 IPN2, PN2(10),
FP, PPT180, PPT240, PPT360, DR180, DR240, DR36U,













IF( I. EQ. NPH) GO TO 2200
PP=PPT24U
















































Storage Map for Program Unit DECRAT
Local Variabl es, .PS EL T $DA IA, Si ze x 000100 (	 32. words)
Name Type Offset Name TypP	 Offset Name Type	 Offset
0 R18 R*4 @ 000020 OR20 R*4 0 000022 DR360 R*4 @ 000024
FP R*4 0 000010 I I*2	 000062 IPN2 R*4 0 000000
KT180 R*4 000042 KT240 R*4	 000046 KT360 R*4	 000052
NPW I*2 @ 000002 PP R*4	 000056 PPT ,8U R*4 0 000012
PPT240 R*4 @ 00OU14 PPT360 R*4 @ 000616
Local dnd COMMON Arrays:
Name Type	 Section Offset ------ Sizc----- Dimen:ions
DUR I*2 0 $DATA 000006 000024 (
	
10.) (10)
P I42 R*4 0 $DA TA 00000+ 000050 (	 20.) (10)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions:





0001 INTEGER 0,110 TION YORN*2(K)
0002 LOGICAL*1 X
0003 801 FORMA T(A1)
0004 100 READ(5,8UI,EN0 m200) X
0005 YORNuO
0006 IF	 (X.EQ.IHN.OR.Y,.EQ.1HN) YORN--1
0008 IF	 (X.EQ.LHY.OR.X.CQ.IFIY) YORN=1
0010 IF (YORN.KQ.0) GO TO 200
0012 RR7URN
0014 901 g PLEASFFORMA T(' 	 ANSWER Y Oft	 N' )




Local Varlabl es,	 .PSEC T $DA TA, Si ze = 000005
Name Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset


































IF(X(1). EQ. '1'. AND. X(2).EQ:'2')
RETURN
END
Variables, .PSG; T $DA TA, Size 	 000004




























MO QTH= ' J,i N'







MONTH =' S EP'
M0 N TH=' Jig N'





Iv O N TH=' JU L'
MONTH = 'AU G'
MONTH= ' S EP'
WN111= ' OC T'
MONTH='NOV
MONTH= ' D EC '
2. words)
Name	 Type Offset
MONTH R*4 W ODUUU2
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name	 Type	 Section Offset ------Size----- Dimensions
X	 L*1	 @ $DA TA	 OOOOOU 000010 (	 4.) (8)
103
tU	 ,






v * TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED






C * PROGRAM NAME: .......................N2WASH
C * PROGRAMMERS, VERSION 1.0 A: .......... BARRY LEVITAN AND
C * KEN KOES TER
C * PROGRAM MODIFIED,VERSION 1.0 U ...... BARRY LEVITAN
C * PROGRAM MODIFIED,VERSION 2.0 ........ PENNY QUEKER
C * DA TE:VERSION 1.0 A ..................AUGUST 1980
C * DATA::VERSION	 1.0 B ..................AUGUST 1981















C * COMPILING SEQUEhC E:
C







C * LINKING SEQUEW, E:
C


































































AMBIENT PRESSURE (MM HG)
BODY HYDRATION
BODY POSITION
MINIMUM NOISE LEVEL OF SPIROMETER
TOTAL NITROGEN VOLUME EXHALED PER BREATH
BREATHING MIXTURE
MINIMUM VOLUME TO DETERMINE A BREATH
TOTAL BREATH VOLUME
NOT USED
FROM DA1CON.VAL CAL CAS COWENTRATIONS
VALUE EQUIVALENT TO CALCNT(1,2) FOR ADJUSTING
N2 DRIFT BETWEEN BREATHS
ARRAY TO HOLD OPTIONAL TEXT OF COMMENTS
ACCUMULATOR FOR CARBON DIOXIDE END TIDAL
CON;. ENTRATION CALCULA TION
AVERAGE CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION OF BREATH
FLOATING CALCULATION OF MASS SPEC
TRANSPORT LAG
DUMMY ARGUMENT FOR IFFINR SUBROUTINE
CODE FOR DRUGS





EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE IN CENTIGRADE
SPIROMETER CAL CURVE INTERCEPT
SPIROMETER CAL CURVE SLOPE
HIGH CALIBRATION VALUE OF SPIROMETER (1 LITER)
ACCUMULATOR FOR SPIROMETER ZERO
CALIBRATION
LOW CAL VALUE OF SPIROMETER (0 LITERS)
MASS SPEC CAL CURVE SLOPE
ACCUMULATOR FOR CAL GAS SAMPLE READINGS
MASS SPEC CAL CURVE INTERCEPT
GAS TYPE INDEX
ADDRESS OF A/D OUTPUT BUFFER
A/D CHANNEL AND GAIN CODES
ADDRESS OF A/D CONTROL STATUS REGISTER
OPERATOR RESPONSE CHARACTER (1-6)
BREATH flJMBER Z.D.
FLAG TO SET NEW VOLUME FOR BREATH OVER
D E TE RNi I I'41 TI O N
PROGRAM CLOCK PRE-SET COUNT BUFFER
INTERRUPT RATE" OF SAMPLE PROGRAM ( TIMES SPER SECOND)
NUMBER OF CU;'C ENTRATILl SAMPLES K% DE













































































































































ALPHA-NUMERIC ARRAY FOR UA TE TAG
SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION #
K SS SPEC TRANSPORT LAG 1.1 SEC LAG + F
INTEGER ZERO END OF DATA TAG
(SAMPLE RATE)
VALUE OF NITROGEN IN INSPIRED OXYGEN
PARALLEL BOARD INPUT REGISTER ADDRESS
PARALLEL BOARD OUTPUT REGISTER ADDRESS
ALPHA-NUMERIC ARRAY FOR DATA FILE NAMING
EXPERIMENT MINUTE COU14T
IMMERSION? (Y/N)
ALPHA-NUMERIC ARRAY FOR NAME TAG
OPERATOR RESPONSE NO (FOR INSTRUCTIONS N,
CARRIAGE RETURN)
INTGER RESULT OF A/D CONVERSION OR
PARALLEL BOARD READING
PROCESSOR DEFINED SUBROUTINE
PHASE NUMBER ENTERED BY OPERATOR
STOP RESPONSE ENTERED BY OPERATOR (S,
CARRIAGE RETURN)
OPERATOR INPUT OF DATA CONSTANTS (INTEGERS)
BIT STRUCTURE TO CONTROL GAS VALUES
OPERATOR RESPONSE YES (Y, CARRIAGE RETURN)
CAL GAS SOURCE INDEX
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN COMMENT LINE
COMMENTS? (Y/N)
LOGICAL FLAG FOR NITROGEN RANGE SWITCHING
LOGICAL LATCH FOR BREATH DATA GATHERING DONE
LOGICAL LA 1CH OF DATA ANALYSIS DONE
F -a DA TA DONE
T -> ANALYSIS IN PROGRESS
DO LOOP DUMMY COUNTER
ACCUMULATOR FOR NITROGEN END TIDAL
CONCENTRATION CALCULATION
AVERAGE NITROGEN CONCENTRATION OF BREATH
TOTAL VOLUME OF NITROGEN ELIMINATED
MINUTE ACCUMULATOR VOLUME OF NITROGEN ELIMINATED
ACCUMULATOR FOR OXYGEN END TIDAL
C01JC ENTRA TION CALCULATION
AVERAGE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION OF BREATH
COW ENTRA TION READING OF CARBON DIOXIDE
CONCENTRATION READING OF NITROGEN
COiiiC ENTRATION READING OF OXYGEN
FLOATING POINT ZERO END OF DATA TAG
OT:IER SPECIAL CONDITIONS
STARTING TIME OF DAY
TIME FOR DELAY OF CAL GAS PLUMBING,
VALVING, PUkGING
CHANGE IN BREATH VOLUME TO DETERMI14E END OF BREATH
EXPERIMENTAL TEST 1-MI14UTE COUNTER
TIME INTERVAL (DT) INTEGRATOR (VOL=DV/D T)
EXPERIMENTAL TEST START TIME (FUR ELAPSED TIME)
CPU MONITOR TIME
OPERATOR INPUT OF DATA CONSTANTS (FLOATING POINT)
BREATH VOLUME = BRVOL
106
OF POOR Qlw'i .4 ^'r
C VOL1	 SAMPLE 1 OF VOLUME TO COMPARE TO 5TH SAMPLE
C TO DETERMINE IF BREATH IS COMPLETE
C VOL2	 SAMPLE 2 OF VOLUME TO COMPARE TO 5TH SAMPLE








1	 IMMERS,	 STRTIM(5),	 KCM14TS, COMMTS(4,80),
2	 INAM(3O),	 IFIL(31)
0004 REAL*4 EXTEMP, AMPRES
0005 INTEGER*2 AMGAS, B00HYD, BODPOS, BRTMIX,
1	 DRUGS,	 EXERCI,	 EXGRAV, SPCOND, KC, AGE






DIMENSION PC TN2(300^,PC 1CO(300),PC T02(300)
C
C COMMON
0010 C OmMON/FLOC OM/ FLOZER, FLM, FLB , !FLO, BR 5-
 I
0011 COMMOW/ADC ON/IADC SR, IADBUF, IADC GO ,VOLUME,VOLI,VOL2
0012 COMMON/GAS/GASSLP,GSNTi,P,LBTH,BRGAT,TEST







	 IDRVO T/ "167772/, IDRVI N/"167774/
0017 DA TA IVLVMD/"03U,"420,"220/
0018 DATA IYS/1HY/,INO/1HN/,ISTP/1HS/
0019 DA TA IADC SR/ "176770/, IADBUF/ "176772/
0020 DA TA	 IADC GC / "0431,"11131,"1431, "2021/
C
C READ DATA CONSTANTS
UO21 OPEN (UNIT=2,
 TYPE= 'OLD',NAME='SY:DA ICON. VAL',READONLY)
0022 READ	 (2,*)	 ((CALPCT(I,J),J=1,3),I=1,3),ICLRAT,





0025 ACCEPT 11, IANS
0026 IF(IANS.EQ.INO)
	 GO	 TO 91
C
C GET PHASE & BR*LH
0028 90 CONTINUE
0029 TYPE 12
0030 GO TO 92
0031 91	 TYPE 15
107
rv--
F PUO	 OR QUALITY
0032 92 READ(5,13)	 IPHS
0033 93	 IF(IPHS.LT.I.OR.IPHS.GT.6)GO TO 91
UO35 94 GO TO (100,200,30U,401),500,600) IPHSC
C






0038 DO 11U J=1,3
0039 DO 110 I.1,3
0040 TYPE	 16, I,J,CALPC T(I ,J )
0041 ACCEPT 11, IANS







0048 TYPE 161,1C LRA T




0052 Ty PE 18
0053 ACC EP T 191, IVAL
U054 IC LRA T=IVAL
0055 115 CONTINUE
C B REA TH GATE
0056 TYPE 162,BRGAT
0057 ACCEPT 11, IA NS






C END OF PHASE 1--GET NEW PHASE
006 11 TYPE 20, IPHS
0065 GO TO 92
C
C
C PHASE 2-- HEADER INFO
0066 2OU CO'JTINUE
C
C INITIALIZE HEADER VARIABLES
0067 DO 201 M=1,8
0068 201	 IDA T(M) ='	 '
0069 DO 202 M=1,30
0070 202
	 INAM(M _`	 '




























	 DO 204 M=1 5
	
0085
	 204 S TRTIM(M)-;
	




0088	 DO 21b J=1,4
	
0089	 DO 216 I-1,80
	
0090	 216 C UIviMTS(J , I)='
C








































































	 ACC EP T 802, KC MMTS
	





0128	 ACC EP T 813
109




P0UI	 'n9 ^I II S
U129 DO 22U J=1,4
0130 TYPE 31





C END OF PHASE 2--GET NEW PHASE
0133 225 TYPE 2U,IPHS
0134 GO TO 92
C
C
C PHASE' 3--MASS SPECTROMETER CALIBRATION
0135 300 CONTINUE
0136 CALL	 IPOKE(IDRVO T, IVLVMD (2) )
0137 TYPE 30
C
0138 PAUSE 'SELECT N-2 0-10`x. 	 RETURN'
0139 J=2
C OPEN VALVE J--WATT 15 SECONDS
0140 305 CALL IPOKE(IORVOT, IVLVMD(J) )
0141 T=SELNDS(O.U)
0142 308 DT=SECNDS(T)
0143 IF(DT.LT.15.0)	 GO TO 308
C




0148 CALL IPOKE( IADC SR, IADC M (I) )
0149 INT=IPEEK( IADBUF)












0157	 PAUSE 'SELEC T N-2 0-100. RETURN'
0158	 J=1
C OPEN VALVE J--WAIT 15 SECONDS
0159 325 CALL IPOKE(IDRVO T, IVLVMD(J) )
0160 T=SECNOS(O.0)
0161 328 DT=SECNDS(T)
0162 IF(D T. LT.15.)	 GO	 TO :328
0164 GA SSUM(l )=0.0
0165 DO 330 M=1,100
0166 CALL IPOKE( IADC SR, IADC M (l) )
0167 INT=IPEEK(IAD3UF)
0168 330 GASSUM(1)=GASSUM(1)+FLUA T( INT)
0169 CALCNT(1,J)=GASSUM(1)/100.
0170 J=J+2
0171 IF(J.EQ.3) GO	 TO 325
C
C





























C END OF PHASE 3
0190 CALL IPOKE(IDRVOT,"0)
0191 TYPE 2U, IPHS
0192 GO TO 92
C




0195 PAUSE' ZERO SPIROMETER. RETURN THANK YOU'
C SAMPLE "ZERO FLOW"
0196 FLOSUM=0.0
0197 DO 415,M=1,1000




C SIMULATE 1 LITER VOLUME
0202 FLUCAL=FLOZER+410.5






C END OF PHASE 4
0207 TYPE 2U,IPHS








C	 PHASE 5--TEST DATA
0209
	
499 PAUSE 'INSERT DATA FLOPPY WITH AT
0210	 5UO CONTINUE
LEAST 400 FREE BLOCKS, RETURN'
C





0213 IF (W.LE.U) GO TO 501
0215 IFIL(W+i )=0
0216 OPEN(UNIT=2, TYPE='NEW',NAMExIFIL,FORM='FORMATTED',ERR-499,
1	 I N I TIALS ILE=400 )
U217 WRITE	 (2,914)	 (INAM(I),I=1,30),(IDAT(I),I.1,8),
1	 (IDCODE(I),I =1,11), AGE,
2	 EXTEMP,EXGRAV,IMNIERS,BODPOS,AMPRES,DRUGS,
3	 EXERCI,BRTM IX, BOOHYD,AMGAS,(STR TIM( M),M-1, 5),SPCOND,KCMMTS





0223 IF(IANS. EQ. IS TP) GO	 TO 560
C
C t REPARE INTERRUPT ROUTINE 'SA iiPLE'
0225 CALL	 INTERT( "104,4, ID,SAillPLE)
0226 IC LC N T-I OUOU/IC LRA T
0227 CALL. IPOKE( "172542, IC LC NT)
C
C INITIALIZE SOME TERMS








0236 IC H EC K=0
0237 IDRIFT 20
0238 LWA T--. FALSE.
0239 LA ICH = . TRUE.
U240 N2 TO T=0.0
0241 IMIN=1
C
C SET TIME AND DELAY TERMS DUE TO CATHETER LAG
0242 TIN T=1.0/FLOAT(IC. LRA T)
0243 DELAY=FLOAT(IC LRA T)*.36
0244 IDLM=IFIX(DELAY)
C
U245 TSIE = SEE NOS (0.0)
0246 TCCK=TSM
C










0250 IF(INT. EQ. "177777) LA 1CH =. FALSE.
0252 IANS=I TTINR(DMY)
C
0253 IN IANS. EQ. IS TP) GO TO 560
C
C CHECK NEED TO PURGE
0255 IF((VOLT.LE.BRTST).OR.(ABS(TEST).GT..5)) GOTO 520
0257 DO 515,J=1,3000
0258 CALL IPOW "176760,"2050)
0259 515 CONTINUE
0260 CALL IPOKE("176760,"0010)
C CHECK FOR DA TA READY
0261 520 IF(. NOT. LWA T) GO TO 530
C
C BREATH DATA IS READY FOR PRCC ESSING




0265 DO 540,J=2, IC ON
C
0266 N TSUM=N TSU M+PC TI2, (J )















0278 WRITE ( 2,916)	 IBTH,ELPST,BRVOL,BRN2V,02TID , N2TID,COTID
0279 TYPE 55,IBTH,ELPST,BRVOL,BRN2'J,N2TID
0280 55 FORMAT(5X,I4,F10 . 1,3F10.5)
C RESET COUNTERS & INTEGRATORS
0281 IC 0 N=O
0282 IF LO=O







^,^fl ^ rn R ^ '
0290 IDRIFT=20
	 OF POOR Q^"I,PY
0291 LWA T .FALSE.
C
C CHECK FOR 1-MIN OPERATIONS
U292 530 TIC K=S EC NOS ( TOC K)
0293 IF( TICK. LE.60.)	 GO TO 510
C
0295 TOC K x
 TUC K+60.






0301 GO TO 510
C






















0314 lU FORMAT(/,17X, 1 N 2	 W A S H O U T",//lX,
•




0316 12 FORMAT(X,//,X,' TESTLOAD N2WASH HAS 6 PHASES'
• //,5X,' 1
	 DATA A CUNSTANTS--ALLOWS USER' ,
*	 '	 MODIFICATION OF CAL-GAS	 S.
	 OTHERWISE' ,
PROGRAM USES DEFAULT VALUES.,
* //,5X,'2
	 INITIALIZATION--ENTER HEADER INFORMATION'
// 1 5X,'3	 CALIBRATE MASS SPECTROMETER',
* //,5X, 1 4	 CALIBRATE SPI ROME TER' ,
* //,5X, 1 5	 TEST DATA--SAMPLES TEST DATA CONTINUOUSLY'
* /,' UNTIL USER TERMINATES' ,
* //,5X, 1 6	 TERMINATE--RETURNS CONTROL TO SYSTEM MONITOR',
///,




0318 14 FORMAT(X,//,10X,' PHASE 1	 DATA CONSTANTS'
114
t
^ l ^blu^^_, Y=.9	 =.	 ^	 u	 ^	 1
* /,SX,' TO LEAVE VALUE UNCHANGED 
p 
ENTER'
* /,5X,' t! & RE TURN. TO CHANGE, ENTER Yi,
* /,5X.,' & RETURN. GET "NEW VALUE" PROMPT,'
* /,SX,' EN TER NEW VALUE & RETURN',/)
C
0319	 15 FORMAT(5X' ENTER PHASE #' $)
0320	 16 FORMA T(5X;'CALPy T(' ,I1,' , t ,Il, l )x ' ,F6.2,$)
C
0321	 161 FORMAT(5X,' SAMPLE RA TE=' ) I4j'/SEC' ,$)
C
0322	 162 FORMA T(5X,' B REA TN GATE=' ,F5.0,$)
C






0326	 20 FORMA T(X,/,5X ) END OF PHASE ' ,I3,/lX,
• 'ENTER NEW PHASE # ',$)
C
0327	 22 FORMA T(X,//,lOX,'PHASE 2 INITIALIZATION',//,
• 2X,'DATE (MM-DD-YY): ',$)r
0328	 23 FORMAT(8A1)
C
0329	 24 FORMAT( /2X,' SUBJEC T NAME	 ' ,$)
C
0330	 25 FORMAT(Q,30A1)
0331	 26 FORMA T(/2X,'SUBJEC T IUENTIFICATION # (XXX-XX-XXXX): ',$)
0332	 27 FORMA T(llA1)





0335	 3U FORMAT(X,//,lOX,'PHASE a MASS SPEC CALIBRATION',
• /,5X,' VERIFY CAL GASES ARE OPEN' s
• /,5X,' SET MASS SPEC F0C TION TO "AUTO"' )
0336	 11 FORMAT(1X,'?' ,$)
C
0337	 32 FORMAT(5X,'C TS-1' ,6X,'C TS-2' , ,:,X, l SLOPE',
• 7X,' INTCPT' ,/,2(3X,F8.2),2X,'2(3X,F9.3) )
C
0338	 321 FORMAT(/,1JX,'NITROGEN, HI-RANGE')
0339	 322 FORMAT(/,lUX,' NITROGEN, LO-RANGE')
0340	 323 FORMAT(/ log ,'OXYGEN' )
0341	 324 FORMAT(/:1OX,'CARBON DIOXIDE' )
C
0342	 40 FORMAT(X,//,10X, l PHASE 4 SPIROMETER CALIBRATION' )
C
0343	 421 FORMA T(/,IOX,' SPI ROME TER ' }
C
0344	 505 rORiMAT(5X,' SELECT N-2 0-100% RAK-GE.'
• /,5X,' RETURN TO START.' ,













FORMAT(2X,I3,2X,' 111N N2(L)' ,F8.5,3X,' N2TOT' ,2X F8.5)
FORMAT(/2X, 1 FXThRAL	 TIMPI RAIURL IN CENTIGRADE IXX.X): 	 I$$)
034ti 901 1-01MA7WX,' EXThRNAL GRAVITY
	 (1,O):	 ",$)
0349 90i' FORMA T(02X,
hN
' IS SUBJECT IMMLRSU) 	 (Y/N):	 ' ,')
O35U 90,3 FOR14AT(/2X,'ThR COOL FOR BODY POSITION (U FOR NO DATA
*	 1 011	 1 .99):	 ',$)
03x1 904 FORMA T(/2X,'AMBIENT PRFSSU11L IN MM HG (XXX.X) 	 $)
0352 90a 1 3 ORMAT(/2X,'LNTLR COOL F'0R DRUMS (U VOR NO DATA
*	 '0R 1-99):	 ',S)
0353 900 f-oRMA1WX,'( ,'IITI.'R CODE FOR EXERCISE PROTWOh (0 FOR NO DATA
*	 l oll
	 1 .99):	 ' ,$)
0354 907 FORMAT(/2X,'LNT1-.R COOL FOIL C lIVA111ING MIXTURL (0 FOR NO DATA
*	 1 011	 1-99):
	 ',$)
0355 908 FORMA T(UX,' WER C UDh FOR BODY IIYORA TION (0 FOR NO DA TA
*	 '011	 1--99):
	 ' ,f)
0360 909 1-'ORMAT(/2X,'RNTLR COOL FOR AMBIENT Go COMPOSITION (0 FOR NU
*	 'DATA UR 1-99) :	 ' , $ )
0:351 910 IURMAT(/2X,'STARTIV TIME Of- 	 DAY
	
(FIN:MM):	 ',^)
0358 911 FORMAT(/2X,'RNTRR CODE FOR OTHER SPLCIAL CONDITIONS (O FUR
*	 'NO DATA OR 1-99):	 ',3;)
0359 912 FORMAT(/2X,'ARL 711CRh ANY COMMENTS To RLtORO(Y/N)?
0360 913 FORMAT(/2X ; 1
 TO EN MR COMMENTS HIT CARRIA11
	 RLTIIRN T13LN




0303 91U FORMAT( I4,F10.1,!^(F10.')) )
0.3x4 !l20 FURh1AT(10X,'FILhNAMh UN MUCH TO SiUl1i
	 un iA
1	 AUPX 'OLVIC LWIhhMMh. TYPE a ' ,$)
0365 1100 FORMAWF1.2)
U 36o 801 FORMAT(11)
0301 801' FO 101A I(AI )
03ot3 803 FORMAT(U)
0369 810 FORMA T( bA 1)
U310 814 FORMAT(p, BOA 1)
0371 813 F0101A1'(IX)






Local Variables, .PSECT $DATA, Size = 001326 ( 363. words)
Name Type Offset Name Type Offset Name Type Offset
AGE I*2 001106 AMGAS I*2 001064 AMPRES R*4 001060
BODHYD I*2 001066 BODPOS 1*2 001070 BRN2V R*4 001270
BRIMIX I*2 001072 BRVOL R*4 001264 COSUM R*4 001244
COTID R*4 001260 DELAY R*4 001210 DMY R*4 001224
D RU GS I*2 001074 DT R*4 001136 ELPS T R*4 001230
EXERCI I*2 001076 EXGRAV I*2 001100 EXTEMP R*4 001054
FLOCAL R*4 001150 FLOSUM R*4 001144 I I*2 001110
IANS E*1 001050 IB'TH I*2 001162 IC I*2 001130
ICHEC K I*2 O0117U IC LC NT I*2 0011bU IC LRA T I*2 001114
ID I*2 001156 IDMY I*2 001300 !MIN I*2 001202
IMMERS L*1 OOIU51 INO L*1 000775 INT I*2 001142
IPHS I*2 001116 ISTP L*1 000776 IVAL I*2 001124
IYS L*1 OOU774 J I*2 001112 KC I*2 001104
KG MMTS L*1 001052 LA 1C H L*4 001172 M I*2 001126
MC I*2 001154 N TSUM R*4 001234 N2 TID R*4 001250
N2TOT R*4 00117b N2VLM R*4 001164 OTSUM R*4 001240
02 TID R*4 001254 RDMY R*4 001302 SPC OND I*2 001102
T R*4 001132 TICK R*4 001274 TINT R*4 001204
TOC K R*4 001220 TS EE R*4 001214 VALUE R*4 001120
COMMON Block / FLOC OM/ , Size = 000022 (	 9. words)
Name Type	 Offset Name Type Offset Name
FLOZER R*4	 000000 FLM R*4 000004 FLB
IFLO I*2	 000014 BRTST R*4 000016
COMMON Block /ADC ON /, Size = 000030 (	 12. words)









IADC SR I*2 OODUUO IADBUF I*2 000002 IADC (L I*2 000004
VOLUME R*4 000014 VOL1 11*4 000020 VU L2 R*4 000024
COMMON Block /GAS	 /, Size = 000054 (	 22. words)
Name Type Offset Name Type Offset Name Type Offset
G4 SSLP R*4 000000 GS N 1C P R*4 000020 LB TH L*4 000040
BRGAT R*4 000044 TEST R*4 000050
COMMON Block /PARPRS/, Size = 007026 (	 1803. words)
Name Type Offset Name Type Offset Name Type Offset
ICON I*2 000000 PC 1C 0 R*4 000002 PC TN2 R*4 002262
PC T02 R*4 004542 CALZER R*4 007022
COMMON Block /DRV11 /, Size = 000014 (	 6. words)
Name Ty pe Offset Name Type Offset Name Type Offset
IDRVIN I*2 000000 IDRVOT I*'L 000002 IDLM I*2 000004
LWA T L*4 000006 IDRIF T I*2 000012
n 9
118	 it
()F j	 gun	 ^'L°^,C'w
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name Type Section Offset ------Size----- Dimensions
C ALC NT R*4 Vec $DA TA 000626 000060 ( 24.) (3,4)
CALK T R*4 Vec $OA TA 000706 000044 ( 18.) (3,3)
C UMIATS L*1 $DA TA 000030 000500 ( 160.) (4 80)
GA SSLP R*4 GA S 000000 000020 ( 8.) (41
GA SSUM R*4 $DA TA 000752 000014 ( 6.) (3)
GS N 1C P R*4 GAS 000020 000020 ( 8.) (4)
IADC (E I*2 ADC ON 000004 000010 ( 4.) (4)
I DA T L*1 $DA TA 000013 000010 ( 4.) (8)
I DC ODE L*1 $DA TA 000000 000013 ( 6.) (11)
IFIL L*1 $DATA 000566 000037 ( 16.) (31)
I NA M L*1 $DA TA 000530 000036 ( 15.) (30)
IVLVMD I*2 $DATA 000766 000006 ( 3.) (3)
PC 1C 0 R*4 PA RPRS 000002 002260 ( 600.) (300) 
PC T N2 R*4 PA RPRS 002262 002260 ( 600.) (300) 
PC T02 R*4 PARPRS 004542 002260 ( 600.) (300)
S TR TIM L*1 $DATA 000023 000005 ( 3.) (5)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions;
Name Type Name	 Type Name Ty p  Name Type	 Name	 Type
ABS R*4 FLOAT	 R*4	 IFIX I*2 INTSET I*2	 REEK	 I*2






























































	 ACCUMULATOR FOR NITROGEN DRIFT IN INSPIRED AIR
IBARRY
	 AVERAGE COUNT FOR NITROGEN IN INSPIRED AIR
ICHECK
	 FLAG TO SET NEW VOLU14E FOR BREATH OVER DETERMINATION
IULY	 MASS SPEC TRANSPORT LAG COUNTER
IFLLT	 BIT CONFIGURATION FOR BREATIa INDICATOR LAMPS
K	 DU LUUP DUMMY COUNTER
KFLOW	 ACCUMULATOR FOR VOLUME BREATH END DETERMINATION
NRNG	 INDEX FOR NITROGEN HI/LO SCALE USE
TYPE
IMPLIC IT LOGIC ALM
SIZE
DIMENSION PC 1CO(300),PC TN2(300),PC T02(30U).
DIMENSION IADCCL(4),GASSLP(4),GSNTCP(4)
C OMMO N
C OMMON/FLOC OM/ FLOZER, FLM,FLB , IFLO, DRTS T
C OMMON/ADC 0N/ I OC SR, IADBUF, IADC (x , VOLUME, VOL1, V0L2
COMMON/GAS; GASSLP,GSNTCP,LBTH,BRGA T, TEST
COMMON/PARPRS/IC0N,PC IC 0, PC TN2,PC T02,CALZER
C OMPION/D RV11/IDRVI N, IDRVO T, ID LM, LWA T, 10  IF T
SAMPLE N2 DRIFT BETWEEN BREATHS
IF(LBTH) GO TO 45
IBAR=O
DO 44,Jm1,5
CALL IPOKE(IADC SR, IADC M (1) )
44 IBAR=IBAR+I PEEK (IADBUF)
IBARRt;-iBAR/5
IF(IORIFT. GT. IBAt^RY) IURIF T=IBARRY
45 IF(LWAT)GOTO 500
CHECK N-2 RANGE SWITCH
INT=IPEEK("167774)
IF (INT. EQ . "177777) GO To 60
IF( INT. EO."177677) GO TO 5U
TYPE 55










i0034 GO TO 70
0035 70 CONTINUE
C
C SET 'BREATH OVER'	 TEST EVERY 5th SAMPLE
0036 ICHECK=ICHECK+1
0037 IF( ICHECK.LT.10)GOTO 75
0039 VOL2=VOL1
0040 IC HEC K=O
OU41 75 KFLOW=O
0042 DO 80,K=1015
0043 CALL IPOKE( IADC SR, IADC GC (4) )
0044 80 KFLOW=KFLOW+IPEEK(IADBUF)
0045 VOLT=FLOA T(KFL04!) /15.0
C CHECK FOR BREATH
0046 TEST VOL1-VOL2
0047 IN (VO L1. GE. BRTS T) -AND.( TEST. GT ..5) ) GO TO 100
C
0049 CALL IPOKE(IDRVOT)"0)
0050 IF(LBTH) GO TO 110
0052 GO TO 500
C
0053	 100 C ONTINUE
0054	 CALL IPOKE(IDRVO T, IFLLT)












	 IF( IDLY. LT. IDLM) GO TO 5UO
C
C GET GAS CO%ENTRATIONS
0061 ICON=IC ON+1
0062 I N T=0
0063 DO 111 J=1,5








0069 DO 112 J=1,5






0074 I N T=0
0075 DO 113 J=1,5
0076 CALL IPOKE( IADC SR, IADC (I; (3) )




*PC ICO(1CP(3))%IUULP(3)^"INT	 OF P(^(.►r y^ ? , yy^)
C
C	 CHECK ENO OF DELAY
C
0080	 IF(ICON.LT.IFLO)u0 TO 510
0082
	
LB T -. FALSE.













INT	 I*2	 000006	 ii
KFLOV! I*2	 000016
ji
Local Variables, .PSEC T $DA TA, Size = 000024
Name Type Offset Name Type Offset
IBAR I*2 000000 IBARRY I*2 000004
IDLY I*2 000022 IFLLT I*2 000010
J I*2 000002 K I*2 000020
NRNG I*2 000012
COMMON Block / FLOC OM/ , Size = 000022 ( 	 9. words)
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
FLOUR R*4 000000	 FLM	 R*4 000004	 FLB	 R*4 000010
IFLO	 I*2 000014	 BUST R*4 000016
COMMON Block /ADCON /, Size = 000030 (	 12. words)
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
IADC SR I*2	 000000	 IADBUF I*2	 000002	 IADC (E I*2	 000004
VOLUME R*4 000014	 VOL1
	 R*4 000020	 VOL2	 R*4 000024
COMMON Block /GAS	 /, Size = 000054 (	 22. words)
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
GA SSLP R*4
	
000000	 GS 14 1C P R*4	 000020	 LB TH	 L*4	 000040
B RGA T R*4 000044	 TES T R*4 000050
COMMON Block /PARPRS/, Size = 007026 ( 1803. words)





000000	 PC 1C 0 R*4	 000002	 PC TN2 R*4	 002262
PC T02 R*4	 004542	 CALZER R*4	 007022
COMMON Block /DRV11 /, Size = 000014 (	 6. words)
Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset	 Name	 Type Offset
IDRVIN I*2	 000000	 IDRVOT I*2	 000002	 IDLM	 I*2	 000004
LWA T L*4
	
000006	 IDRIF T I*2	 000012
123
124
rr',^^11F1^4^ n 1.	 1^
pA
C S YYu y . 	 ..	
..	
,
1J^ C^^I.^Y W' YW 
^'^.^ 3'..+^U Y
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name Type Section Offset ------ Size--»--- Din
GA SSIP R*4 GAS 000000 000020 ( 8.) (4
GM P R*4 GAS 000020 000020 ( 8.) (4
IAUC W I*2 ADC ON 000004 000010 ( 4.) (4
PC 1CO R*4 PARPRS 000002 002260 ( 600.) (3(
PC TIJ2 R*4 PARPRS 002262 UU226U ( 600.) (3(
PC T02 R*4 PARPRS 004542 002260 ( 600.) (3(
Subroutines, Functions, Statement anti Processor-Del
Name Type Name	 Type	 Name Type Name Tj















*	 PROGRAM NAME: ........ @a*p.s****os*o* N2DA TA
*	 PROGRAMMERS, VERSION 1.0 A: ..........  BARRY LEVI TAN AND
*	 KEN KOESTER
*	 PROGRAM MODIFIED,VERSION 1.0 8 ...... BARRY LEVITAN
*	 PROGRAM MODIFIED,VERSION 2.0 ........ PENNY BUEKER
*	 DATE:VERSION 1.0 A ..................AUGUST 1980
*	 DATE:VERSION 1.0 B ..................AUGUST 1981











*	 COMPILING SEQUEN; E:
*	 *


























































































































N2DATA PROGRAM WRITES A REPORT (FULL, I. MINUTE, 5 MINUTE OR SHORT)
ON THE NITROGEN WASHOUT EXPERIMENT
VARIABLE USE
AGE SUBJEC T'S AGE
AMGAS C )DE FOR AMBIENT GAS MIXTURE
AMPRES AMBIENT PRESSURE IN MM HG
ANSWER TEMPORARY FOR VALUE OF IMMERS
BMR METABOLIC RATE
BODHYD CODE FOR BODY HYDRATION
BODPOS CODE FOR BODY POSITION
BRAVG AVERAGE BREATH VOLUME
BRN2V AVERAGE BRFATH NITROGEN VOLUME
BRSM INTERVAL SUM OF BREATH VOLUMES
BRSUM SUM OF BREATH VOLUMES
BRTMIX COUE FOR BREATHING MIXTURE
BRVOL BREATH VOLUME
BTH RUNNING TOTAL NUMBER OF BREATHS
C0TDAV AVERAGE CO2 CONCENTRATION
C0TDSM SUM OF CO2 COCENTRATIONS
COTIU CO2 CONCENTRATION OF BREATH
C0TS+1 SUM OF CO2 CONCENTRATION OF INTERVAL
COJNT BREATH COUNTER
COVOL INTERVAL VOLUME OF CO2 IN LITERS
CO2 INTERVAL VOLUME OF CO2 IN ml
CUMTIM ELAPSED TIME BEYOND INTERVAL
DRUGS CODE FOR DRUGS
ELPST ELAPSED TIME




EXTEMP EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE DEGREES CENTIC,4ADE
I INDEX COU14TER
IA NS OPERATOR SUPPLIED ANSWER





KCM TEMPORARY FOR VALUE OF KCMMTS
KC MM TS COMMENTS (YES/NO)
M INDEX COU14TER
MONTH MONTH
N2 INTERVAL VOLUME OF N2 IN ML
N2AVG AVERAGE N2 VOLUME
N2AVT INTERVAL AVERAGE OF N2 CONCENTRATION
N2C0t-1T ESTIMATED N2 CONTENT OF BODY
N2CUM CUMMULA TIVE N2 ELIMINATED
N2SM INTERVAL VOLUME OF N2 IN LITERS
N2SUM SUM OF N2 VOLUME
N2TID H2 CONCENTRATION OF BREATH
N2TSM SUM OF N2 CONCENTRATIONS OF INTERVAL
N2VOL INTERVAL VOLUME OF N2 IN LITERS
Cr^^tid^^t^^1tr a,
OF POOR
C N2VWT	 ELIM114A TED N2 ml/ kg BODY WEIGHT
C NTDAVG	 AVERAGE OF AVERAGE N2 CONCENTRATION
C NTDSM	 SUM OF AVERAGE N2 COW FINTRATION
C PER BREATH
C 02	 INTERVAL VOLUME OF 02 IN ml
C 02TID	 02 C%CENTRATION OF BREATH
C 02TSM
	
SUM OF 02 COWENTRATIONS OF INTERVAL
C 02VOL	 INTERVAL VOLUME OF 02 IN LITERS
C 01DAVG	 AVERAGE 02 C OPT ENTRA TIUN
C UTDSM	 SUM OF 02 COW ENTRATIONS
C PC TN2	 % OF ESTIMATED N2 CONTENT ELIMINATED
C PULN`L	 PULMONARY N2
C SPCOND	 CODE FOR OTHER SPECIAL CONDITIONS
C TIMCNT
	
LLAPSED TIME IN INTERVAL
C WEIGHT	 SUBJECT'S BODY WEIGHT IN kg
C
C COMMTSY	 OPTIONAL SEC TION FOR COMMENTS
C IDA T	 DA TE
C IDC ODE	 SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER	 a











0004 INTEGER*2 AI4CAS , BOOHYD,BODPOS , BRT4IX,DRUGS,EXERCI,
1	 EXGRAV,SPCUND,AGE,BTH,IMIN
0005 REAL*4 ANSWER,KCM, MONTH, BRSM,BRVOL,COAVT,COTDAV,COTDSM,
1	 COTSM,COVOL,CUMTIM,N2AVT,N2CONT,N2CUM,N2SM,N2TSM,
2	 N2VOL,N2VWT,02AVT,02TSI,1,02VOL,OTDAVG,OTDSM,PC TN2,





0008 READ (5,810)	 W,(IFIL(M),M=1,MC)
0009 IFIL(MC+1)=0
C




2	 EX TEMP, EXGRAV,IMOERS, BOO POS, AMP RES,D RUGS ,
3	 EXERCI,BRTMIX,BODHYD,AMGAS,STRTIM,SPCOND,KCMMTS
0012 IF(IM+IERS.EQ.'N') ANSWER = '	 NO'
0014 IF( IMMERS. EQ.' Y') ANSWER= ' YES'
0016 IF(IMMERS.EQ.'	 ') ANSWER= '	 NO'
0018 IF (KC MMTS. EQ.' N') KC M= '	 NO'
0020 IF (KC MMTS. EQ. 'Y') KC M=Y ES'














































READ ( 5,877) IANS
IF (. NUT. (( IANS. EQ.' F' ).OR. ( IANS
1 .OR. ( IANS. EQ.' S'))) GO TO 11












WRI TE(7 ,927 )BODHYD,AMGAS
WRITE(7,928)SPC0NO oKCM
IF(KC MMTS. EQ.' N' ) GO TO 100
WRITE(7,929)
DO 20 I=1,4
WRI TE(7,930) (COMMTS(I,J) ,J =1,80 )20
BREATH BY dREATH PARAMETERS FOR FULL REPORT







C 0 TD SM=O.O
READ A RECORD AND WRITE A RECORD
DO 150,J=1,10000
READ(2,816) IBTH,ELPST,BRVOL,BRN2V,02TID,N2TID,COTID
IF(IB TH. EQ.0) GO TO 500
BTH=IBTH
WRITE(7,935)IB TH, ELPS T,BRVOL,BRN2V,02TID,N2TID,COTID
SUM THE PARAMETERS
B R SU M = B RSU M+B RVO L
N2SUM= N2SUM+B RN2V
N TUSM=N TDSM+N2 TIO
0 TDSM=O TDSM+02 TIO
C0TDSM=COTDSM+C0TID
150 CONTINUE
1 MINUTE INTERVAL PARAMETERS FOR 1 MINUTE INTERVAL REPORT















0070 WRITE(7,942)	 OF P0UL"^ c"














0084 02 TSM =U .0






C READ A 1 MINUTE INTERVAL
0091
0092
DO 220,J =1 10000
210 READ (2,81656TH,ELPST,BRVOL,BRN2V,02TID,N2TID,COTID
0093 IF(IB TH. EQ.0) GO	 TO 215
0095 TMCNT=ELPST-CUMTIM
UU96 IF (TMCNT.GT .60) GO TO 213
0098 211 B TH = IB TH
C SUM THE BREATH AND N2 VOLUMES IN LITERS
0099 B RSM=B F1Sf4+B RVO L
OlOO N2SM=N2SI4+B RN2V
C COMPUTE THE 02 A14D CO2 VOLUME IN LITERS
0101 02VOL=02 TID*BRVOL
0102 COVOL=COTID*BRVOL
C SUM THE 02 AND CO2 VOLUME
0103 02SM=02SM+02VOL
0104 COSM=COSM+COVOL
C SUM THE 02, CO2 AND N2 C%CENTRATIONS
U105 02 TSM=02 TSM+02 TID
0106 C 0 TSM
	 O TSi4+C 0 TID
0107 N2 TSM= N2 TSM+N2 TID
0108 COUNT--COUNT+1
0109 GO TO 210
0110 213	 IMIN=If1I14+1
0111 CUMTIM=CUiATIM+6U




C COMPUTE 'PIE 1 MINUTE AVERAGE N2 CON; ENTRATION
0115 N2AVT=NZTSM/COUNT
C COMPUTE THE 1 MINUTE N2 ml/kg BODY WEIGHT
0116 N2VWT=N2/WEIGHT






C	 COMPU,rE THE `^ OF ESTIMATED BODY N2 CONTENT ELIMINATED
0118
	
PC TN2= ( ( (.N2CUt1/1000)-PULN2)/N2CONT)*100
C	 COMPUTE THE METABOLIC RATE
01,19	 6t•1R=C OSM* 1362.4
C	 TRANSFER THE SUMS TO SUMMARY VARIABLES
0120
	















IF (IB TH. EQ. 0) GO TO 500




























































































C 0 TO SM=O.0





OF Pooe"i QU411 V Y
0164 310 R FAD (2,816)IU'H ,.EI,PST,BRVOL,BRN2V,02TIO,N2TIDoCOTID
Olub IF( IB TN. EQ.0)	 CU,	 tJ 315
0167 TKN T-ELPS T-C UM T01
0168 IF(TMCNT. GT.3OU)GO TO 313
017U 311 B Tli=lti Tli
C SUM THE BREA111 AND N2 VOLUMES IN LITERS
0171 B RSM =B RSM+B RVO L
U172 N2SM=N2S, *B RN2V
C COMPUTE THE 02 ANO CO2 VOLUME IN LITERS
0173 02V01w=02TID*BRVOL
U174 COVOL=CUTIU*BRVOL
C SUM THE 02 AND CO2 VOLUME	 )
0175 U2SM=02SM+02VOL
U176 COSM=C OSM+C OVOL
C SUM THE 02, 002 AND N2 COW ENTRATIONS
0177 02 TSM = 02 TSM+02 TrU
0178 C0TSM	 0TSM+C0TIU
0179 NZ TSM=N2 TSM+N2 TID
018U C011N T=G OUNT*1
0181 GO TU 310
0182 313 IMIN=IMII4+5
018;3 CUMTIMWCUMTIM+3UO




C COMPUTE THE 5 MINUTE AVERAGE N2 C OW ENTRA TION	 j
0187 N2A\VT=N2TSM/C0UNT
C COMPUTE DIE 5 MINUTE N2 ml/kg BODY WEIGHT
0188 N2VW1'=N2/ WE I CI-I T
C COMPUTE THE CUMMULA TIVE N2 ELIMINATED
0189 N2CUM=N2CUM+N2
C COMPUTE THE 1, OF ESTIMATED bOJY N2 CONTENT ELIMINATED
U19U PC TN2=( ( (N2CUM/1000)-PULN2)/N2CONT)*100
C COMPUTE THE ME TA60LIC 	 RA TE
0191 BMR=(COSH/5)*1362.4
C TRANSFER THE SUMS TO SUMMARY VARIABLES
U192 315 B RSUM=B RSUM+3 RSO
0193 N2SUM=N2SUM+N2SM
0194 O TUSM =0 TDSM*U2 TSM
0195 N TDSM= N TDSII+N2 TSM
0195 C0TUSi' ;JTDSM+C0TSM
0197 IF(IB T}i. n),O)GO	 TO 500
C WRITE THE 5 MINUTE INTERVAL AVERAGES
0199 14RITE(7,943)IMIN,N2,02,CO2,N2VWT,N2AVT,N2CUM,PC TN2,BMR






0205 C O TSM=0.0
0206 COSM=0.0
0207 02SM=O.O
0208 GO TO 311
131
^Ye64^i. it	 4' V ^..	 ^ r












C READ RECORDS AND SUM PARAMETERS
0217 DO 440,J-I,IUOOU
0218 READ (2,816)IBTH,ELPST,BRVOL,BRN2V,02TID,N2TIO,COTID








C CHECK FUR END OF DA TA
0228 500	 1F(ELPS T. Eq.O. U) GO TO 600
0230 14RI TE(7 ,966 )
0231 GO TO 670
C COMPUTE AVEARAGES FOR SUMMARY











0242 670 CLOSE(UNITs2,DISP m 'SAVE' )
C
024?	 IANSn'
0244	 70U WRI TE(7,972)
C	 CHECK 1'0 SEE IF THEY WANT TO READ ANOTHER FILE
0245	 ACCEPT 877,IANS
0246	 IF ( IANS. EQ. IYS) GO TO 5
0248	 910 FORMAT(//IUX,'NITROGEN WASHOUT DATA ANALYSIS',
1 /,5X,' ENTER FILENAME ON WHICH DATA IS STORED
2 AX,' (DEVIC E:FILENAME. TYPE).,
 
02x19	 92U FURMAT(/25X,'N2DATA REPORT' /)
0250	 921. FURNtAT(/2X,3OA1,T41 $ AGE.- ',I2,T52,'DATE: ',2X,3AI,A3,3A1)
0251	 922 F0R,, 4AT(/2X,' SUBJECT ID NUMBER; ' , T24,11A1, T41,' S TARTING 'I
1	 'TIME: ',4X,5A1)
0252	 923 FORMAT(/2X,' EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE: ' , ra8,F7.2, T41,' EXTERNAL
1	 'GRAVITY: ',Tb8,I1)
















OF ^' V Gr ;a' ^ 0 Ti'Y
1 T67, 12)
925 FORMA T(/2X,'AMBIENT PRESSURE: ',T28, F7.2,T41,'DRUG CODE
1	 T67, 12)
926 FORMAT(/2X,' EXERC ISE CODE: ' , T33, 12, T41,' BREATH MIXTURE
1 T67, 12)
927 FORMAT(/2X,'BODY HYDRATION CODE: ',T33,I2,T41,'AMBIENT GAS CODE:
1 T67, 12)
928 FORMA T(/2X,'SPECIAL CONDITION CODE: ',T33,I2,T41, 1 COMMENTS? ',
1 T66,A3)
929 FORMAT(/2X,'COKMENTS: ' )
930 FORMAT(2X,8OA1)
935 FORMAT(5X, I4,F10.1,5(F10.5^ )
938 FORMAT(/2X,'BREATH # ',2X, ELAPSED 1,2X,'BREATH
1 2X,' N2 VOL ' 2X,'02 G UPC ' ,2X,' N2 C ON3
2 2X,' CO2 COPC'
3 /13X,'	 TIME ' ,2X,' VOLUME' ,2X,'/BREATH ' ,2X,
4 '/BREATH 1 ,2X,'/BREATH ",2X,'/BREATH
5	 /13X,' (SF;)	 ',2X,' (L)	 ',2X,'	 (L) 	 )
939 FORMAT(/5X,'A FULL REPORT (F) GIVES BREATH BY BREATH PARAMETERS',
1 /5X,'A 1 MINUTE REPORT (1) GIVES PARAMETERS FOR 1 MINUTE
2 'INTERVALS' ,
3 /5X,'A 5 MINUTE REPORT (5) GIVES PARAMETERS FOR 5 MINUTE
4 ' INTERVALS' ,
5 /5X,'A SHORT REPORT (S) GIVES THE OVERALL AVERAGES',
6 //5X,'00 YOU WANT A FULL REPORT (F), A 1 MINUTE REPORT (1),'
7 /5X,'A 5 MINUTE REPORT (5) OR A SHORT REPORT (S) ?' ,
8 /5X,'TYPE (F/l/5/S): ',$)
940 FORMAT(/3X,' TIME' ,2X,' N2 VOL/" ,2X, 02 VOL/ '	 :CO2,,1X, 	 VUL/'
1 1X,' N'L/WEIGHT' ,1X,' N2 COPC/" ,1X,'CUMMUL«" ,2X,'% OF EST.' ,2x,
2 'BMR'/2X,' (min)',1X,' INTERVAL' ,1X,' INTERVAL' ,ln,' INTERVAL' ,
3 2X,' (ml/ kg)' ,2x,' INTERVAL' ,3x,' N2" ,6X," N2 CONT.' ,' (BTU /hr)'
4	 /10X,' (ml) ' ,5X,' (ml )' ,5x,' (ml) " ,23x,' (ml)' ,6x,' (%)' )
941 FORMAT(/2X,39HENTER THE SUBJECT'S BODY WEIGHT IN kg: ,$)
942 FORMA T(/2X,52H ENTER THE SUBJECT'S ESTIMATED N2 CONTENT IN LITERS:
1 ,$)
944 FORMA T(/2X,42HENTER THE SUBJECT'S ESTIMATED PULMONARY N2,
1 20H CONTENT IN LITERS: ,$)
943 FORi1AT(2X, I3,1X,F9.2,lX,F9.2,F9.2,F9.5,F9.5,F9.2,F9.2,F9.2)
955 FORMA T(lOX,' BAD END DATA' )
961 FORMAT(/25X,'AVERAGES: ' )
962 FOR[-1AT(//4X,' BREATH ' ,4X,' N2 VOLUME ' ,4X,
1	 '02 COP,',4X,' N2 CON;." 4X, 1 CO2 CUP,' ,
2 /4X,'VOLUt,'1E(L)',4X,'/BkAlli(L)',4X,'/BREATH',
3 4X,' /BRPATH' ,4X,' /BREATH' )
963 FORMAT(/5X,F7.5,6X,F7.5,5X,F8.5,3X,F8.5 3X,F8.5)
964 FORMAT(/2X,' TOTAL N2 VOLUME IN LITERS= i,F8.5)
965 FORMAT(/2X,' TOTAL # OF BREATHS = ' ,I6)

























	 Variables, .PSECT $DATA, Size = 001220 (	 328. words)
Name Type Offset Name Type Offset Name Type Offset
AGE I*2 000670 AMGAS I*2 000650 AMPRES R*4 001102
ANSWER R*4 000676 BMR R*4 001056 BOOHYD I*2 000652
BOD PO S 1*2 000654 B RAVG R*4 001174 B RN2V R*4 001130
B RSM R*4 UUU712 B RSUM R*4 001106 B R74IX I*2 000656
B RVO L R*4 000716 B TH I*2 000672 C OAV T R*4 000722
C OSM R*4 001046 C 0 TDA V R*4 000726 C 0 TDSM R*4 000732
C 0 TID R*4 001144 C 0 TSM R*4 000736 COUNT R*4 001150
COVOL R*4 000742 CO2 R*4 001170 CUMTIM R*4 000746
DRUGS 1*2 ODU660 ELPS T R*4 001124 EXERC I I*2 000662
EXGRAV 1*2 000664 EXTEMP R*4 001076 I 1*2 001072
IANS L*1 000644 IB TH I*2 001122 IMIN I*2 000674
IMMERS L*1 000645 IYS L*1 000625 1 I*2 001074
KCM R*4 000702 KCMMTS L*1 000646 M 1*2 001070
MC I*2 001066 MONTH R*4 (.00706 NTUAVG R*4 001204
N1DSM R*4 001116 N2 R*4 J01160 N2AVG R*4 001200
N2AVT R*4 000752 N2C0NT R*4 000756 N2CUM R*4 000762
N2SM R*4 000766 N2SUM R*4 001112 N2 TID R*4 001140
N2TSM R*4 OU0772 N2VOL R*4 000776 N2VWT R*4 001002
OTDAVG R*4 001022 OTDSM R*4 001026 02 R*4 001164
02AVT R*4 001006 02SM R*4 001052 02TID R*4 001134
02TSM R*4 001012 02VOL R*4 001016 PC 1142 R*4 001032
PULN2 R*4 001062 SPCCND I*2 000666 TIMCNT R*4 001036
TIC N T R*4 001154 WE I CH T R*4 001042
r d
134
Q^ruh^k^^^t^„?n^ h n ."
OF f'".till,B 4 yA
Local anti COMMON Arrays:
Nanle Type Section Offset ------Size----- Dimensions
CUMMTS L*1 $DA TA 000000 000500 ( 160.) (4,8U)
IDA T L*1 $DA 1A 000505 000010 ( 4.) (8)
IDC ODE L*1 $DA TA 000515 000013 ( 6.) (11)
IFIL L*1 $DATA 000566 000037 ( 16.) (31)
I NAM L*1 $DA TA 000530 000036 ( 15.) (30)
S TR TIM L*1 $DA TA 000500 000005 ( 3.) (5)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions.












0004 IF(X(1).EQ. ' 0'.AND . X(2).EQ. ' 1') MONTH='JAN'
0006 IF(X(1).EQ. ' U'.AND . X(2).EQ. ' 2') MONTH =' FEB'
0008 IF(X(1) . EQ,'O'.AND . X(2).Et).`3') MONTH-MAR'
0010 IF(X(1).EQ.'O'.AND.X(2).EQ.'4') MONTH-'APR'
0012 IF(X(1).EQ. ' 0'.AND . X(2).EQ. ' 5') MON 'M='MAY'
0014 IF( X(1).EQ. ' 0'.AND . X(2).EQ. ' 6') MONTH='JUN'
0016 IF(X(1).EQ. ' 0'.AND . X(2).EQ. ' 7') MONTH-JUL'
0018 IF(X(1).EQ. ' 0'.AND . X(2).EQ. ' 8') MONTH='AUG'
0020 IF ( X(1).EQ. ' O'.ANO . X('L).EQ.'9') MONTH-'SEP'
OU22 IF(X(1).EQ.'	 '.AND.X(2).EQ.'1') N'^UNTH='JAN'
0024 IF(X(1).EQ.'	 '.AND.X(2).EQ.'2') MONTH=1FE8'
0026 IF(X(1).EQ.'	 ' . AND.X ( 2).EQ.'3') MONTH='MAR'
00"28 IF(X(1).EQ.'	 ' .AND.X ( 2).EQ. W) MONTH-'APR'
0030 IF(X(1).EQ.'	 '.AND.X(2).%-'5') MONTH='MAY'
0032 IF(X(1).EQ.'	 '.ANU.X(2).EQ.'6') MONTH='JUN'
0034 IF(X(1).EQ.'	 '. AND. X(2).EQ.'7') MONTH-'JUL'
0036 IF(X(1).EQ .'	 '.ANU.X(2).EQ.'8') MONTH='AUG'
0038 IF(X(1).EQ.'	 ' .AND.X ( 2).EQ.'9') M	 ='ONTHSEP'
0040 IF(X(1).E^).'1'.AND.X(2).EQ.'O') MONTH='OCT'
0042 IF(X(1)-EQ.'1'.AND.X(2).EQ.'1') MONTH='NOV
0 04 IF(X(1).EQ.'1'.AND . X(2).EQ. ' 2') MONTWO EC'
0046 RETURN
0047 END
Local Variatil es, .PSM T $DA 1A, Si ze = 000004 (
Name	 Type Offset
MONTH R*4 @ 000002
2. words)
Name	 Type OffsetName	 Type Offset
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name	 Type	 Section Offset ------Size----- Dimensions
X	 L*1
	










C *	 TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED









C* PROGRAM NAME :.......................UPDA TE
C* PROGRAMMER: ......................... PENNY
	 BUEKER












C *	 COMPUTER	 SYSTEM: .................... LSI-11






C *	 COMPILING SEQUEIC E:
C








C *	 LINKING SEQUEtC E:
C
















C **************** *****************************^ n********************
C
C PROGRAM UPDATE TAKES PREVIOUSLY COLLECTED, UNFORMATTED
C N2 DATA AND WRITES A FORMATTED FILE FOR A REPORT BY
C N2DA TA PROGRAM
C
C VARIABLES USE
C AGE SUBJEC T'S AGE
C AMGAS CODE FOR AMBIENT GAS COMPOSITION
C AMPRES AMBIENT PRESSURE IN MM HG
C BODHYD CODE FOR BODY HYDRATION
C BOOPOS CODE FOR BODY POSITION
C BRN2V N2 VOLUME OF BREATH
C BRTMIX CODE FOR BREATHING MIXTURE
C BRVOL VOLUME OF BREATH
C COTIU CO2 CONCENTRATION OF BREATH
C DRUGS CODE FOR DRUGS
C ELPST ELAPSED TIME
C EXERCI CODE FOR EXERCISE PROTOCOL
C EXGRAV EXTERNAL GRAVITY (1, O)
C EX TEMP EXTERNALTEMPERATURE DEGREES CENTIGRADE
C I INDEX COUNTER
C IB TH B REA TH NUMBER
C IOMY DUMMY INTEGER ZERO END OF DATA TAG
C IMMERS IMMERSION (YES/NO)
C J INDEX COUNTER
C KC MM TS COMMENTS (YES/NO)
C N2TID N2 CONCENTRATION OF BREATH
C 02TID 02 C O% ENTRA TION OF B REA TH
C ROMY DUMMY REAL ZERO END OF DA TA TAG
C SPC0NO CODE FOR OTHER SPECIAL CONDITIONS
C
C ARRAY USE
C COMNTS SECTION FOR OPTIONAL COMMENTS
C IDA T OLD INTEGER ARRAY FOR DATE
C IOC ODE SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
C IFIL FILE NAME
C INAM NAME OF SUBJEC T
C LDA T NE14 LOGICAL ARRAY FOR DATE











0005 EQUIVALENCE (I NAM,LNAM)
C
C INITIALIZE NEW VARIABLES
C
0006 DO 20 J=1,11
0007 20	 IDC ODE(J)='
138
0008




0010	 30 S TRTIM(J )_'
0011	 KC MMTS-' `
0012	 DO 4U J=1,30
0013	 40 LNAM(J )=' '
0014
	 00 80 I=1,4




















OU29	 READ(5,810) hE, (IFIL(J),J=1,K)
0030	 IF I L (MC+1)=0
0031
	 WRITE(7,19118)




0035	 OPEN(UNIT=2, TYPE='NEW' ,NAME= IFIL2,FORM='FORMATTED' )
C
C










0040	 IU0 READ (1,END=150,ERR=15O)IBTH,ELPST,BRVOL,BRN2V,02TID,
1 N2TID,COTID
0041	 IF(IB TH. EQ.0)GO TO 200
0043	 WRITE(2,916)IBTH,ELPST,BRVOL,BRN2V,02TID,N2TID,COTIO
0044	 GO TO 100
0045	 150 IB TH=O
0046	 ELPS T=O.
0047	 BRVOL=O.
0048	 8 RN2V=0 .
0049	 02 TIM.
0050	 N2 TID=O.










0055	 914 FORMAT(30A1 2(I2,A1),I2,11A1,I2,F7.2,I1,A1,I2,F7.2,5(I2),
1 5A1,I2,A1i
0056	 915 FORMAT(8OA1)
0057	 916 FORMAT( I4,F1U.1,5(F10.5) )
0058	 917 FORMA T(/5X,' ENTER FILENAME ON WH IC H DA TA IS S TORED
1 /IUX,' (DEVIL E:FILEt AME. TYPE): ',$)
0059	 918 FORMA T(/5X,' ENTER FILENAME ON WH IC H DATA IS TO 8 E PLAC EP









FORTRAN IV Storage Map for Pro rare Unit UPDATE
Local Variables, .PSECT $DATA, Size = 000754 ? 246. words)
Name Type Offset Name Type Offset Name Type	 Offset
AGE I*2 000700 AMGAS I*2 OU0672 AMPRES R*4	 000706
BOOHYD I*2 000670 QODPOS I*2 000660 DRN2V R*4	 000722





IB TH	 I*2	 000676
ELPS T R*4 000712
EX TEMP R*4 000702
IMMERS L*1	 000654





N2TID R*4	 000732KC MMTS L*1	 000655	 W,	 I*2 000746
02 TID R*4
	
000726	 SPC OND I*2	 000674
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name Type Section Offset ------Size----- Dimensions
C OMMTS L *1 $DA TA 000020 000500 ( 160.) (4,80)
I DA T I*2 $DA TA 000626 000OU6 ( 3.) (3)
I DC ODE L*1 $DA TA OOJO00 000013 ( 6.) (11)
IFIL L*1 $DATA ODU520 000024 ( 10.) (20)
I F I L2 L*1 $DA TA 000544 000024 ( 10.) (20)
I NAM I*2 $DATA 000570 000036 ( 15.) (15)
L NAM L*1 $DA TA 000570 000036 ( 15.) (30)
S TR TIM L*1 $DA TA 000013 000005 ( 3.) (5)





6.0 SAMPLE RUNS WITH INPUT AND OUTPUT




*	 OF POOR QUALV..






• JI TP.	 ' WASHOUT PFFSO1 1 +>L. DATA INPUT PROGRA M
FIL F N.d fIF rN WH I"II TO STOPE AATA
fif- VILE FIL N ►1nE.1">F'E s SY:T ST'.F'I'11
IIIFNTIFICATfON NUMT+F P CF THE SI1PJFCT(XXX — XX — XXXX	
DATE (MM-l' 1 D- Y Y) : 07-08-82
[LATE Or FIRTH (MM-[I[1--YY): 	 i
AI"E IN YFAk : 36
;:; F: x (M i F) : M
HEIGHT IN I'M: 17ta
0111 1 E UE tGHT IN ^G., 78
IS % BODY FAT EXPLICITLY KNOUN (YIN)? YU
ENTER % P1111Y FAT: 15
IS IOM' COMPOSITIOU TO RE MEASUREh BY WATER IMMERSION (YIN)? Y
WATER TEMPERATURE I" CENTIGRADE: :34
wi^IER DENSITY IN K13/L: .988
ti'E S I f111.`.L Vol . UMr" T Ij L : 1 .
IJFTGHT OF UNrIERWATFR CHAIR 10 t•G: 3.1
ENTFk THE NIIMH1'R OF TRIALS F! : UNDEPWATER WEIGHT: 10
TRIAL 1 LIMICRWATFR WEIGHT IN KG: 4
TRIAL 2 (j0f1FF'W,UER WFTGHT IN KG: 4
TRIAL	 3 IIr + I , E kUAT LR WE ISHI I  t G: S
1 F; I+^L 4 UNU F^-'WA T ER WE IGHT IN I . G: S
Tti'IAl	 5 110 + 1FRUATEP UETGNT I tl 1.r-,: A
TPIAt. 6 UN[1FP WATER WEIGHT IN t`R: %
TRIAL	 7 ONDERIJATt,:^ W` IGHT TN t G: to
TRIAL R UP LIE RUA!F1" WEIGHT IN KG: h
TRIAl. Y UN1 1 ERWATf ti 14L Tr,HT FN Kf:: to
TRIAL %0 IINI'rRUATE_R ke If,NT I N t f: 4
DATE OF nEA43101 HIS MM — U-11	 i
--	 -	 - - - -	 143
, m
IS	 B OD Y 	 COMPO LS l T I ON	 TO	 W,	 ME ►1'.URF'L'I BY SF. I NFOL D PROCESS I	 MIN) ,? Y
EC'.'+t'rY
	 SIDE:	 UG:ED (R!L ► '^	 R
F NfER
	
THE NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS RECORDED:	 1
M^:A:IJF^f-1hFN1 1	 Fi T C	 F'S	 IN	 Wl: t°;
mf--ASLIPE'M[N1• h BICEPS	 TN Mrl; Jr..".
MEASUPUMENT 3	 BICEPS	 IN	 riri: 14 ORIGINAL PAGE Ii
OF P00'; QUALITYMFAcIIF , E:MENI 1	 TRICEPS	 IN Mn: 9
t1EASUREMENT 2	 TRICEPS	 IN MM: 1)
MFAtiILIRErl0) T 3 TRICEPS IN MM: 10
rit	 1 ,LII	 F.ME:N r i	 SUIr;^iC AF'I.II. AR	 IN MM :	 5
MLASLiP( MEN F .2 SUBSCAPULAR IN MM:	 5
MF A l,;URf'MFN1 3	 S IE:SC'APLkI_r1F'	 IN MM!	 4
MFASUPFMENT 1	 SUPPATL.IAC	 IN MM:	 tH
MLASURF rIEN T 2	 c,UF'R.'s I L T AC	 IN MM.'	 19
MEASUPFAF:N1 3 SUPRAIL IAC IN MM:	 1.0
BATE: l)F	 ME:ASUREMENIS (MM- OD--YY): 12-If•t-82
I5 f.oiro romf:'OE•T1'T0N TO PE MFASHRED f4Y S^TNF - OLD PROCESS II (Y/N)? Y
k'; U[IY STFIF" USFE, ^R/L l ? R
LN TF: F: THE Nl-lti ER OF' MEASUREMENTS RECORDED: 1
MEW:11IRFMENT 1 MIFtCLAVICUL.AF: IN MM: 5
MEA`:(fRVMF- NT ;;' MIDi"I A9TCULAR IN rirl: 5
MEASkIF'EMF.NT 3 nTDCLAVICULAk IN MM: 4
rtFA^-UPE W' N T I i II F; I L I CI IS I14 (AM: 1 I
r,f ^1 ;URF:tik'rJT : 11"BILICUS fN MM: I
mE,-,tikiPEMENT 3 UMBUICLJS TN r ►M: I
r► F ,151JRE*(iFNT 1 ANTE.P [ OR MIN- THIGH IN rirl : 1 I.
+h •'+'iLIRtiMEdT 2 FlNTF:F;[ilf h 't[I'TtIII+H TN MM: I I
k'
rFf+:;I.,PEMVNT 3 e;NIVPI+Ik M T I fHTi; II Ir1 MN: 1:'




AL T GN PAPER TO TOP OF PA GE AND HIT C AF" k T AGE RETURN
PERSONAL CII p,RAC_TEFISTICS PROFILE
SllV,'JE T 	 DATO. F 1LE	 S): TEST .FLiI
DA T 	 08 JUL -82	 MAL E	 AGE	 3 6
IIL I F;HI	 17t3. o CM	 PODI FAT	 15.0
WE IGHT	 ?8.0 KG	 DATE OF PIRIH	





NUDE	 Ut- 11".11T 78.o0 KG
i
WA TER TCMPERATURF 3 4 .00) C
RESIDUAL.	 VOLI.IME' 1930	 L WATER DENSITY	 0.99 KG/L
I-NUf-.RWATEF:	 CHALK WEIGHT 3.10	 KG BATE	 22-DEC-01
LirlliERWA TEF' WE T GHT ( KG) AVERAG-F UNDERWATER WEIGHT =-	 4. -0 KG
IF'IA;- WEIGHT .NG) TRI.IL	 wFIGHr	 o.Gi
1 4.00 '	 4.00
3 5.00 4	 5.00
5 4.00 b	 5.04
Ff.
 . 00 8	 6 . 0')
;.00 10	 4.00















___ t-KINFOL[t F'RJCFSS I ----------------__...__
I4^( , 1 SIDE USED RIt3HI	 [11TE	 10-- DEC -82
T1:IAL	 MFA5Uf:EMENTS> IN Mh
Et I CE F'S 1-F I CF PS SUBSCAPULAR SUPRA I 1 I AC:
151.00 9.00 5.00 1 E . 00 
9.00 `;.00 19.04
14.00 10.00 4.0(- 18.00
M EAN 	14.67 Q. 33 4. C? 1:3.33
BODY	 '!r N'^zI T)1 1.055	 I\G, L Y BODY FAT	 IQ.-,)5 %
------------	 ------ SKINFLII- Lt PROi"ESS 11 --- ---------- ------
l."'I
	 iY SIDE USF1, P1(3HT D.1T['	 25-DEC-8
TR 1 #11 MEASCIF.FMFNTS IN MM
MI[► t-t-4VICULAR UMFtIL.IClIS ANTERIOR MID - THIGH
1 5.00 11.00 11.00
`7.010 11.00 11.^^0
- 3 4.00 10.00 1:' . 00
M ITAN 4.o7 10.33 11.33
F? Cl DENSII r 1 .0'-	 1.G; L % BODY FAT	 %
NUTR . T I ntI JtlUf'NA1 F f1RMUl.A -------------------- -
U4 011 Y VOLUME:	 "'4. 2 ? I	 I.,ODY tiCNSITY	 I t-l51 6l 'L





NTTRO FN CONTF' 1:T	 EIATr i ----------------------------------
KNOWN WA I' M SKINF OE. . El SKINFOLD NOTF, 1 T ION
X POD) r A T t	 TON PROCESS I PROCESS II _ OUPNAI..
F(nnr FAT 15-00 3:. 4kl 1Q.05 5.57 2 1o2%)





(nG ► 6e%. 30 F12.66 63.14 71.3= u1. 46
I-	 AN	 RWI1Y
W .Yll• N	 (KS) 47.74 31.92 45. 4: 51-35 4 4 . 25
Vill I I ME	 OF'	 FAT	 (L) 13.00 28. 15 16.51 7. 42 18.33
Vnl.11llE
	 E E,.!,N
ItODY WA)FR 	 L) 4R. 06 38.17 45.77 51. 70 4.1.55
NITPOGLN	 IN FAT	 (L) 0.871 1.8so 1.106 0.4 97 1.231
HI TPUGEN	 IN
LEAN PODY W,`. TLR	 (L) 0.625 h . •1 1? 6 0.5` 5 0.672 .579
T01,1I	 F,0M
r^ t 1 r.Cht N	 (L) i . 1 y6 2.3,?3 1 . 701 1-169 1 .810
P) : TPLIGFN/ KG
i+111(Y	 UL 1 GNT 0.0191, 0.0305 0.0:18 0.0150 0.0232
ii
OF P,,	 Q ,.1LI7 tf
147
ORIC I.NAL PAC I
6.2 DECOMPRESSION DATA PROGRAM	
OF POOR QUALITY
.1d IN	 II" I. III"I'' I.^!
111 I IiMf Rf S:> IriN F XPFR I ENCF DATA PPOGRAtI
F"il EN,Vlf• ON WNICH T O !';1'0RE DAIA
FILYI CF. OFT I E:N At' t'.'TYF"-= '^YtIts •I1E1'
'Lift JECT IPLNT IF ICATION NUhE1UR ( X XX XX- XXXX) ;
TEST NUMBER, ( X\ ) : 01
1
TI ST T I ATE (Mh -DE1 . 11 ^: O"- 0t] 0
HOW MANN PHA^,ES (\X) :
INITIAL F'td.'. (FRI) ()(X.XX): I I
F'N. 1 1 UN T NI: UASf OU T - PHASE7 I (PSI) (XX . XX I :
DURATION OF WA`:HOLIT v PHASE I 4MIN) (XXX)0: uo
PN^ rwF., INI WA :` HF1 1 1 1 - FIIA ISE I t PSI) (XX.XX):
11LI KA 1 100 Ill -
 WASHOUT, PHASE` I t M I N) (XXXX ! : W0
FINAL PRE:SSI)RE (PSIA) (XX.XX): 6.7
TEMr f-RATURE IN PENT ICRAr1E t\%':
T I ME OF f T om.. nrr .--i ,
 ESS ILuo 	HH : nr> > : I ' . ,1,,
TIME OF REC0hf'RFSS I i1N (HH : Mt)) : 14:  40
EXERCISE LFVFt..
	
I I 11	 skl(l ;'00 PTU/HR
	
hill	 T'TWI-W
I 1 1 614 t ; Q .? 14 0. nth: A011 ►+f t ^'t
1=NfL'R (L • n • H): L
WE=FT; RIIt:Ht_VS NEA:;H Flt (Y • N) ? Y
WERE RLI PPL. ES F'RFSF' NT , 1 - tt ) ' 1
I .I• ►;U! or £ttlftFILL
	 : E:NTF.P 11 FOR NOT ORSFRUN
T IMF OF IINI,F T I PAN E: I t HH : ttt1 1 ' 1 .4 : (f
r I hE OF ONS^: T OR'APF y (HH : nh) 1 ()
r t Mf OF ONSC T GRArtF 3 1 ► ;11' t,n , ! i
I I MF tU	 t1N , ;[ T tiFA I I1	 •1 1 Ft, ; ,hn
148
ORC-1  Pr-'19- EG
OF POOR QU^.Lf Y
6PA"IF	 I-Ir	 Er ►_F(Frl_E:S
	 :	 E;•I TLR	 0	 rCt ; NOT CBSCR(1EI(
IInE
	 OF	 RFHI`3,[ON	 G RADE	 1	 :Illltrn.:	 I^°^;4U
TTt4F	 OF	 F'F"M.Cs>TON	 rF:'F1riE:	 (IIH : r1h) :	 0
TIME	 OF	 RFMI STON 6RAPF"	 3	 r}a}I;Mt,);	 0
TIME nF REMTS g TO N GRAOU 3 r HHIMM	 0
01PADE.' AF	 E(llDW—r -,	 FO N: k 0 FOP NOT OBSEPA:D
F'F'F_SSllRE	 AT	 F-CMIS-3100	 OPAC I E	 I	 ( F": I A ► ( XX. KX) :	 10
PPESSURE:	 AT	 REM19SI00 GF• f)r,E	 2	 WSIA) (XX.YX):	 O
PRESSURE AT	 RF'MISSTON GRAVE	 3	 (F'SIA) (XX.X`<):	 U
PRESSURE:	 AT	 R'EMISSILIN f3Po;UE	 4	 (F'SIA I (XX.XX):
WERF
	 PENDS' PPESENT	 (Y/+N) ? Y
`1
BENDS	 L.00AT I OO	 ( TEXT) :	 I 1-:F 1	 Fl_ l'i0w u
G.RADF	 'IF KNOS :	 ENTER o FOR NO T CIB ERUED	 I
r I MF OF ONSET GRADE 1	 (HH : titi) : 1-1'00()
^i
TIME OF ONSET GF'AriE 2	 (HH .' rlM) : O
TIME OF ONSET GRADE3	 (HH:MMi: 0
T I MF Or
	
AN^_.F T GPAVF 4 n
C RACI F	 OF	 HFNDS	 :	 EN:'Ff'	 0	 Fr!S:	 Nil?	 QnSCF,vEri
1 [fi r OF r,RADE 1	 (HH: MM I
TIi* OF REMI'4 CION GRAK ;	 ,HH:MM)
TIMI_ OF 1^FriISS(ON GRAM 3	 tHH:Mtt^:	 t^
ImE OF RUM T l:ZSI ^N (7, RACIE 4	 HH:r,tt):	 )
13karic or., .(END
F'RF^,SI)RE . A' F'I.nI^^`^ ON
F'RESSLIPF AT ►►
 Ch f ^' ['?+^
F 'F'ES t-2 1*T A T I f r7I''^TON
PPESSURE AT 9;'EMTSSION
Al IGN PAPFR TO TOE' pF
F'NTER o FOR t4OT 08SF RvE.T,
f;F'f4.DE ! (F'^;lr"•) tx Y. j( r ti ;	 1;^
op .:,r(C 2 (P"'.T	 V Y. X Y1;
GRADE 3 (F' ,;TA v 'XY.Y yl : +'
P^". ANJI AT'.




UFCOMPRFSS too DAN) OUTPUT
SI.IFJECT
	 #	 GATE	 00-JIM. -8
NITR11GEN PRESSURE AT TIME:	 CIF	 FINAL	 DECO	 'F'ESSION
}	 FOR	 180 MIN 'TIS SUE	 2	 10.00	 PSI
FOR 240 MiN TISS11C,	 10.:4	 PST
IF nF;	 3.50	 MIN TISSUE	 10.5':;	 PST
R	 DECOMPRESSION RATIO Al
III
TIME OF VI NAL. DECOMPRESSION
FOR 1S0 MTN TISSUE	 :	 1.44
11	 FOR 240 MIN
I	 !
TISSUE	 :	 1.53








ORIGI% -. - PAGE" IS
OF PCOR Q^ALITY
6.3 NITROGEN WASHOUT PROGRA14
.RUN N2UASH
N 2
	 U A S H 0 U T
INSTRUCTIONS
TESTLOAD N2UASH HAS 6 PHASES
1 DATA CONSTANTS--ALLOUS USER
MODIFICATION OF CAL-GAS %"S. OTHERUISE
PROGRAM USES DEFAULT VALUES.
1
	 2 INITIALIZATION--ENTER HEADER INFORMATION
3 CALIBRATE MASS SPECTROMETER
4 CALIBRATE FLOU METER
5 TEST DATA--SAMPLES TEST DATA CONTINUOUSI.)
UNTIL USER TERMINATES
6 TERMINATE--RETURNS CONTROL TO SYSTEM MONITOR
ENTER N i RETURN
PHASE 1 DATA CONSTANTS
TO LEAVE VALUE UNCHANGED, ENTER
N i RETURN. TO CHANGE, ENTER Y
i RETURN. GET 'NEW VALUE" PROMPT,
















END OF PHASE	 1
LATER NEW PHASE M 2
151
PHASE 2 INITIALIZATION
DATE (MM — DD — YY): 03-09-82
SUBJECT NAME : JOHN SMITH
SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION # (XXX — XX — XXXX): 
SUBJECT AGE (YEARS AS OF THIS DATE): 2.
EXTERAL TEMPERATURE IN CENTIGRI;DE (XX.X):
EXTERNAL GRAVITY (1,0): 1
IS SUBJECT IMMERSED (YIN): N
ENTER CODE FOR BODY POSITION (0 FOR NO DH.o
AMBIENT PRE55URE IN MM HG (XXX.X): 7160
ENTER CODE FOR DRUGS (0 FOR Nn DATA OR 1-9
ENTER CODE FOR EXERCISE PROTOCOL l0 FOR NO
ENTER CODE FOR BREATHING MIXTURE (0 FOR NO
ENTER CODE FOR BODY HYDRATION (0 FOR NO DA
ENTER CODE FOR AMBIENT GAS COMPOSITION (0
STARTING TIME OF DAY (HH:MM): 08:00
ENTER CODE FOR OTHER SPECIAL CONDITIONS (0
ARE THERE ANY COMMENTS TO RECORD(Y/N)? Y
TO ENTER COMMENTS HIT CARRIAGE RI_TURN THE!
?TIS IS THE FIRST LINE OF A TES1
?THIS IS THE SECOND LINE OF A TEST
? THIS IS ANOTHER TEST LINE
?TIS IS THE LAST LINE FOR ENTERING TEXT.
END OF PHASE	 2
152
NTER NEW PHASE M 3
PHASE 3 MASS SPEC CALIBRATION
VERIFY CAL GASES ARE OPEN
SET MASS SPEC FUNCTION TO "AUTO"
PAUSE -- SELECT N-2 0-101. RETURN
PAUSE -- SELECT N-2 0-100X. RETURN
NITROGEN,	 HI-RANGE
CTS-1	 CTS-2 SLOPE INTCPT
1601.49	 171.30 0.050 -0.493
NITROGEN,	 LO-RANGE
CTS-1	 CTS-2 SLOPE INTCPT
16.`.1.81	 -0.27 0.005 0.01
OXYGEN




CTS-1	 CTS-2 SLOPE INTCPT






LATER NEW PHASE M 4
PHASE 4 FLOW METER CALIBRATION
PAUSE -- ZERO SPIROMETER.RETURN THANK YOU
SPIROMETER
CTS-1	 CTS-2	 SLOPE	 Il,iClYT
460.93	 50.43	 0.002	 -50.426

















LATER NEW PHASE 8 5
SELECT N-2 0-1001 RANGE.
I
RETURN TO START.
TO STOP AT ANY TIME, ENTER S A RETURN.
1 9.0 2.31719 0.32105 0.12734
2 17.0 2.77444 0.32822 0.11830
3 29.0 3.02292 0.20593 0.06812
4 40.0 2.95323 0.13357 0.04523
5 50.0 2.46371 0.06869 0.02786
1	 MIN N2(L)	 1.05747
	 NVOT 1.05747
SELECT N-2 0-10% RANGE
6 63.0 2.08422 0.03345 0.01605
7 72.0 2.46863 0.05014 0.02031
8 83.0 2.54334 0.03602 0.01416
9 97.0 2.02381 0.02119 0.01047
10 108.0 2.05873 0.01837 0.00892
11 120.0 2.19856 0.01782 0.00811
2	 MIN N2(L)	 0.17699	 N2TOT 1.23446
12 128.0 1.82779 0.01440 0.00788
13 137.0 1.39287 0.01011 0.00726
14 146.0 1.56421 0.00942 0.00602
13 155.0 1.17964 0.00696 0.00590
16 157.0 1.17736 0.00011 0.00009
17 165.0 1.65856 0.00764 0.00461
18 173.0 1.78037 0.00832 0.00467
3	 MIN N2(L) 0.05693
	 N2707 1.29141
19 183.0 1.56372 0.00624 0.00399
20 193.0 1.42941 0.00547 0.00383
21 201.0 1.08268 0.00432 0.00399
22 204.0 1.08333 0.00005 0.00005
23 211.0 1.45686 0.00474 0.0032-
24 220.0 1.31297 0.00423 0.003
25 228.0 1.27058 0.00403 0.00317
26 237.0 1.32840 0.00382 0.0087
4	 MIN N2(L)	 0.03292	 N2TOT	 1.32433
27 248.0 1.32580 0.00391 0.0x295
28 256.0 1.22392 0.00348 O.OV:0ti
29 264 . 0 1.21098 0.00328 0 .0-lk
30 273.0 1.19766 0.00338 O.Ov:'f2
31 282.0 1.27091 0.00365 0.00':6H
32 290.0 1.34025 0.00370 0.x...7;
33 299.0 1.55187 0.00416 0.^v:6^
5	 MIN N2(L)	 0.02556 N2TOT	 1.3498Y
34 308.0 1.44139 0.00384 0.002S6
35 316.0 1.20903 0.00307 0.00254
36 325.0 1.21488 0.00306 0.00252
37 334.0 1.27168 0.00322 0.00253
38 343.0 114439 0.00287 0.00351
39 350.0 0.99904 0.00230 0.v.-.3v
40 360.0 1.10623 0.00208 0.0iiji
6	 MIN N2(L)	 0.02044 N2T07	 1.37033
41 367.0 1.12036 0.00225 O.v-j2O1
42 373.0 1.24167 0.00274 0.vv_:1
43 383.0 1.14131 0.00191 0.00168
44 390.0 1.20010 0.00261 0.00217
43 396.0 0.16359 0.00022 0.00132
46 398.0 0.16831 0.00001 0.00004
47 406.0 1.79222 0.00388 0.00216




^, ,• r letn
pft1GIMA'' YAUL1i-AgoOR QUcF
7	 MIN N2(L) 0.01635
	
NVOT	 1.38668
49 421.0 1.11711 0.00249 0.00223
50 430.0 1.19636 0.00246 0.00205
51 438.0 1.30323 0.00290 0.00222
52 446.0 1.13595 0.00210 0.00185
53 454.0 1.18483 0.00228 0.00193 oRiclNIA` PAG= 19 I	 154 465.0 1.25126 0.00208 0.1,0167 OF POOR QUAD Y
35 472.0 1.34025 0.00270 0.00202
56 480.0 1.20887 0.00229 0.00189 ► 	 I
6	 MIN N2(L) 0.01930
	
NVOT 1.40597
489,0 1.19718 0.00230 0.00192
58 496.0 1.;3430 0.00216 0.00187
59 505.0 1.13238 0.00209 0.00185
60 513.0 i.2!?28 0.00244 0.00192
61 515.0 1.26457 0.00010 0.00008
62 522.0 1.33863 0.00211 0.00180
63 531.0 1.33928 0.00233 0.00174
64 540.0 1.27822 0.00192 0.00150
9	 MIN N2(L)	 0.01576 NVOT 1.42173
65 547.0 1.12426 0.00186 0.00166
66 555.0 1.04370 0.00175 0.00168 '
67 562.0 0.97712 0.00165 0.00169
571.0 1.04906 0.00182 0.00173
5 78.0 1.02259 0.00 4 72 0.00168
1.19571 0.00207 0.00173
47034 0.00180 0.00168






177	 MIN N2(L)	 0.001,
,^q6
1253 10622.0 1.400.
1154 10632.0 1.21001 v.
1255 10640.0 1.20221 0.000:,
1256 10653.0 1.55836 0.00032 v..
1257 10664.0 1.48544 0.00030 v.vv4'[v
1258 10673.0 1.13205 0.00028 0.vvv:1',
178
	
MIN N2(L)	 0.00174	 N2TOT 2.17932
1259 10683.0 0.62219 0.00015 G.t,%Jvid
1260 10685.0 0.00000 0.00000 v.::^^i
1261 10696.0 1.76007 0.00043 0.0-j02;
1262 10709.0 1.52344 0.00031 0.00021
1263 10721.0 1.42649 0.00029 0.00020
1264 10731.0 1.27074 0.00026 0.00020
1265 10733.0 0.08211 0.00000 0.00003
179	 MIN N2(L)	 0.00145	 N2TOT 2.18077
1266 10742.0 0.87919 0.00016 0.00018
1267 10752.0 1.79904 0.00051 0.00023
I	 1168 10763.0 1.34236 0.00030 0.00023
1269 10774.0 2.00254 0.00047 0.000''.4
1270 10765.0 1.68634 0.00034 0.00020
1271 10797.0 1.75503 0.00036 0-uQ-)21 L1
S180	 MIN N2(L)	 0.0021 N21OT 2.18292
n
FJ
END OF	 PHASE 5
LATER NEW PHASE 1 6 n
STOP	 --	 BYE III
156	 1 1_
ORIGINAL PA-E
6.4 N I TROGEN UA TA PRUGRAM	 OF POOR QUALITY
. PI IN m ► : N::'UA I A
W TPOGEN WASHOUT DATA AOALYSIS
E'NTFF' FTLENAMF.' ON tJHI` H DAT#, IS STORED
t fiFVT('E:FII I NAME .TYPF) : 11YI' 11Rl,,W1.N ?W
A FULL REF11P T (F) G T'.'F:S R pF A f 11 NY PRE A TH PARAilI" "EF::;
A I MINUTE REPIRT (1 ! GIVES F't`I-AMCTFRS• FOR 1 MIN1.11'E INTE'PVALS
A 5 MINUTE RCP0kT (5) CAVES PAPAMEMPS POR 5 MINUTE. INTERVALS
A SHnRY' RFF''ORT (g) GIVES 7HF_ OVFRAI_.L AVFf'%AGE S 	 a-!,
rail YOU W ;N T A r l. l Lt. RCPORT (F)r A 1 MJNU TF REPOP T (I )
A 5 MINUTE REPORT 1,5 OR A SHORT REPL)PT' (5)
TfPE (Fil/5p'/S): F'
1°'AUSE --	 ADYANCE: CARF:'IAGE TF DESIRED.	 RETURN
N. DATA PEPOP T
I EF'ww I
SUBJECT III NOMPER :
E i TFF RNAL rEmPERATURE:
I	 ON?
►;MB I EN r PRESSURE:
EVERCISE CODE:
? I ) riy t4fLiR•1TTuN CODE:
SPECTAL CnODITION COVE:
,_OnMENT;:
Ai.E :	 0	 IiA rF :	 I -rIEC-81
SrnRmic, T t'1E:
	
0.00	 EX TER(JAC. L- AV I T Y :
	
NO	 VOI)Y F'0,F I T I i1N C0 1- E:	 0
	
0.40	 ORI IG C :)LIE :	 U
	
0	 PPF#NTH MIXTURC C(Inr: 	 0
	











^^^ATH ^ ELAPSED PpEA7H N2 VoL 02, CONC N2 rOUC CO2 CON[
T r hE m'LUhF /RPEA7H /Hr,FAlH /Y-:RFA|H /BRFATN
(SEC) '|	 ) ^i/
1 9.0 2^517|9 0 ^ 3?105 0 ^ 812*1 O'17754 0,03204
Z 17^O 2.77444 O.328212 0^8157^ 0.11.830 0^039*1
3 29^0 3^0Z292 0^20593 0^885!:3 0^06812 0.0-382
4 40^0 2,953"5 0^13357 0 ^ 90448 0.O	 3 0^O14693
5 50^0 2^46571 0,06669 0,925b9 O.0'1796 0.03502
b 63.0 2.08422 0^0^'i45 O^9 .1 1; 21 3 0'/'16O5 0.O2^^7
7 72.0 2,46863 0.05014 O.93448 0.02031 0^0^?/4
8 85^o 2^54334 0.03602 0.17'4530 Ci^01416 O^O3561
1;1 97.0 23O1 O^021 51E,3 0'01047 0.07204
10 108~O 2,05873 O.	 837 0^p5308 0^00892 0.03?65
11 12O^0 2.19856 0,01732 t.0480*1 0.o»811 O.03400
12 128^O 1.82779 0.01440 0.^4""9 O^o'.78P 0.0.1120
13 1.37.0 1.39287 0.01011 O.941'^6 ^.00726 ^.OJ748
1-4 146^0 1.'-647'1 0,04)942 0.95191. 0^00MW21 O	 33')8
15 155.0 1.17-;^64 0.006v6 0.94392 0.V0590 0,	 81
16 157^0 1.17'' ­^6 O.O0^11 0^89?91 0.	 0C) 0p 0^000o4
17 165^() 1^65856 0.00764 0,05518 0,004^1 O o;52O9
18 173,0 1^78O37 0.008-N2 0495117 0, O.0^^01
^83 1,5b372 0,00624 0^9^1605 0.00399 0^J3 333
^ » 1 ^ 0 1,42941 0.00,j47 0.95516 O.A0^,03 0103344
^	 n8268 0.00432 0,v4535 0 ^ 00399 0.03817
».00005 0. 0-1301"0 0^000O5 0^O0c93
' 0.95615 O.0032^ O.03]87
^^~ 0 O03'^^	 - 0 03^ I t^	 `
^2qr8 '`41317 0.03^1. 2
1259 10683^0 ^,- ` «^327
1760 10685.0 0.00000
1.261 1069,^.0 1.76V,)7 0.^O'`+.
1262 10789.0 1.52344 0.00031 O.,y*^'
1^6J 1072l,0 1.4?649 0,00029 0 ^ Q 6334 o.°.
126 ,00 10 -7 31.O 1.27»7w 0.J0V?6 0^95765 0 0002 .
12/^ 10733,0 0^08211 0.o0^00 0 ^ 79997, 0 0000 0^0012o
1	 A ^- - 10`42,* 0.0751Y 0 ^ 00016 0.96392 0400018 0^O2311
1	 -7 10^5?.^ 1^7990^ n^00o5l 0^96155 0^00'. 28 A^03352
12^^^ ^0763.0 1^^4?36 `).00O30 ^.*61S3 0.000O2 3 0.O3O21
1, 1477*.0 2 ^ 08?54 0,00047 0 ^ 96173 0^00024 O^03223
127o 10785.0 i,b8^^4 0,00034 0,9580+ 0. 00020 0.03^37
1271 10 1.75503 0.Oonl-^6 0^96345 0^00OJ1 0.02912
4VFRAGES:
RK[AlH 02 V0LUME 02 CUwC H? C0rjC C52 Cnt/C
"OLi/mF'L) /^:b:E il  TH(L. /BREATH /0PF.'.7H /BREATH
1.2714 - 0,00172 0^v4703 0.O0095 0.07-036
TOTAL N2 V5ii'h[ TN i!TEPS= 2 ^ J 0,'273
^0TAI Y OF B^FA^/^^= 	 t^^1
FND OF DATj4..PEAv Mw0THFP r 1 LE /v'*`' )
158
CRiGINAL PAGE 13
NITROGEN WASHOUT DATA ANALYSIS 	
OF POOP, QUALITY
E.:NTE F.' FTI_.FHAME: ON 6311CH DATA IS STORED
(IIFVICE:FIL.ENAMF,T1F'F): DY1:I1_PWWI ,N.'W
A FUl t. F: rOF: T (f`) 1, I'•'ES WFATH BY BREATH F'ARAME TLRS
A 1 MINUTE" PLF'OPT (1) GIVES PARAMETERS FOR 1 MINUTE .FNT'f-RVALS
A 5 MINUTF REPORT (5) GIVES PAP-)hE"TERl-, FOE,' 5 MINUTE INTERVALS'
A SHORT WiPOPT (S) GIVES THE O':LRALL AVERAtiES
CO YOU WANT A FUI L RFP0.k'T (F). A t MINUTE REPORT (I ) v
A 5 MIt:UTE' F,EF'ORT (5 OR A	 REPORT (S)
TYPE (F/1 5,'1): I
F ►)1!';E. -- ADVANCE CAPPIAUE IF DE_31RED. RETURN
N -)DATA REPORT
IE << 1 J61 I	 AGE :	 0	 DATE :	 I -IIEC-8!
SUB IECT 11, NUMPE R:	 S TART I NG TIME:
E.)(TURNAL TEMPERATURE: 	 0.00	 EXTERNAL GRAVITY:	 0
1 MMERS 1 014 ? 	 No	 BODY POSITION CODE:	 0
AMBIENT PRESSURE:	 C-1. 00 	 DF'UG CODE :	 0
EXERCISE CODE:	 0	 BREATH MIXTURE CODE:	 0
F;ODY HYDRATION CODE: 	 0	 AMBIENT GAS LODE:	 0
SPi.-CIAL CON[ITTION COME:	 0	 C1?MME-."ITS7	 NO
COMMENTS:
R i
ENTER THE Sl1f'.JLCT' q BODY WFIGHT IN k:3: 7'.2
ENTF,: )FII: SUP.IECT'S ESTIMATFLI N? CONTENT IN L.I FFRS: 2.3
TIMF= N? VOL' 02	 +:1 01_' CO:'	 Vill.' N? , WEIGHT N2 CONIC/ CIIMMUL.
(n.in) INTEPVoL TNTFR I)AI_ INTFRVJ l (al l;F g ) INTF-PJAL N?
%nil	 ) (	 t,;	 ) I;;,I	 ) (n+l	 )




'a.?? r7 lc1;_b,.-	 ,:.^ 5	 ,c4_^i3•.. ,^	 "f 	 2 64.. 00 l	 S1^^t4.4^
3 ,..	 :, 0<19Q , :33 33.4 . t '92 0 6 00"j-''{) 1::Y 1.. 41.
4 0 Swot• . 8-X 31 y • ., t. 7 0.00305 132-,.31
o .'0.44 7CCS1) . ;3 ,4'' +3.4(+;' 42 1.370. 31
' lt•.a° ',51^x.70 4'..'0 't17y 0.00174 tVc,	 56
')00 0.00199 140' : 	o^,
o ]S.^" ';	 1	 E31 .'N4..,1 {),	 >(Snp;^ ,ti	 {-.^ 1 q ;^1	 .	 I
1 1) 12.	 ,' ;1(,,7,67 '4,'.	 E	 - 343
t t 1^.. r..4 ,? 0 77.31 2P4. A ,) .}. 110 A 4 1440.02
1: 14. 31 1-19-60 2 "" . 13 " 1.4 r i . 3.s
". OF EST.	 FMK
CUNT. (FTI.1/ y r )
` • 3	 •1 .32,
156.15	 +`5.90
50 ..,9	 A I it . _34
59.58
	 .x80. 8
60.2 9 	.3 7Q...3







 12 . OR 7249. 82 247.84 0. 1 `,., n8 0.90158
14 12. 6 2 140.2.'.-?f. 2F-15.1t 0o16 .*4 7 0.(10149
15 10 . 45 64, 5, 7A .22 	 . 16 0. 13536 0.00154
1 6 1 :' .	 • 1 ) 27R5 ,69 308.66 0.1o192 0.00136
1 ' 11 . 71 0 9,11-16.81 ?"e . A 1 0.14508
 0.001:':3
18 10.47 %1156. R 1 :8 7 • t.h O. 1;4`4 '? 0.00122
19 10.93 H746,92 ;'5';.07 0.141 9.3 0.001lQ
20 0.7'; 755	 ?^? 261".16 0-1 2 034 0.0011:'21 10.61 1 C-228, 19 34 .1.54 0.13744 0.00099
2"' 8756
 ►,a 2► 1 .31 2`70.79 0.1103,q 0.000'x'7
23 7.Q3 ^31`_'8i,4^? ., 7x.69 0. 102Y2 0.00092
24 7.88 y4`	 10 2131.93 0. t02U7 0.000'79
::5 8.';'f3 9:3Qf..11 :320.56 0.1.1632 0.00091
26 r, .:'? 6 7()9.`13 ?33o98 0 .087 6Y 0. 00096
27 '.-15 13046.30 :!SR. 7.9 0.09650 0.00088
28 :.131. 9113.oO 30•-:;.07 ().10117 0.(10082
29 6.32 70(13.4;7 225.62 0.0 3187 0.00086
30 ? . 54 114  20 . Hei 36^.o6 0. 12481 0.000,31
31 11.23 14,,)16.33 462. 58 0.14547 0.00073
32 10.67 1164'2.66 421.87 0.13S21 0.00088
33 8.63 9'?11.68 320.73 0.11244 0.00081
34 6 .80 7731.59 08.99 0.0171.8	 3 0.000W3
.7. 6. 37 73''3.51 267.86 0. 08 251 0.00092
. 24 6916. 5`• 24 7 .06 0 .073083 0.00086
14 751.2.04 244.N7 0.00212 (.1.00081
-^^
	
'6 21 r+. 42 0. 06831.3 0.00079
1 41 1%. 60 r` . 0 78:10 (1.00077 
16' 1.82 '17176 0. 00PO6 4
163 .19 8122.by ^ ^00?1
11.4 2. 29 H234.90 26:.7
165 1 . C1 9 7510.190 237.47 0; 0,::r..
166 1.97 7009.65 22'11.03 0, 0255 1 0. u^•.
167 2.14 1.77 '2'.87 : 70.96 0.O:' "? 10.00023
168 1 . x` 27 9361. `J l 242.34 0.02 648 0.00021
169 2.27 9930.67 31 !.. y 3 0.02940 0.00022
170 :'.04 9`107. 63 265.19 0.0:'642 0.00020
1' 1 1.01 751P2. 8-7 229.31 0.0 2345 0.00023
172 ''.'31 9223.8? '(;^).	 r 1 0.() '9^? 2 O.t)^)024
173 '.36 1.0104.62 304.94 0.03057 0.000-22
174 1.83 1,3429.64 243.x'8 0.02370 0.000211
1'`i 1 . =` 0 9..398 •'-• 4 ; 91.:'0 0.02461 0.0001 Q
17c 1472 9246.69 2811.06 0.0	 ;?213 0.(10018
177 1 1 .1 1 6099.01 179. 0 4) 0.01 fi.^_ 6 0. 00018






























74.4 0 321. 49
74.78 3`;3. 75




9 1. !:: 9 3,s 1 .29
4 .17 312.4-2


























































[ : RF:ATN 02 VOLUME 02	 COr-'C (I.,,	 1-0oc
VoLIME(L) 1'RFATH(L) /fIREATH /PREHTH
1.''7 147 0.001721 0.9.1703 0.00095
TOTAL N-1 VOL. 1 1ME 10 1- 1 TEP:3=	 2.182 73
T 1 7AL = OV RRE` T!' • •=	 1" I







N1 TP(1 1:C'N WA L HOU f DATA AMAI- 1'S T S	 OF PuC: QUALITY
ENTER F 11_FOOME" C'N WHICH PAT( , I ,-) STORED
kvFvICE:FTL.F NOME .T'tF'E.): DY1:IFPWW1.W:W
►1 F1.,l L Rf_ r'1]P1' (F) ST: VES BREATH HY P116.A f N F"A AME'TEPS
A t MINUTE REPORT (1) GI I)ES P(.RAMETERS FOR 1 MINUTE INTERNALS
A E,  MINUTE RFPOPT (5) GIVES PARAMETERS FOR .`i MINUTE: INTERVALS
A !";4fJf:T PFPOPT (S) GIVES THE OVFh,AL.L r1VERAl:ES
DO YOU WANT A FULL REPORT (F )p A 1 MINUTE REPORT (1)?
A 5 MINUTE(JUTE RF-PO i T (5 OR A SHORT REPORT (S) ?
TYPE (F,'1/5/S): 5
I'AtISE - - ADVANCE. CARRIAGE. IF DESIRED. RETURN!
02LIAl A REPOR T
IEPWIJI AGE:	 0	 BATE: 1-DEC-61
SUBJECT ID NUMMER: STARTING TIME:
EXTERNAL	 TFfiPERAT1Jf1:E: 0.00 EXTERNAL GRAVITY: U
I MMERS ION'% NO BODY POSITION CODE: 0
AMBIENT	 F'PEStiUF'E: 0.00 DW053 CODE: Q
EYERCISF CODE: 0 BREATH MIXTURE CODE: 0
BOIi1'	 HYPRATIQ:1 CODE: 0 AMBIENT GAS CODE: J
SPECIAL CONDITION CODE: 0 COMMENTS? NO
I'OMMENTS :
161
cr-nniNAL. PC . f3
OF POOR 01JAUTY
ENTER THE SUBJECT'S I'011Y WEIGHT IN 1 5: 77.2	 f
zNTIR THE SWn FCT'S FSTIMATED 02 COOTE:NT IN LITERS! 2* 3	 U
T l hF N2 VOL / 02	 VOL. / CO2 VOL/ N2.'UF I G 	 T N2 C ONC/ CUMMUL.. % OF EST. Blip
imir,) TNTE RVAL. ItITFR 1.'AL TPNTERVAL (ml/k.9) IPIIE.RVAL N? N2 CON1 . (RTU1hr)
(mI) (ml) t,ml) (ml) (%)
5 134?.87 532 ,16.4'8 1910.77 17.48537 0.01653 1349.37 58,69 520.65
10 1;4.51 41308.30 1381.75 1. .09469 0.00187 1434,38 62.36 376.50
1 "^ -,4.10 37765. 5,9 1.3'23.08 0.O.W31 0.00161 1448.48 65.15 360.51
o 54.39 41' 75.43 14$•0. 1 ? 0-10453 0.00123 1552.1 7 6i' . ; ? 97.8 /
5 43.96 456506.1.3 1511.51 0.56943 0.00091 1596.83 69.43 411.86
30 37.S9 42 1 9E1.21 1356.12 0.49210 0.00087 16'34.82 71.08 380.41
35 51277.7 7 1738.03 0.5661 1 0.00081 1678.57 72.98 47 3.58
41 29.44 36190 .19 1':3 9 .6$3 0.44 .1135 ().000 	 7 1''013.01. ?4.2,, 337.79
4 41.Q0 41562.05 13`_:3. 97 0. 5427b 0.00100 1749-91 76.08 368.93
`•0 30.13 41909. •43 t3 4 9 .61 0.39028 0.00065 1780.04 77.39 367.74
55 26. 74 46125.0 -7 14`1''.00 0.34637 0.000'4 1130!x.78 78 • 5, 395,64
60 2-3.51 43617.56 1 393. `A 0.30453 0. 0005] 1 G 30.:29 '79. 58 379.0"11
,'. 24.'7 4 40953.85 1 .105.17 0.322 306 0.000`,8 18 IJ5.23 80.66 382.84?
70 1 9 .91 3 7 431.40 1.2'69.87 0,25790 0.00051 1875.14 81.53 346.01
75 18 .S8 39210.10 1230.53 0.124456 0. 0004-5 139 .1.02 E32.35 335,30	 n
E30 1:1. '<2 40979.5) 1244.67 0.24119 0.00043 1112.64 x33.16 339.15	 1,
115 10.39 45240., + 4 1 426.?5 0. 1 641:? 0.00043 1.x'33.03 84.04 3$18.6:3
90 :'1.10 54872. 51 1620. 45 0.:'73:+2 0.000 39 19`0. 1-3 84.96 441.54	 n
95 17.45 417E-0.23 1213.4: 0.22604 0.00040 1 1171.58 135.'/2 330.63	 l I
100 16.98 42485.95 13550.14 o.2I9A c. i 0.0oo37 :1988.`6 B6.46 3,3,? .2,
105 14.79 40231.99 1347.70 0.19158 0.000,35 2003.35 87.10 367.22
110 15.91 43093.1; 1414.17 0.20609 0.00035 2019.26 87. 79 _335.33
115 15.45 41953. t-8 1311?.54 0.'0013 0.00036 :?034.11 48:3.47 357.09
120 14. q7 455.53. "5 1404. 65 0	 1921 -5 21 0.00030 2049. 50`2 89 .11 381 .65
1 13.8: 47164.87 1.477.40 0.1;'90- 0.00028 .063.40 85.71 402.56
130 1:.19 3 90 32.0)4 1288.64 0.15 -790 0.00029 207 7 .59 90.24 3`1.13
135 1 1 . r) ^ -11 -W",'. 94 12' .1 -4. 48 0. 1511 7 0. C) o) 2-087.26 90. 75 344 .54
1 ,10 11.05 39403. 11. 1274.23 0. 1 43 1 -3 0. 0002 7 2098.31 YI 425 347.20
1 4.`1 11.13 4(j! •1 Q .9n 1334.43 0-t4417 0.000'26 2109.44 91.71 3,+3.61
15 1) 1 1) . x'4 44 3 .1,5.6` 1327. 55 7 0. 1 , 1 1 71 0.0002:1 21: 0 ..48 9 2 . 19 :361. 74
1` i` 1 2. 61v 4 q fi	 I .21 1435.6: 0.163$36 11.000:"5 21'3.03 02."4 404.80
1 ' SO 10.70 402 .133. •.4 1302.66 O , l 0. 000' 1 4 ."143.7 3 c3. '1 354. 95
J .s' 10.03 3,,•21!1.57 1179.06 0.1.:99' 0.000'?.5 2153.76 93.64 321.'27
1 '0 1 0. '31 4 7%582-31 1300 .:'S 0. 13.155 0. 1)00^..2 .'164. a)7 v4. 501 9 356.74
1 'r I'	 . 21 44 7 49- 0 4 1350 , ?7 0. 1 -i?25 0. 00022 21 174-28 ri 4.5.3 367.92
AVFRAGE ,^ :
P r," r ATH N?	 V1 ,11 ONr n2	 r0rji' 02 r_.00C 1702 C00C
1 1 0LUME(L) hREATHo, t /PREEaTH /rF.,FA TH /BREATH
1 , 2 7 147 0.00172 0.94703 0.60C.Q15 h.030.3 c.
T 13 FA , N'' hCI LUIF IN L ITFF'= ^. 1 3"73
7.0 -Al 4 i	 ► ''AT H' -	 1 271




O 1 TROGEN WASHIIIIT rI a T.% o4om (sic,	 OF POOR QUALITY
N ITER F TLE'•'Aff ON WHICH CIATA IS STORED
CILVICE :F I L.PIAW:. TI F'E) : II'( t : I I:Fk'WW:I . N2W
A FULL RE f'OR1 (F) GIVES 13 E. A TH BY PPFA I H F'ARAMV l ERS
A t HTNUTE REPORT t 1) GI'.'F"S VOR 1 MIN I 111: I NTI-RVALS
A 5 MINUTE F'E POIR T (5) GIVES  PARAMETERS FOF2 5 M I NU11` INTERVALS
A `•H'JkT REF'OR T (c) 61 VES 1'HE: OVFRAL L AVERAGES
[10 YOU WANT A FLILI. PEPORT (F) r A 1 M I rjU TE REF'OkT (1) .
A 5 MINUTE. f%F_'.F'ORT (5).OF' A SHORT kEPORT (S)
TYFE (F; 1/5/S): 4S
PAUSE: ---- ADVANCE' CARRIAGE IF DESIRED. RETURN




I MMr PS I ON





AGE:	 0	 HATE: 1-LIEC-81
STARTING	 TIMF:
0.00 EXTFRNAL GRAVITY: 0
NO PODY POSITION CODE: 0
4.00 DRUG CODE: 0
0 BREATH MIXTURE COME: 0
0 AMBIENT GAS CLYDE: 0
0 COMMENTS? NO
AVERAGES:
E<REATH N7 VOL Uhl I)1 CON I, NQ1 CONC	 CO2 CoNC
VOL UMF I L) / PREATH, 1.. 1 URC ,5 TH / BPEA TH	 / BREA TH
1 .27 1  •17 0.0CN172 0#94703 0.000 i5	 0.03036
TGTAL 02 '.LAME IN L ITEFS= 18273
Ti► TAl	 t	 OF BRF- A THS-	 1 .'? 1








ENTER FILENAME 00 WHTCH DATA IS STORED
( DEVICE WI LEN AnE ^ TYPE): DY1;ENTNW1^N2W
ENTER FILENAME ON W y [CH DATA IS TO BE PLACED






The volume of nitrogen eliminated from a subject is measured on a breath
by breath basis by carefully measuring the volume and the gas composition
of each expired breath. A Perkin-Elmer Medical Gas Analyzer 1100 Mass
Spectrometer is used to measure the concentrations of nitrogen, oxygen,
and carbon dioxide (in percent of total gas concentration) in expired
breaths and the nitrogen concentration of the inspired air. The volume of
nitrogen eliminated is equal to the breath volume times the concentration
of nitrogen in the expired air less the volume of nitrogen inspired (this
should be zero when breathing pure oxygen). The mass spectrometer has two
nitrogen range settings, 0-100% and 0-10% to allow for greater resolution
of nitrogen concentration at low levels. The output signal for each
channel is 0-10 volts, including the two nitrogen ranges.
Breath volume is determined by a Skylab exhalation spirometer.	 The
spirometer is a dry roller seal type which outputs an increasing voltage
(approximately 0-7 volts) as the measured breath volume increases. The
maximum measurable volume is five liters. After each breath, a five volt
signal from the computer activates a solenoid which dumps the spirometer.
The dump solenoid is gas driven and is connected to a high pressure (160
PSI) nitrogen source. A return spring empties the spirometer chamber,
forcing over four liters of air out in less than 0.25 seconds. The breath
is determined to be over when five consecutive samples of the spirometer
input have not increased.	 The accuracy of the spirometer has been
measured and is within 2% of the actual volume (1.000 liter reads 1.000 +
0.0201).	 -'
Calibration of the mass spectrometer is performed by analyzing calibration
gases of known purity and concentrations and determining slope and
intercept values for each of the three gases analyzed (N2, CO2, and 02).
Real time analysis solves the linear equation y (% concentration) = slope
x mass spectrometer output + b (intercept). Three N2 concentrations are
used to provide high and low range calibration curves for each N2 range.
The LSI-11/02 measures the gas concentrations and breath volume by means
of an ADAC 1030 analog to digital converter. The ADAC 1030 has 8 channels
for differential analog input signals. Sampling of the analog input
determines a digital output to the computer of an integer from 0-2047.
The gain and channel selection is under computer software control. It is
this count which is converted to the appropriate measurement (% or liters)
by means of the slope and intercept determined by the calibration
procedure.
The spirometer is calibrated by emptying the spirometer and having the
computer sample the zero volume output. A one liter volume is simulated
by the computer and determines the high calibration volume. Slope and
intercept values are then calculated from the zero and one liter  values.
Breath volume is continuously updated during a breath; a breath being
defined as a spirometer analog output being greater than a minimum noise
gate over the zero volume output. Consecutive volume samples are compared
to each other to determiine if the breath volume is still increasing. If
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there is no additional
is considered to be
to analog channel with
dumps the spirometer.
volume measured between
over. The computer then
a 5 volt signal to the
The spi rometer purges t
five samplings, the breath
loads one ADAC 1030 digital
spironeter controller that
o the ambient air.
The parallel interface
volt calibration gas
The input buffer reads





output controls the three 12
and the LED breath indicators.
nitrogen range select switch
The MDB KW11P Programmable Clock board regulates the interrupt timings for
the subroutine SAMPLE. The two MDB DLV11 serial interface boards allow




The Perkin- Elmer MM 1100 Mass Spectrometer has been found to have a
severe baseline drift (approximately + 0.5 %) due to a nitrogen exposure
problem. When subjected to more than several minutes of gas samples with
a high ( ambient) N2 concentration, several hours may be required to read a
true 0 . 00% nitrogen when pure oxygen is being sampled. It is necessary to
flush pure oxygen into the mass spectraneter for at least two days prior
to and up to the time of a test. With this flushing, a pure oxygen source
will read 0.00% N2. The 30 seconds of nitrogen during the calibration
does not affect the baseline drift for more than the first fifteen minutes
?	 of the washout, during which time the drift is a small (less than 2%)
fraction of the expired breath nitrogen concentration. If the mass
spectrometer is not adequately flushed out, pure oxygen will show up to
0.5 - 0.6% nitrogen, which is up to twenty times the value that may
actually exist after a three hour washout. The software subtracts out low
level nitrogen baseline drifts measured in the inspired air, but cannot
cancel the effect of large drifts that overwhelm the desired measurement.
Following lengthy oxygen flushing and minimizing the mass spectrometer
exposure to nitrogen has given repeatable three hour washouts on a subject
v	 that are within 5U ml. of nitrogen of each other.
Typically, an easy method to flush the mass spectrometer is to insert the
face mask catheter (inlet #1) into the oxygen tent 02 line set at a low
fl ow. The inlet  select switch must be swi tchedto inlet  #2 during
calibration and returned to inlet #1 for the test and no longer than one
or two minutes of ambient nitrogen exposure will occur.
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7.3 CALIBRATION VALUES
A read only data file named DA ICON. VAL is stored on the system floppy
(DYO:), and contains all the initial calibration values used by the main
program N2WASH.SAV. The three gas mixture calibration gas tank should be
9 14 N2, 8b% 02, and 5% C U2 (all + 1 %) . Certification must be precise to
at least 20 parts per million TU.OU2'%), The first three values in
DAICON.VAL represent the concentrations of N2 in ainbient air, in 100`. 02
and in the three gas mixture. The next three values in DA ICON. VAL
represent the concentrations of 02 in ambient air, in IOU% 02 and in the
three gas mixture. The next three values in DA ICON.VAL represent the
concentrations of CO2 in ambient air, in 100% 02 and in the three gas
mixture. These nine values, all separated by commas, are followed by the
sample rate and the breath gate.
Each time a new tank of three gas calibratio p mixture gas is received in
the Environmental Laboratory it will be necessary to change the gas
percentages in DATCON.M.
In order to change the values listed 	 i n	 DA ICON. VAL	 (originally
79.0,0.0,9.313,21.0,99.39,82.69,0.05,0.00,7.99,25,15.0),
Type
R LED I TV
The computer will type:
LINE-ORIENTED TEXT EDITOR
VERSION 2.O/A
FILE (DEVIC E:f< ILEMME. TYPE) =
Type
DYU :DA IC U N. VAL
The computer will type:
NEW FILE (Y/N)?
Type
N ( for no)
The computer will type:
FILE:DAICON.VAL	 CONTAINS 1 LINES
BEGIN TEXT Ef.. TING
Type
L (to list the line)
.6
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The computer will type the line.  7be N2, 02, and (
mixture are the 3rd, 6th, and 9th values, respectiN
To reel ace the current val ue wi th a new val ue type
RS:/(current val ue)/,/(new val ue)/
To check that the new value has been entered correctly type:
L (to list the line)
Repeat the previous 2 steps for each value which needs to be replaced.
When you are satisfied tnat the line is correct with the new values
type:
END
This will make the changes permanent. Typing stop will abort the editing
process and leave DA 1CON.VAL in its original form.
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7.4 OPERATING THE N2WASH PROGRAM
N2WASH collects all the header information prior to the washout, prompting
the test operator to enter all the information. Next, it controls and
calibrates all of the subsystems necessary to the measurement of the
washout, determining slopes and intercepts from calibration values.
Finally, the program reads all the data during the experiment, performs
some real time analysis and loads the data to the fl oppy disk end prints
out the measured parameters on a breath by breath basis. 	 One minute
summary reports are also typed out.
This report assumes that the test operator is familiar with the general
operation of the DEC LSI-RT11 operating system. If this is not so, refer
to the APPENDIX: RT11 COMMANDS.
Before starting the program, the following must ^e available and, where
appropriate, connected correctly ( see Interconnections):
Perkin- Elmer M:s Spectrometer MGA 1100
Skylab Exhalation Spirometer and control electronics
LSI-11/02 Computer console w/ fl oppy disk drive and printing
termi nal
Breathing 02 gas
Calibration gases ( IUU% 02, and three gas mixture)
Mask assembly and hoses to spirometer
Floppy disk containing N2WASH . SAV on RT-11 version 4.0 Operating
System ( System floppy)
An initialized, double density, single	 sided	 floppy	 disk
containing
at least 40U free blocks for 3 hours worth of data (Data
Floppy)
N2 gas with approximately 160 psi (depends on the ac eating
pressure listed on the air diverter 3-way valve) to drive
spirometer dunp solenoid
1. Turn power on the following, (verify with on lights)
Computer console
LSI-11/02 computer (Line Time Clock, Run/Halt switches in up
posi ti on)
Disk drive krite protect off)
Spirometer controller
Mass spectrometer ( on switch depressed)
Printing terminal
2. Open all calibration gas valves ( low flow, approximately 5 psi)
3. Instructions
a. Insert the system fl oppy into the left hand slot DY1: with
the label on the top. The exposed portion is inserted first.
Push the fl oppy in all the way and close the door.
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b. Insert the data floppy in the right hand slot DY1: in the
same manner and close the doer. (Note: DY1: is vital to
program startup) .
c. The disk drive will engage (with a series of audible clicks
and the door LED flashing) and the terminal will respond by
printing:
RT-11 SJ VO4.00A




ENTER DATE AND TIME
Enter the current date and time by typing:
DATE dd-mmm-v(where dd=day 0-31 ;
 mmm=month three letters of
the month JAN DEC and yy=year 81,82..., separated by hyphens).
Press Return
Type TIME hh:mm (where hh=hours 00-24 and mm=minutes 00-59,
separated by a colon).
Press Return
Verify the time by typing TIME and return, and the computer will
respond by printing the updated time.
To swi tcn the pri nti ng termi nal to a C RT termi nal , one must type
R TTY and press return.
The prompt character will then appear on the CRT (if turned on and
connected). There will be no hard copy of the test generated unless R TTY
is again typed in to return control to the printing terminal. This must
be done while under monitor control, not in the N2WASW program.
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N2 WASHOUT ELECTRONICS CARD CONNECTOR DESIGNATIONS
Top of Plug
Clear Ind. Sig
S1 N.C. Cal Done
Flow Meter Hi Cal
Done DRV11 J1








14 13 Brn	 #2 S2 No
Cabl a	 B1 k 16 15 Red	 #2 Sl	 No .
18 17 Rib.Cable DRV11	 J2	 Pin	 29	 (HH)	 In 5	 Flow Meter Cal	 Done
Yel	 #2 20 19 Or #2 S2	 N.C.	 Hi	 Cal	 Done
22 21 Rib.Cable DRV11	 Jl	 Pin	 10	 (L)	 Out 4	 Inlet	 Select
Rib
	 Cable 24 23 Cable	 Yel Select	 Inlet	 #2
26 25 Cable	 Red 24 VDC Grnd.	 from Mass Spec
Cable	 Wh 28 27 Rib.Cable DRV11	 ,1	 Pin	 1?	 (N)	 Out 5	 Do	 Hi	 Cal	 L.E.D.
30 29 Sol.	 ,Dire Cal	 #3 83% 0 2 Solenoid
Do Cal L.E.D.
DRV11 J1 Pin 14 (R) Rib Cable 32








42 41 Lt. Grn	 Transformer
Transformer
	 Lt. Grn.	 44 43
,1 6 45 Red	 VR #1 Pin 2
+5V D.C.
VR #1 Pin 1
	 Grn #2
	 48 47 Red
	 3K FD Capacitor C5





OF POOR Q^Jjt_„ I
52 51 Or VR	 02	 Pin	 2
54 53 Or VR	 b2	 Pin	 2	 +12	 V.D.C.
Capacitor






14 13 Brn	 02 S2	 No.
Clear	 Ind.	 Sig. Cable	 Blk 16 15 Red 02 _ S1	 No.
18 17 Rib.Cable DRV11	 J2	 Pin	 29	 (HII)	 In	 5 Flow Meter	 Cal	 Done
Sl	 N.C.	 Cal	 Done Yel M2 20 19 Or #2 S2	 N.C.	 Hi	 Cal	 Done
22 21 Rib.Cable DRV11	 J1	 Pin	 10	 (L)	 Out	 I Inlet	 Select
Flow Meter	 Hi	 Cal
Done	 DRV11	 J1 Rib Cable 24 23 Cable	 Yel Select	 Inlet	 #2
Pin	 31	 (KK)	 In	 4
26 25 Cable	 Red 24 VDC Grnd.	 from Mass	 Spec
lect	 Inlet
	
M1 Cable Wh 28 27 Rib.Cable DRV11	 Jl	 Pin	 12	 (N)	 Out	 5 Do	 Hi	 Cal	 L.E.D.
30 29 Sol.	 Wire Cal	 #3 830 0 2	 Solenoid
Do	 Cal	 L.E.D.








42 41 Lt.	 Grn Transformer
d
Transformer Lt. Grn. 44 43
46 45 Red VR	 #1	 Pin	 2
+5V	 D.C.
VR	 kl	 Pin	 1 Grn #2 48 47 Red 3K	 FD Capacitor	 C5	 +5 V.D.C.
50 49 Red VR	 M1	 Pi r,	 2
52 51 Or VR	 42	 Pin	 2
54 53 Or VR	 #2	 Pin	 2	 +12	 V.D.C.
Capacitor







60 59 Rib. Cable DRV11 Jl Pin 16 (T) Out 7 Cal #30n-Off
62 61	 Grn	 Green L.E.D. L5 Do Hi Cal
Amber L.E.G.
L4 Do Cal	 Yel	 _ 64 63 Sol Wire
	
Cal d2 100% N2 Solenoid
Pin 21 (Y) DRV11 Jl
	 66 65 Vio
	
Red I.E.D. L2 100% N2
Comp. Grnd	 Rib Cable 68 67 Rib.Caole DRV11 J1 Pin 17 (U) Out 3 Cal 0 2 On-Off
70 69 Sol.Wire
	
Cal #1 1001 0 2 Solenoid
































































IVLVMD (1) = " 030
IVLVMD	 IVLVMD (2) = "420














= 0	 100% N2 range
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1.	 3-Way Rudolf Valve
1A. One way valve from regulator (4) to face mask inhalation port
(open on inspiration)
1B. One way valve from face mask exhalation port (3) to spirometer
(open on exhalation)
2.	 3-Way Rudolf Valve
2A. One way valve from 1 to spirometer (open on exhalation)
2B. Sample port for mass spectrometer catheter 01
2C. Adapter to demand regulator (4)




4A. High pressure 02 supply hose to regulator
4B. High pressure 02 supply hose to 02 source
5. Mass spectrometer catheter kl from mass spectrometer inlet M1 to sample
port (2B)
6	 Oxygen tent 02 supply hose (from 02 source to inside 02 positive p ►vssure
tent)
7	 Air Dive rte r 3-Way Valve
7A. Opening to face mask
7B. Opening to ambient air (note: connect only between A+B or A+C)
7C. Opening to spirometer intake port
8. Nitrogen gas solenoid drive connector (3/8" swagelock stainless fitting)
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9.0 APPENDIX: RT-11 COMMANDS
9.1 SPEC IAL FUN; TIUN KEYS
The special functions of certain terminal keys you need for communication
wi th the keyboard moni tur are explained below. A more canpl ete 11 st of
special function keys and commands is provided in section 3 of the RT-11
System User's Guide.
Enter C TRL commands by hol di ng the C TRL key down while typi ng the
appropriate letter.
C TRL/C terminates program execution and returns control to the keyboard
moni tor. C TkL/C echoes C on the terminal . 	 You must typ e. two
CTRL/C's	 to	 terminate execution unless the program to be
termi nated is waiting for terminal input or is using the TT
nandler	 for input.	 In these cases, one CTRL/C terminates
execution.
C TRL/0 causes R T-11 to suppress terminal output while continuing
program execution.	 C TkL/O echoes 0 on the terminal .	 RT-11
enables terminal output when one of the following occurs:
1. You type a second C TRL/0.
2. You return the control to the monitor by typing CTRL/C when
proyramn terninates.
Note that when you are using CTRL/0 the system can print an
extraneuus character after the monitor ecnoes the CTRL/O and a
carriage return/line feed.
C TkL/Q resunes printing characters on the term nal frwn the point
previously stopped because of a C TRL/S.
CTRL/S temporarily suspends output to the terminal until you type a
C TRL/Q. C TkL/S does not echo. You can al ternate between C TRL/S
and C TRL/Q to temporarily stop and then resune the di splay of
output ors a C k T termi nal . Type C 'TRL/S when the screen is al most
full, then C TRL/Q to continue when you are ready.
DELETE OR KUtiUU T deletes the last character frLrn the current line  and
echoes a backlash plus the character deleted.	 Each RUUUUT
succeeding DELETE deletes and echoes another character. The
System prints an enclosing backlash when you type a kaly other than
DELE TE.	 Thi s erasure is performed fron right to left u^, to the
beginning of the current line.
If you are using a video display terminal and you have issued the
SET TT SCOPE command, DELETE erases the characters with a
t	
backspace, space, backspace sequence. Your corrections appear on
the	 screen;	 RUdUU T	 does not enclose them with bdc kl as.i
i	 characters.
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9.2 USING ME SYSTLM UTILITILS FUR FILE MAINTLNAK:L
Keyboard commands let you communicate with the RT-11 monitor to allocate
syste+n resources, start progr4is, and use various services.
The following keyboard cunurands are the ones most frequently used with our
LSI-11 cunputers.
They should be used regularly to do such things as obtaining listings of
the directory infonnatiun for the data floppies and naking backup copies
of files. For nwre detdiled intonnatiun about using these or other
cunmands, refer to the UEC RT-11 System User's Guide.
Some of the more commonly used RT-11 commands fur performi rig file
maintenance tasks are listed below. They may be used in any order,
whenever the system has typed a "." to let you know it is ready.
All information that you enter is underlined here. Anything which is not
underlined is typed by the computer.
A.	 Initializing a Floppy Uisk
This is done either:
1. When you want to use a new floppy disk which hds never been
used before, or
L. When a floppy has old data on it which is of no val ue, and
YOU want to ranove the old infonnatiun su that the floppy can
be used again.
To initialize the floppy, put it in the right hand disk slot and
type :
UIR UY1:
The system will then type: DIR-F- Illegal Directory (if the
fl uppy is new and has never been initialized before) , or it wi 1 1
type a list  of the files already stored in the floppy. Make sure
tndt there are none that you might want to save.
Next type:
1NIT/bAU/VUL UY1:
Wnen the system asks "Are you sure?", check to make sure that you
have the correct floppy in DY1 and tnat you have not erroneously
typed DYU instead of UY1. The type Y ( for Yes) fol 1 owed by a
carriage return. If YOU are not sure, type N instead, and repeat
the INI T command.
The /BAD option wi to the INI T comnand wi 11 cause the fl uppy to be
checked for any bad blocks that might be present on it.	 This
wi 1 1 take a ini nute or so . When finished, the systoa wi l 1 	 type
?UUP-I-Nu odd blocks detected DY1:
	
if the floppy has no bad




Code, follwed by the owner nave. You may type in anything yuu
want fur these two entries, but each 'rust be 12 Characters or
less in len th, including spaces, hyphens, etc.
	
Typically, you
would use a fy uppy IU nunber or code for the Vol vne ID, and the
laboratory name (or your own name) for the owner. For ex&nple:
Volume IU? Disk 52A
Uwner? G wasningtun
The INIT co ►nmand causes the directory on the floppy it DY1 to be
zeroed out. This e ffectively erases the information on it.
Although it is sometimes possible to retrieve information from a
floppy after it has had its directory zeroed (if nothing on it
has been overwritten), it is rather difficult and generally not
practical.
B. Getting a Floppy Directory (Contents) Listing
To get a complete, formatted summary of what is stored on a
floppy disk, type the following:
DIR/VUL/FULL/BLUCKS UY1: (Carriage Return)
This causes a listing  of the file names, thei r creation dates,
and other information concerning such things as their physical
locations on the floppy in DY1 to be printed on the terminal.
The date printed fur each file is the date the file was created
or last modified, whichever is later.




A 11 SO rig of each subject data floppy, using the DIR command,
should be ubtained regularly if data files are being created on
it.	 This should preferably be done at the end of each da y in
which tests were run. The latest listing for each floppy should
be saved in order to help keep track of what information is on
each floppy, and also because it can sometimes be useful in
retrieving files which have accidentally been	 deleted	 or
overwritten. Each such listing should be labeled to Correspond
with the particular floppy it summarizes, and then taped on the
special protective envelope for that floppy. Alternatively, the
listings can be kept in a notebook.
If you need to see if a particular file is on a floppy without
getting a complete listing,  put the floppy in DY1 and type:
DIR DY1:name.suf (Return)
Here name is the filename that you used when creating the file,
and "sut" is the 3-letter suffix (or extension or file type) for
that file. If you are nut sure what the suffix is, just type
UIR.UYI:	 none with no period following the name. 	 If the file
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exists on the floppy, the system will print a line coi^tainin the
directury information for that tile, proceeded by the date if it
has been entered into the system, and followed by the total
number of tiles 1 i sted 1 not the total number on the floppy) and
the number of free ( unused) blocks on it. The number of free
blocks can be used to estimate how many more subject data files
can be stored on the floppy. It the requested filename does not
exist on the n uppy, then only the date, "O tiles", and number of
free blocks will be printed.	 Thereture, this is also an easy way
of determining how much unused space is on the floppy. ', Ae that
the unused space may not all be in one contiguous area, however,
the /FULL option can be used to tell you where the unused blocks
are distributed.
C . Deleting Files
To delete a single file which has erroneous	 or	 useless
information on it, put the floppy in DY1 ( the right hand disk
slut) , and type:
DELETE UYl:name.suf followed by a carriage return,
where "n vne" is the fil endne they you want to delete.	 Thi s can
be repeated to r several	 ti 1 es, it desired. ,.e sure that the
ti l ename is entered correctly, because a diffel •ent Yie could be
inadvertently deleted it the Incurrect filename is typed io.	 The
system wi1I type the file name fu11owed by "7".
Respond with Y (Return) it you are sure that you want to delete a
file.
D. Renaini ng a File
It a test has been run ano it is later discovered that an
incorrect filename was used throughout, then it can be renuned,
without changing any of the data stored in it, by inserting the
floppy into DY1 and typing:
RENA ME UYl:oldname.suf DYl:newnsne.suf
Where "newname" is the new filename under which you want the data
to be stored , and "ol dna+ne" is the old f  l ename that was
previously used.
For example.
RENAME DY1: TU09UU.DA T UY1: TM OO.UA T
wi 1 1 cause the filename for file TU09UU.DA T to be chafiged to
TUIUUU.UAT and the old filename will no longer exist.
E. Copying Data Files ( Making Disk Backups)
..
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This enables one ?r more backup copies to be made of all
important data.
To copy all files from one floppy disk to another, do the
fol 1 uwi ng :
1. Initialize the blank floppy you are going to copy onto as
described above in "A. Initializing a Floppy Disk". Note
that this will destroy any information stored on it, so be
sure you have used a floppy which dues not have any data that
YOU want to save.
This step can be skipped it you are only going to add or
replace files 011 d floppy which already has tiles on it.
2. Several options are now available depending on what you want
to do.
(a) To copy all files from DYO to DY1, type:
COPY/Al T/SYS DYU:*.* DY1*.*
(You do not need to include /SYS unless you are copying
system files fran a system floppy.)
The system will then let you take out the system floppy
(if it is nut the one you are copying fr;xn) and replace
it with whatever tloppy has the files you wish to copy.
( The /WAIT option is not necessary i f you are copying
frum your system fl uppy.) This process can take from
several seconds to several minutes, depending on how many
files are being copied. When the system has finished, it
will tell you to replace (mount) the original system
floppy back in DYU: ( i f you used the /WAI T option) , and
tnen let you type Y when you are ready. The system will
type a period when it is ready for a new command.
(b) To copy only those files with the current date (which
were created or last modified tuday), include /NEWFILES
in the list of options with the copy command.
COPY/NEWFILES/WAI T OYU:*.* DY1:*.*
The /NEWFILES causes the systan to conpare the dates of
each file in the disk directory with the current date
entered previously wi th the DATE cannand. Therefore, the
current date must have been entered correctly when the
conputer was puwered up in order for this to work
properly.
(c) To selectively copy certain files, include /Q (for QUERY)




The /Q causes the system to individually 1 i st each
filename on UYU to see if it is to he copied.	 To bypass
copying a particular file, simply hit the Carriage Return
Ke;- after the filename is printed. For files that you do
want to copy, type Y(Return) (Y for yes) after their
names.	 For example:	 if UYU has files named A.DAT,
r3.UA T, and C.UA T on i t and you want to copy only A.DA T




A .DA T? Y(Return) (yes, copy i t)
U .UAT? (Return) (no, do not copy it)
C .DA T? Y( Return) (yes, copy i t)
(d) To copy one or a few files frurn UY^J to DY1, type:
COPY/SYS/WAIT UYU:r.an;^.suf DY1:*.*
4here "name" is the filename. This Can he repeated for
,.weral ti 1 es, i t deli red.
3. A oackup system floppy can be created in a similar manner.
First, put a blank floppy in DY1 and pe , furm step (1) above.
Next, type:
COPY/SYS UYU:*.* UY1:*.*	 (A list of files copied will
follow.
COPY/UUUT UY1:RT11SJ UY1:
UY1 now contains a floppy which has all of the files that the
original system floppy had on it. Note that the copying
caused by the first line above may take a minute or so to
perform, so wait until it is finished and the system responds
with another "." before typing the second line.
4. These procedures can be used regularly to maintain backup
copies of all data files.
	 The recommended procedure is:
(a) First, perform step (1) above.
(b) Second, perform step (2) (a) to copy all the files onto a
new backup floppy.
(c) Third, perform step (2) (b) at the end of each day to
copy new files onto the backup floppy. As an
alternative, the new files fron one or more days may be
copied using the procedures in steps (2) (c) or (2) (d).
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It is prubably best to keep two backup tluppies, to addition
to the origina l. , tor irnpurtdnt files. since it takes only a
'ew minutes to pertunn the copying operation.
It you try to copy a data file trun one floppy onto another
Vic: t a l ready conta i ns a t I I e wi th the same name . then the
tie on the tluppy being copied into will be deIeU-d dnd the
copy operation will be pertunned as requested. Normal Iy,
this is nut real ly pr'ub ', an . since Vies  wi th the same 11drnr
shuul (I generally be identical . However, it sn errurieuus
tilen,rne was entered when creating d file, for example, then
It is possible that this file might replace one on the backup
tIuppy unin ten tiudnIIy.	 This could happen of ttte the was
copied beture correcting the ti enane using the Iteartrne
cunmdnd ( step 0 above) .
	
Ilteretore. be particul arly cdretul
when entering t t I enarnes or copying with possibly erroneous
tilendrnes. since valuable data might be deleted. Frequently
the /NUItLPLAC t upti un wi th the COPY command wi 1 1 he) p to
avoid this potenti al prubl trn.
l. Lw tting Help with System Commands
It you du nut rermernber wench cunnwnd or option to use fur a
pa ►'ticuldr turt;,tiun, or the syntdx for a particular command, use
the HLLP curnntand. It you type only HELP followed by a carriage
return. intonr ► dtiun un the help cunnwnd itselt will be typed.
For a 11 st ut al 1 they possible c unuwnds I sortie are nut always
avai l at ► I e, dependi ng on which system disk you are presently
using). type HELP (rteturn). For, more intunndtion on one ut these:
commands. inMJdi1Tj -^( 0ble options. type HELP (Spdcco curm na nd.
where "curnn►dnd" is the ri mie of the cunnwnd fur V-4--f  rst f—ew
letters of r For example, tor intunnation on the UIREL TORY
(or UIk) curnurand, type:
HLLP Ullt tol lowed by a carriage retrn•n.
It the intunnattun typed is nut clear or you need nitre Oetails.
re ter to the It T-1 1 Syystem User's Guide. 	 The tirst hal f of that
nldnUdl contains do dlphdbetiZed list U  all	 cunMn,r rid ^. with
cunplete intunnatiun and examines un nxtst options,
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9..i ULUSSAHY
oredtn gate - the minimun noise level of the spirometer. Also retr_rred to
as mi nimun nui se gate.
GA LUN. VAL - a data file on the system disk which contains the default
values tur calibrating the spirumeter and mass spectroneter.
UECUAT - a program oil 	 system disk which accepts infunnatiun from the
test operator un a decompression experience experiment, types a report on
the printing tenni ndl , then stores the data in a data ti 1 e.
UYI : - the disk drive device oil
	 right where a floppy disk can be
inserted, e.g., tur a data file.
External gravity - the gravity outside of the experimental environnent,
one if the experimnt is conducted at ground level and zero if conducted in
space.
N2UA TA - d program oil
	 system disk which reads the nitrogen washout
data Fran a data tile and types a report on the printing terminal.
NZWASH - the main pruyr,vn on the system disk which calibrates the
spironeter and spectrometer, records the data during d nitrogen washout
experiment and stores it in a data file.
POINPT - a prugrain on the syste+n disk which accepts information troin the
test operator on the physical cndrdctaristics of a subject, types d report
on the printing tenii nal and stores the data in d ddtd file.
UPDATE - a progr^vn on a system d i sk which reads an unformatted nitrogen
wdShOUt data ti 1 e, formats the data, then stores i t in a data file.
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